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Abstract
In recent years, cellular systems based on orthogonal frequency division multiple access – time
division duplex (OFDMA-TDD) have gained considerable popularity. Two of the major reasons
for this are, on the one hand, that OFDMA enables the receiverto ffectively cope with mul-
tipath propagation while keeping the complexity low. On theother hand, TDD offers efficient
support for cell-specific uplink (UL)/downlink (DL) asymmetry demands by allowing each cell
to independently set its UL/DL switching point (SP). However, cell-independent SP gives rise
to crossed slots. In particular, crossed slots arise when neighbouring cells use the same slot in
opposing link directions, resulting in base station (BS)-to-BS interference and mobile station
(MS)-to-MS interference. BS-to-BS interference, in particular, can be quite detrimental due to
the exposed location of BSs, which leads to high probabilityof line-of-sight (LOS) conditions.
The aim of this thesis is to address the BS-to-BS interference problem in OFDMA-TDD cellular
networks. A simulation-based approach is used to demonstrate the severity of BS-to-BS inter-
ference and a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) equation for OFDMA is formu-
lated to aid system performance analysis. The detrimental effects of crossed slot interference in
OFDMA-TDD cellular networks are highlighted by comparing methods specifically targeting
the crossed slots interference problem. In particular, theinterference avoidance method fixed
slot allocation (FSA) is compared against state of the art interference mitigation approaches,
viz: random time slot opposing (RTSO) and zone division (ZD). Thecomparison is done based
on Monte Carlo simulations and the main comparison metric isspectral efficiency calculated
using the SINR equation formulated in this thesis. The simulation results demonstrate that
when LOS conditions among BSs are present, both RTSO and ZD perform worse than FSA for
all considered performance metrics. It is concluded from the results that current interference
mitigation techniques do not offer an effective solution to the BS-to-BS interference problem.
Hence, new interferenceavoidancemethods, which unlike FSA, do not sacrifice the advantages
of TDD are open research issues addressed in this thesis.
The major contribution of this thesis is a novelcooperativeresource balancing technique that
offers a solution to the crossed slot problem. The novel concept, termedasymmetry balancing,
is targeted towards next-generation cellular systems, envisaged to havead hocand multi-hop
capabilities. Asymmetry balancing completely avoids crossed slots by keeping the TDD SPs
synchronised among BSs. At the same time, the advantages of TDD are retained, which is
enabled by introducing cooperation among the entities in the network. If a cell faces resource
shortage in one link direction, while having free resourcesin the opposite link direction, the
free resources can be used to support the overloaded link direction. In particular, traffic can
be offloaded to near-by mobile stations at neighbouring cells that have available resources. To
model the gains attained with asymmetry balancing, a mathematical framework is developed
which is verified by Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, asymmetry balancing is compared
against both ZD and FSA based on simulations and the results demonstrate the superior per-
formance of asymmetry balancing. It can be concluded that the novel interference avoidance
approach is a very promising candidate to solve the crossed slot problem in next-generation
OFDMA-TDD-based cellular networks.
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The work in this thesis targets next-generation wireless communications. In particular, the
focus is on interference mitigation techniques, which are key to improved spectrum utilisation
in interference limited, full frequency reuse networks. The interest in the topic is governed by
the need for enhanced wireless services. The user demands ubiquitous wireless connectivity
capable of high data rates and multimedia services. At the same time, for the service provider
it is important that the deployed network utilises the spectrum and energy resources efficiently
as a maximisation of both metrics ultimately increases revenue and decreases costs.
Motivation
It is recognised that severe interference is one of the majorlimiting factors for the performance
of wireless cellular networks [1, 2]. In light of the high data rates (up to 1 Gbps) to be offered
by 4th generation (4G) wireless systems such as LTE (long term evolution) Advanced [3–5],
combatting interference is key.
An effective strategy envisioned to ameliorate a network’sperformance without increasing
hardware cost is to make use of existing infrastructure and to introduce cooperation among
the network entities. Naturally, such cooperation leads tomulti-hop cellular networks (MCN)
[6], i.e. cellular networks that have relaying capabilities. A relay station (RS) is an intermediate
node between a mobile station (MS) and the servicing base station (BS) and the relay can be
either a dedicated transceiver or an MS. Multi-hop cellularnetworks exploit the flexibility of
ad hoccommunication while making use of the existing infrastructure of the cellular network
[7].
In order to enable efficient multi-hop/ad hoccommunication in the network, deploying time
division duplex (TDD) is recommended [1]. TDD is also beneficial due to its efficient support
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for asymmetric uplink (UL)/ downlink (DL) traffic [1, 8]. Thefficient support for asymmetric
traffic is of paramount importance because demand in wireless c llular networks is not limited
to voice anymore. On the contrary, multimedia and Internet packet data services are dominant
in current and future networks and these services usually exhibit high peak-to-average asym-
metry demand ratio [1]. In addition, networks based on a combination of TDD and orthogonal
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) have been acknowledged as advantageous due to
the beneficial properties of OFDMA [9, 10]. The main advantages of OFDMA are the ease of
implementation, robustness to multi-path effects and inter-symbol interference [9, 10], multi-
user diversity, and flexibility of deployment [11] which areall discussed in Chapter 2.
In the context of OFDMA-TDD-based networks, an important question currently open to re-
search is how to resolve the same-entity interference problem that TDD poses. Same-entity
interference is a TDD-specific issue that arises when neighbouring cells have dissimilar traf-
fic asymmetry demands. As a result, while a cell is in UL, a neighbouring cell may be in
DL and vice versa, resulting in crossed slots. During crossed slots transmitting MSs interfere
with receiving MSs (MS→MS interference) and transmitting BSs interfere with receiving BSs
(BS→BS interference). Same-entity interference can be quite detrim ntal especially in the case
of BS→BS interference due to the locations of BSs (typically abover oftops) [2] which results
in high probability of line of sight (LOS) conditions among BSs.
Contributions
The main focus of this work is to tackle the same-entity interference problem in OFDMA-
TDD-based cellular networks. The problem is approached by analysing the severity of the
major interference problem, i.e. BS→BS interference, when LOS conditions among BSs are
in place. Such an analysis for OFDMA-TDD-based systems has not been reported in literature
yet, to the best of the author’s knowledge. The detrimental effects of BS→BS interference
in OFDMA-TDD cellular networks are highlighted by comparing the interference avoidance
method fixed slot allocation (FSA) against state of the art interference mitigation approaches
considered by IST-WINNER (Information society technologies - wireless world initiative radio)
[12], viz: random time slot opposing (RTSO) and zone division (ZD). Theprinciple of FSA
is that the UL-DL time slot assignment ratio is kept fixed and constant across the cells in a
network (and usually allocates half of the resources to UL and DL each) [13]. While FSA
is the most straightforward way to avoid crossed slots, thismethod compromises the support
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for cell-independent traffic asymmetry that TDD otherwise off rs. In contrast, both RTSO and
ZD allow each cell to independently set its TDD switching point (SP). RTSO [14] is a method
which relies on randomisation. In particular, in order to mitigate the same-entity interference
problem, RTSO randomly permutes the time slots within a frame. In this way persistent severe
interference is avoided, and in effect interference diversty i achieved. In order to investigate
the effect of RTSO on crossed slots, this thesis formulates th probability for crossed slots when
RTSO is employed. In contrast to RTSO, ZD [15] aims to mitigate same-entity interference
by reducing the transmission range during crossed slots. Inparticular, during crossed slots
resources are allocated only to MSs which are located in the inn r region of the cell. The
reduced transmission range in effect increases the separation distance between transmitters and
vulnerable receivers and hence lowers interference as well. The comparison between RTSO
and FSA and between ZD and FSA is done based on Monte Carlo simulations and the main
comparison metric is spectral efficiency that is calculatedusing a signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) equation developed in this thesis. Furthermore, the comparison between
FSA and RTSO is done utilising the known OTA-SRR (optimum target assignment - stepwise
rate removals) resource allocation algorithm which is formulated for OFDMA in this thesis.
The simulation results demonstrate that in the presence of crossed slots when LOS conditions
among BSs are accounted for, both RTSO and ZD perform worse than FSA for all considered
performance metrics. The results suggest that current interferencemitigation techniques do
not offer an effective solution to the BS→BS interference problem. Hence, a new interference
avoidancemethod is needed, which unlike FSA, does not sacrifice the advantages of TDD.
In light of the above, the major contribution of this thesis is a novelcooperativeresource bal-
ancing technique that resolves the crossed slot problem. The novel concept, termedasymmetry
balancing, is targeted towards next-generation cellular systems, envisaged to havead hocand
multi-hop capabilities. Asymmetry balancing completely avoids crossed slots by keeping the
TDD SPs synchronised among BSs. At the same time, the advantages of TDD are retained,
which is enabled by introducing cooperation among the entiti s n the network. If a cell faces
resource shortage in one link direction, while having free rsources in the opposite link direc-
tion, the free resources can be used to support the overloaded link direction. In particular, traffic
can be offloaded to near-by mobile stations at neighbouring cells that have available resources.
This novel concept of supporting cell-specific traffic asymmetries while the network-wide TDD
is synchronised among cells is termedvirtual SP. Asymmetry balancing works both when the
UL is overloaded (referred to asUL asymmetry balancing) and when theDL is overloaded
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(referred to as DL asymmetry balancing). This thesis focuses on the case of UL asymmetry
balancing. UL asymmetry balancing is deemed more interesting than DL asymmetry balancing
in light of the incorporation of multimedia and Internet packet services in cellular networks.
In particular, as traffic is envisaged to be generally DL-favoured, the network-wide TDD SP
will also be primarily DL-favoured (or occasionally symmetric). This means that there may be
cells that require UL-favoured SP and these cells will not bea l to support the UL demand.
In such cases UL asymmetry balancing can be very beneficial. To model the envisaged gains
in employing asymmetry balancing, a mathematical framework is developed which is verified
by Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, UL asymmetry balancing is compared against both
ZD and FSA based on simulations and the results demonstrate the superior performance of
asymmetry balancing. It is concluded that the novel interfer nce avoidance approach is a very
promising candidate to resolve the crossed slot problem in future cellular networks based on
OFDMA-TDD such as WiMAX (Worldwide interoperability for microwave access) [8] and
LTE [4].
Thesis layout
This final section of the first chapter presents the layout of the rest of the thesis, organised into
five further chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 starts with a brief discussion of the history of cellular networks to put into perspective
current developments and future outlook. The cellular concept is also introduced, as well as
the concept of frequency reuse. In addition, an overview of duplex techniques and multiple
access techniques is given. Furthermore, the notion of multi-hop networks is presented and a
comparison is drawn between multi-hop cellular networks and si gle-hop cellular networks.
Chapter 3 treats the topic of capacity of OFDMA-TDD cellularnetworks. The general notion of
capacity is defined in the context of cellular networks. Furthermore, the first contribution of this
thesis is presented, which is a detailed SINR derivation forOFDMA-TDD cellular networks.
The SINR formulation considers a cross-layer approach whereby fast fading effects as well
as slow fading effects are accounted for. In addition, the distance (in terms of number of
subcarriers) between an interfering subcarrier and the victim subcarrier is taken into account
when calculating interference. Shannon’s capacity equation and adaptive modulation are also




Chapter 4 discusses interference mitigation techniques for cellular OFDMA-TDD networks.
First, an introduction to interference mitigation is presented. Afterwards, an overview is given
to fractional/soft frequency reuse techniques for OFDMA-based cellular networks which are
techniques aiming to reduce inter-cell interference. TDD-specific interference mitigation meth-
ods are discussed next. In particular, RTSO and ZD are considered in detail and each is com-
pared to the FSA technique via Monte Carlo simulations. The comparative analysis of FSA
with RTSO and ZD is the second contribution of this thesis andthe analysis aims to expose the
adverse effects of BS→BS interference. Two further contributions of this thesis are presented
in this chapter. The first one is the analysis of the probability of crossed slots when RTSO
is employed. The second contribution is the formulation of the OTA-SRR resource allocation
algorithm for OFDMA and this new formulation is used in the comparison between RTSO and
FSA.
Chapter 5 discusses interference avoidance for multi-hop cellular OFDMA-TDD networks and
presents the fifth and main contribution of this thesis whichis the novel asymmetry balanc-
ing method that completely resolves the BS→BS interference problem. Asymmetry balancing
supports cell-independent traffic asymmetry via a novel concept termed virtual SP, which is
the final, sixth contribution of this thesis. Two componentsof the asymmetry balancing are
identified,viz: resource availability and availability of relay stations. The impact of these two
components on the functioning of asymmetry balancing is formally modelled by a mathematical
framework. The mathematical framework is verified by Monte Carlo simulations. In addition,
the performance of asymmetry balancing is compared againstthe performance of ZD and FSA.
Chapter 6 presents the summary and conclusions of the thesis, where limitations of the pre-
sented work are discussed and topics for further research are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Background to cellular networks
2.1 Introduction
With the rapid headway of technologyubiquitous wireless connectivityis already within reach.
Ubiquitous wireless connectivitymeansconvergenceof the Internet to“anytime, anywhere,
anything”. Here “anything” refers to the multitude of devices that areenvisioned to be inter-
connected. For example, according to the concept of smart homes almost any electrical device
in a house can be networked in one system to operate in awareness of ach other and of the
environment [16]. In the particular context of mobile cellular networks, the convergence of
the Internet puts ever more zealous demands on the network capabilities. Theanytimecon-
nectivity translates into the network being available at all imes, including busy periods. This
calls for smart ways of load distribution. Load distribution is an issue of paramount importance
especially due to the envisaged high data rate multimedia applic tions for mobile devices. Fur-
thermore,anywhereconnectivity means that the network should be capable of delivering the
requested services independently of whether terminals areindoors, outdoors, or moving (in-
cluding movement at high speeds). Such ubiquitous mobile services are envisioned for the next
generation of mobile networks by the ITU (international telecommunication union), the body
which defines the requirements for each generation of mobilecommunications systems.
However, a wireless cellular system which can efficiently handle all of the above-mentioned
requirements does not exist as yet. This is why improving thecapabilities of next-generation
wireless cellular networks is of special interest in the current thesis. This chapter first intro-
duces the basics of cellular networks. In particular, an overview of the cellular concept and
the frequency reuse concept is given. Next, duplex techniques and multiple access techniques
are reviewed. The chapter ends with a discussion on multi-hop cellular networks and their key
differences from the traditional single-hop cellular network.
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2.2 Cellular networks
2.2.1 History and outlook
The history of cellular networks can be traced back to the year of 1946, when the first commer-
cial mobile network was launched in St. Louis, USA by AT&T [17, 8]. AT&T did not build a
cellular network per se, rather, there was a single high-power transmitter with a coverage radius
of more than 80 km. The system had only three channels and required operators to manually
connect radio calls to the land-line telephone network. Twoyears later, in 1948, the first fully
automatic network was launched in Richmond, Indiana [17]. The popularity of radio commu-
nications grew quickly and soon demand could not be met. The probability of an unsuccessful
attempt to connect to the network rose to 65% [17] and it was clear that power and bandwidth
resources could be utilised more effectively. To this end, the cellular concept was developed
at Bell Labs in the 1940s [17]. According to the cellular concept, the coverage area is divided
into cells where each cell has its own low-powered transmitter. It took more than 30 years to
implement this idea and the first generation (1G) of cellularnetworks was launched in 1978
in Japan by NTT DoCoMo using the NAMTS (Nippon advanced telephone service) standard
[17]. At about the same time, 1G networks were deployed also in the UK, Scandinavia, and
Germany. They were all analog-based (raising privacy issues) and also lacked interoperability
among them [17]. Four years later, in 1982, Europe respondedby forming the GSM (Groupe
Speciale Mobile), which aimed to develop a pan-European stadard for cellular networks, as
well as to digitise the wireless cellular communications [19, 20]. By the year 1987 there were
already 13 countries which had committed to employ GSM. In 1991, the first GSM call was
made by Radiolinja in Finland which landmarked the first deployment of a second generation
(2G) network [19]. One of the appealing features of GSM was the ability to roam, i.e. to use
GSM services seamlessly across countries. However, as GSM services were limited to voice
and sending short messages, the next goal ahead was to implement a wireless network capa-
ble of delivering multimedia services, such as video calls,nd mobile Internet access. As this
meant that more bandwidth and higher data rates were necessary, multimedia was targeted to be
a feature of the next,3rd, generation (3G) networks. The first network to commercially provide
3G services was launched in South Korea by SK Telecom and LG Telecom in 2000 and was
based on CDMA2000 (code division multiple access) technology [21]. The historical time-line
of mobile networks is presented in Fig. 2.1.
Now that a review of the history of mobile networks has been presented, it is interesting to
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Figure 2.1: History of the deployment of mobile networks [17, 19, 21].
discuss future developments. So far mobile networks have been d signed for voice services
mainly with addons which allow for multimedia services. Next generation systems, however,
will be optimised to carry packet-based data and voice traffic will be transported as VoIP (voice
over internet protocol) [3, 22]. In addition, the ITU has specifi d the following requirements
for the 4G mobile networks:
• Ubiquitous mobile access [3].
• Worldwide functionality and roaming [23].
• Data rates of 100 mbps for high mobility and 1 Gbps for low mobility users [3].
• Heterogeneousand integratedservices such that subscribers can use any system, any
time, anywhere to access a wide range of applications (basedon voice, multimedia (in-
cluding television), and internet [24]). For example, depending on the required services,
the same device can access the local area network (LAN), the global positioning system
(GPS), and the UMTS network seamlessly and transparently for the user [3, 22].
• Personalisedservices for people of different locations, occupations, ad economic stand-
ing [22].
It should be noted that the 4G standard, termed IMT-Advanced(international mobile technol-
ogy) by the ITU, is still to be finalised. Currently there are two technologies which are being
developed to meet the requirements for a 4G system. The first one is LTE and specifically,
its enhanced version LTE Advanced. LTE is an evolution of theGSM/UMTS family of stan-
dards and will be backward-compatible with them [4, 24]. Theother technology is WiMAX
[8], which offers fixed “last mile” broadband access and is also envisaged to offer portable In-
ternet as a complement to the other mobile networks [25]. Fixed WiMAX (supporting static
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subscribers) is already commercially available, however,this technology is 3G-certified by the
ITU [26]. Mobile WiMAX solutions conforming to the 4G requirements are currently under de-
velopment. It is interesting to note here that there is an evolution technology, particularly aimed
for CDMA markets, called UMB (Ultra mobile broadband), whicis developed by Qualcomm
as the alternative to LTE. Just like LTE and WiMAX, UMB is based on OFDM and its network
architecture is IP-based [27]. However, in 2008 the projectwas halted, leaving WiMAX and
LTE the two major 4G technologies.
In the context of next generation technologies there is an interesting development called “green
radio”. “Green radio” is an initiative to make mobile networks more environmentally friendly
by minimising power usage and making power consumption moreefficient. To this end, ac-
cording to [28] excess bandwidth needs to be exploited whenever possible. As per Shannon’s
equation which will be discussed later in this work, an increase in bandwidth results in linear
increase in capacity, while an increase in power only results in a logarithmic increase in capac-
ity. Therefore, exploiting underutilised bandwidth is notonly a more effective way to increase
capacity, but also the “green” way. The novel asymmetry balancing method presented in this
work fits perfectly in the vision of “green” communications by utilising underused resources.
Asymmetry balancing is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
2.2.2 The cellular concept & frequency reuse
Cellular networks are a manifestation of the attempt to havel rge service area coverage in an
interference-tolerable manner, as was briefly mentioned inthe previous section. According to
the cellular conceptthe intended coverage area is divided into cells, each having a relatively
low-powered BS. In addition, the concept allows for the system bandwidth to bereusedin dif-
ferent parts of the network. The cells are grouped together in clusters such that a cluster shares
the system bandwidth, part of which is assigned to each cell in the cluster. Such frequency
planning is particularly important as it controls the amount of interference that cells using the
same frequency band cause each other (termed inter-cell intrference or co-channel interfer-
ence (CCI)). The tolerable inter-cell interference determines the cluster size and typical cluster
sizes include four, seven, and twelve [18]. The cellular concept together with the frequency
reuse mechanism for a cluster size of seven is illustrated inFig. 2.2. Note that cell coverage is
illustrated as hexagonal-shaped, while in reality coveragdepends on propagation conditions.
However, hexagonal representation is usually used for drafting convenience to illustrate full
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area coverage [17]. A group of cells marked A through G form one cluster and the cells marked
by the same letter use the same frequency bands (and are sourcf CCI). Intuitively, the larger
the cluster size, the fewer times a given band is reused within the system and hence the smaller
the interference that each cell experiences from co-channel cells. In contrast, smaller cluster
size causes a given band to be reused more often within the network, which in turn means
better bandwidth utilisation but also higher interference. Hence, there is a trade-off between
bandwidth utilisation and interference, which requires careful frequency planning. This notion
is illustrated mathematically in the following [18].
Assume that there arecc reusable channels available in a given system, which are shad by the
cells in a cluster. The cluster is replicatedKs times in the system, meaning that the total system
capacity, i.e. total number of channels that can be utilised, ct, is given as:
ct = cc · Ks. (2.1)
The number of channels per cluster depends on the number of allocated channels per BS,cb,
and on the number of BSs per cluster,Bk, as shown in:
cc = cb · Bk. (2.2)
Therefore, it can be easily seen that the total number of channels that can be utilised in the
system actually can be represented as:
ct = cb · Bk · Ks. (2.3)
The mechanism of the trade-off between bandwidth utilisation and interference that was dis-
cussed above can be observed from (2.3). The capacity can be icreased if the number of
channels per BS is increased, while decreasing the number ofBSs per cluster (and keeping the
total number of BSs in the system fixed). This, however, will lead to more clusters in the sys-
tem and higher co-channel interference. The opposite also holds true. Increasing the number
of BSs per cluster means fewer clusters in the system, decreased co-channel interference, and
decreased bandwidth utilisation. It should be noted that animportant metric in this context is
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The frequency reuse factor essentially shows what fractionof the channels per cluster are used
by a single BS.
Figure 2.2: The concept of frequency reuse: frequency bands are reused by spatially separated
cells to reduce interference. A group of cells marked A through G form one cluster
and the cells marked by the same letter are co-channel cells.
Due to the high demand on bandwidth today and the envisioned increase in resource demand,
next-generation networks will employ a cluster size one, i.e. frequency reuse of one [1], allow-
ing each cell to use the whole available bandwidth. This is why it is very important to have
efficient mechanisms to tackle the inter-cell interferenceproblem, as is discussed later in this
thesis.
2.3 Duplex techniques
As mentioned in the previous section, in a typical wireless cellular network each cell has a BS
and each BS serves the subscribers (also referred to as MSs orusers) which are in its respective
cell area. In this context, service means providing connectivity in UL or DL or both. As
shown in Fig. 2.3, in the case of UL, traffic is directed from the MS to the BS, whereas in the
case of DL, traffic is directed from the BS to the MS. There are two duplex techniques, which
administer how UL and DL are coordinated: frequency division duplex (FDD) and TDD. These
are explained in the next two sections, concentrating on thefollowing specific points of interest:
• Way of UL/DL coordination
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(a) UL: MS→BS (b) DL: BS→MS
Figure 2.3: As shown in (a), during UL the MS communicates to the BS and UL is denoted by
an arrow pointed up, while as shown in (b), during DL the BS communicates to the
MS and DL is denoted by an arrow pointing down.
• Type of inter-cell interference experienced
• Main advantages and drawbacks
2.3.1 Frequency division duplex
Introduction
In FDD, UL and DL are allocated separate non-overlapping frequency bands as shown in
Fig. 2.4. These bands are usually equal in bandwidth and are separated by a guard frequency
band. Having a dedicated UL frequency band and a dedicated DLfrequency band means that
Figure 2.4: FDD: a frequency band is allocated to UL and DL each.
the UL communication only interferes with concurrent UL communication and, analogously,
the DL communication only interferes with concurrent DL communication. As a consequence,
there are two types of interference present in FDD,viz: (1) from MS to BS (MS→BS) which
occurs during UL and (2) from BS to MS (BS→MS) which occurs during DL. These two types
of interference are commonly referred to asother-entityinterference.
Advantages
The major advantages of FDD are outlined below:
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• FDD facilitates continuous and simultaneous transmissionin UL and DL by dedicating
a frequency band to UL and DL each. This makes FDD particularly suitable for voice
traffic.
• Due to the fact that UL and DL take place on separate frequencybands, BSs do not inter-
fere with each other and MSs also do not interfere with each other. This is a particularly
important advantage, because as will be subsequently seen,in TDD there is interference
among BSs and among MSs in addition to the FDD-specific interfer nce. The lack of
interference among the BSs makes cell site planning easier as compared to TDD.
Disadvantages
The major disadvantages of FDD are outlined below:
• The fixed channel allocation in FDD, which is advantageous for voice (symmetric) traffic,
is a disadvantage when considering packet-based services su h a data traffic and the
Internet. These services can be largely asymmetric in nature, hence, cannot be efficiently
supported by FDD.
• In order to minimise interference between UL and DL transmisions, FDD utilises a
guard band, which is typically two times either the UL or DL band [8]. While the guard
band spectrum can indeed be used for other applications, careful frequency planning is
necessary to avoid interference.
• The deployment of FDD requires higher hardware costs as compared to TDD. This is
because due to the concurrent operation of UL and DL, at each tr nsceiving unit a sepa-
rate receiver, a separate transmitter, and a duplexer are required, in addition to RF filters
needed to isolate the UL and the DL signals.
• Future systems require large bandwidth (greater than 20 MHz[29] and up to 100 MHz
[30]) and it might be difficult to find unoccupied paired spectrum necessary for FDD due
to the fact that the frequency bands below 10 GHz are heavily utilised worldwide by co-
existing systems. In some countries, however, spectrum is being freed up. For example,
in the UK spectrum will be released for auction due to switching TV broadcast signals to
a more bandwidth efficient digital format - the so-called digital dividend. Nevertheless,
this is still an issue worth pointing out.
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2.3.2 Time division duplex
Introduction
In contrast to FDD, TDD can adaptively allocate resources bytoggling UL and DL in time,
while both UL and DL are allocated the whole bandwidth (referto Fig. 2.5). As a result, only
one frequency band is required. Hence, in comparison with FDD, clearly TDD does not require
a guard frequency band. However, whenever there is a switch in link direction (i.e. SP), a
guard time interval is needed because MSs cannot transmit and receive on the same frequency
at the same time [31]. In particular, there are two types of guard-time intervals. The first type is
referred to as transmit/receive transition gap (TTG) and isnecessary whenever there is a switch
from DL to UL [32]. The second type accommodates the reverse switch, from UL to DL, and
is referred to as receive/transmit transition gap (RTG) [32]. The TTG needs to accommodate
the round-trip delay, i.e. the time needed for the signal to travel from the BS to the MS and
back [32]. As all MSs at a given cell synchronously transmit and synchronously receive, the
TTG needs to accommodate the round trip delay associated with the MS that is farthest from
the BS. Hence, the TTG actually accounts for the round trip delay of the signal travelling to
the cell edge and back [31]. In contrast, the RTG is the time needed for the hardware to switch
from UL mode to DL mode, and is hence much shorter than the TTG [32]. Note that the TDD
frame may require one or more TDD SPs that switch between UL and DL transmission (and
vice versa) depending on the UL-DL time slots allocation. Fig. 2.5(a) displays a single TDD
frame, where the UL and the DL are allocated two separate contiguous blocks. In this case only
one TDD SP per frame is needed (and one at the end or beginning of each frame, which is not
shown in the figure). It is also possible to have the UL and DL time slots permuted in a frame,
resulting in the need for multiple TDD SPs. This case is shownin Fig. 2.5(b).
(a) Single SP per frame (b) Multiple SPs per frame
Figure 2.5: TDD: UL and DL are both allocated the whole bandwidth and are dynamically
toggled in time. The TDD frame may require one or more TDD SPs depending on
the UL-DL time slots allocation.
In comparison to FDD, TDD suffers from two types of additional interference, referred to
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assame-entityinterference, namely: (1) MS→MS interference and (2) BS→BS interference.
Note that the latter is particularly detrimental due to the exposed location of BSs which causes
high probability of LOS. As mentioned in Chapter 1, same-entity interference occurs during
crossed slots, i.e. whenever two neighbouring cells use the same time slotin pposing link
directions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In the case when the UL part of the frame and the DL part
of the frame are allocated as two contiguous blocks (Fig. 2.5(a)), crossed slots can arise in two
situations [33]. The first situation is when the TDD frames among BSs are synchronised. Then,
crossed slots occur if neighbouring cells have allocated a dissimilar number of resources to UL
and DL which means that the TDD SPs vary in time across cells. The second situation is when
the TDD frames among BSs are not synchronised and BSs start each frame independently
of each other. In this case even all of the slots in a frame can be crossed slots. However,
if the UL and DL time slots in a frame are not allocated as two contiguous blocks but are
randomly permuted instead (Fig. 2.5(b)), crossed slots arebound to occur among cells. In this
situation, the number of crossed slots varies depending on the ra io of UL-to-DL slots per frame.
Ultimately it does not matter whether or not the BSs begin each time frame in a synchronous
manner. A further discussion of this scenario is provided inSection 4.4.1.
Figure 2.6: Whenever a cell is in UL while a neighbouring cell is in DL, crossed slots occur,
causing same-entity interference.
Advantages
The major advantages of TDD are outlined below:
• TDD can adapt to cell-specific asymmetry demands, which means that each cell can
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allocate UL/DL resources independently. It is of paramountimportance to be able to dy-
namically adapt to the traffic demand in the network because crrent and future wireless
communications are packet-based and characterised by highpeak-to-average traffic ratio
[1, 2, 34].
• TDD obviates the need to feedback channel information (needed for power control, etc)
because UL and DL share the same channel. This property of TDDis usually referred to
as channel reciprocity [34].
• The hardware costs needed for TDD implementation can be comparatively lower than the
hardware costs needed for FDD implementation, because the UL and the DL can share
the same oscillator and filters and, in addition, the need fora duplexer is obviated [32].
• TDD supports multi-hop relaying capabilities within the network at low cost, due to the
fact that each relay station (RS) needs only a simple transceiver with an UL/DL switch
[35]. Multi-hop networks are discussed in Section 2.5.
Disadvantages
The major disadvantages of TDD are outlined below :
• The major drawback of TDD-based systems is BS→BS interference due to the high
probability of LOS among BSs [1, 2, 31, 34].
• Inter-operator interference is another major issue in TDD.Operators which are allocated
adjacent channels may experience severe interference due to the fact that adjacent channel
rejection is only limited (which is why in FDD guard frequency bands are used). Inter-
operator interference is difficult to avoid because operators need to synchronise their
networks to a common reference and also to adopt the same asymmetry [36]. Both of
these requirements limit the flexibility that operators otherwise have with respect to TDD.
This is a major reason as to why FDD is preferred to TDD.
• Even though TDD does not require a guard frequency band, it requir s a guard time
interval. As was discussed in Section 2.3.2, the TTG should be larger than the round-trip
delay in the system. Hence, for large cell sizes, this can lead to significant efficiency
losses [32]. This is why usually TDD is considered for small ce sizes [2].
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Until now FDD has been primarily used in 2G standards (e.g. GSM [18]) because the major
mobile telephone service has been voice. However, due to itsnumerous advantages in the
context of future wireless systems, TDD is of particular interest. This is why research is targeted
towards resolving TDD’s disadvantages, and in particular,the BS→BS interference problem.
2.4 Multiple access techniques
So far the discussion concentrated on the way BSs and MSs coordinate MS↔BS communica-
tion. Another important point to review is how multiple MSs are coordinated in accessing the
joint network resources. This is referred to asmultiple access. The most important multiple ac-
cess techniques are: frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access
(TDMA), CDMA, and hybrids thereof. While the first three (most basic) methods are briefly
introduced, the focus in this section is on the hybrid OFDMA technique. As already mentioned
in Chapter 1, OFDMA is of particular interest for future systems such as LTE and WiMAX and
is therefore treated in detail.
2.4.1 Frequency division multiple access and time divisionmultiple access
In FDMA users who require radio resources are served at the same time on different (non-
overlapping) frequency bands, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. FDMA can be combined with both
Figure 2.7: FDMA: users are served at the same time on different frequency bands.
TDD and FDD. In the case of FDMA-TDD, users who request servicuse the UL and DL
resources at different time instances [18]. This is in contrast to the case of FDMA-FDD where
users need to be allocated a pair of frequency bands, one for UL and DL each, and UL and DL
communication is concurrent [18].
In TDMA users who demand access to the network are multiplexed in time, as shown in
Fig. 2.8, which means that users are allocated the whole bandwidth at different (non-overlapping)
time instants. Similarly to FDMA, TDMA can be combined with both TDD and FDD. In the
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Figure 2.8: TDMA: users are served using the whole bandwidth at different times.
case of TDMA-TDD a user who requests service is allocated thew ole bandwidth for a given
time duration in the UL part of the transmission frame and again in the DL part of the transmis-
sion frame. In contrast, in TDMA-FDD users share both the UL and the DL frequency bands in
a TDMA fashion, i.e. a user is allocated a TDMA time slot in theUL frequency band and in the
DL frequency band. It should be noted that most 2G standards employ FDD with a hybrid form
of TDMA and FDMA (e.g. GSM) [20]. An FDMA/TDMA architecture combined with TDD
has been employed by cordless systems across Europe and Asia[20]. In addition, a hybrid
form of FDMA and TDMA is considered for all new technologies envisioned to be deployed as
next generation systems, such as WiMAX [9], LTE (including LTE Advanced) [4, 5], and the
IST-WINNER [30].
2.4.2 Code division multiple access
CDMA is fundamentally different from both TDMA and FDMA in that CDMA is a spread
spectrum technology. This means that the message signal is multiplied by a spreading signal,
having a relatively large bandwidth. The spreading signal is pseudo noise (PN) code and the
PN codes of different users are approximately orthogonal. As a result, the transmitting entities
make use of the whole bandwidth at the same time. The basic prin i le of CDMA is illustrated
in Fig. 2.9. Each additional user increases the overall noise level seen by other users, which
Figure 2.9: CDMA: users are served at the same time using the whole bandwidth on different
PN codes.
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makes CDMA an interference-limited system [37]. Thus, for optimum user experience, perfect
power control should be in place, i.e. the received power level needs to be constant over the
users. A problem, which arises from lack of power control, isthe near-far effect. This problem
occurs when the received power from an interfering user is higher than the received power
of the desired user. As a result, users close to the BS overpowr users that are further away
and prevent their signal from being properly received. Notwithstanding, CDMA allows for a
frequency reuse of one (due to the fact that interference canbe treated as noise [38]) and is
the main multiple access technique used in 3G technologies such as UMTS (universal mobile
telecommunications system) [39].
2.4.3 Orthogonal frequency division multiple access
Introduction
OFDMA is based on orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) which is a special case
of frequency division multiplex (FDM) [40]. In this sectionFDM and OFDM are introduced
first, and then OFDMA is discussed.
In FDM data is multiplexed onto equally spaced frequencies (no relation between the centre
frequencies is implied), separated by a guard band. FDM is a technique for multi-carrier (MC)
transmission, as opposed to single-carrier (SC) transmission. The difference between MC trans-
mission and SC transmission is that when the former is employed, a fast serial data stream is
transformed into a number of slower parallel data streams. MC is particularly advantageous in
light of the demand for higher data rates and, hence, larger bandwidths which makes SC trans-
mission vulnerable to channel effects. There are two main reasons why in comparison to SC
transmission MC transmission is considered more robust to the dispersive nature of the channel,
both in time domain and in frequency domain. First, the transmis ion bandwidth per channel in
the case of MC is decreased as compared to SC, and second, the duration of the transmit sym-
bol in the case of MC is increased as compared to SC. This can beexpr ssed mathematically
as follows: given that the data is transformed intoNs parallel streams and that the SC signal
bandwidth isWsc, then the MC signal bandwidth isWmc =
Wsc
Ns
. Furthermore, given that the
symbol duration in the case of SC transmission isTsc, the symbol duration when MC trans-
mission is employed can be expressed asTmc = Tsc · Ns. The longer symbol duration means
that there is little or no inter-symbol interference resulting from consecutive symbols [18]. In
addition, having multiple carriers instead of a single one mans that by design the channel
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bandwidth can be made smaller than the coherence bandwidth [18]. Note that the coherence
bandwidth identifies the range of frequencies within which the channel can be assumed “flat”.
(A flat channel affects all spectral components in the same way.) Having flat-fading channels
within a larger frequency selective bandwidth (where frequency selectivity means that different
frequencies fade differently) are beneficial in resource alloc tion in that different channels can
be assigned different data rates based on their individual fading conditions. This topic is further
discussed in Chapter 3. The comparison of MC transmission toSC transmission is summarised
in Fig. 2.10.
(a) Single carrier transmission (b) Multi-carrier transmission
Figure 2.10: Large transmission bandwidth results in short symbol duration as shown in (a),
while narrow transmission bandwidth results in long symbolduration as shown
in (b).
OFDM, as its name suggests, is not simply an FDM technique. OFDM can be considered a
method which is a hybrid of MC transmission and modulation [41]. In particular, in OFDM the
serial data stream is divided into a number of parallel bit streams, each of which is then mod-
ulated onto individual orthogonal frequency carriers. Orthogonality among subcarriers means
that subcarriers do not interfere with each other, even thoug their spectra overlap. This is
attained by setting the subcarrier frequencies to be integer multiples of each other, as demon-
strated in Fig. 2.12. As a result, in comparison to FDM, OFDM saves spectrum, as shown on
Fig. 2.11, and also power. Power is saved by reducing interference among subcarriers, which
is discussed later on in this chapter.
Modulation in OFDM is achieved through the inverse fast Fourier t ansform (IFFT). In partic-
ular, in OFDM after the serial data stream is converted into parallel data streams, the IFFT is
performed. The IFFT operation is very computationally inexp nsive and significantly decreases
the receiver/transmitter complexity. An elegant way in which OFDM maintains orthogonality
is by appending a cyclic prefix to each symbol. A cyclic prefix is added by copying the last
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Figure 2.11: OFDM saves bandwidth and power by making use of orthogonality mong sub-
carriers.
−5n −4n −3n −2n −n 0 n 2n 3n 4n 5n
Frequency
Figure 2.12: OFDM uses frequency carriers which are integer multiples ofthe centre fre-
quency.
χ number of bits of a symbol to the front part of the symbol. In this way, an otherwise linear
convolution is “turned” into a circular one, which is of paramount importance in order to be
able to restore the transmitted signal properly at the receiv r. This concept can be expressed









t), nTs − TG ≤ t ≤ (n + 1)Ts, (2.5)
wherex(t) is the transmitted signal;Ts is the symbol duration;Ntot is the number of sub-
carriers;sm(n) is the modulated signal;TG is the duration of the cyclic prefix; andj is the
imaginary unit. Due to the cyclic prefix,(t) is actually partially periodic with periodTG, i.e.
x(t − t1) = x(Ts + t − t1), t − t1 ≤ TG.
In particular, without the cyclic prefix, performing FFT (fast Fourier transform) at the receiver
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means performing FFT on thelinear convolution of the channel response and the transmitted
signal. However, the FFT of this linear convolution does notallow for the transmitted signal to
be properly extracted. This is only possible if the FFT is performed on a circular convolution.
Appending a cyclic prefix to each symbol serves exactly the purpose of turning a linear con-
volution to a circular one. The received signal can be expressed mathematically using vector
notation as:
r(t) = x(t) ⊙ h(t) + nth(t), (2.6)
wherer(t) is the received signal vector;h(t) is the channel impulse response vector;nth(t)
is the additive noise vector; and⊙ denotes circular convolution. Because the FFT transforms
circular convolution into multiplication, the received signal at the receiver can be expressed as:
R(f) = S(f)H(f) + Nth(f),
whereR(f), S(f), H(f), andNth(f) are the respective FFT pairs ofr(t), s(t), h(t), and
nth(t).
However, even though it is a strict necessity, the cyclic prefix presents an overhead to the
system and also adds redundancy, which directly translatesinto loss of throughput. To justify
these drawbacks and to maximise the benefits of using a cyclicprefix, the cyclic prefix is also
exploited to facilitate error correction and synchronisation. For more information on the use of
FFT and the cyclic prefix in OFDM, the interested reader may refer to [42].
OFDM, similarly to FDM, has been used as a basis for a multipleaccess technique and the
technique is termed OFDMA. In OFDMA each user is assigned a group of frequency carri-
ers, depending on the channel conditions. Such a technique is efficient, because it can exploit
the frequency selectivity of the channel. In particular, asthe channel characteristics are gen-
erally dissimilar among users, the same frequencies fade differently for different users (which
is known as multiuser diversity). Hence, in OFDMA each subcarrier can be allocated to user
who experiences the best fading conditions for that subcarrier. Fig. 2.13 illustrates an ex-
ample, where the channel transfer functions of three users ar hown. It can be seen that if
the whole bandwidth were assigned to a single user, the spectrum would generally be under-
utilised, due to the multiple fades a single user would experience. Additionally, the flat fading
of the OFDMA channels is beneficial as discussed previously,a well as the scalability of the
OFDMA system combined with its low complexity. These advantages and the disadvantages
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of OFDMA are reviewed below.
































Figure 2.13: Frequency selectivity and multi-user diversity: different frequencies fade dif-
ferently and the channel transfer function has dissimilar characteristics among
users.
Advantages
• One of the most important advantages of OFDMA isscalability [11]. Scalability means
that an OFDMA system can be deployed using a range of bandwidths. This is achieved
by keeping fixed the frequency separation between subcarriers as well the symbol dura-
tion. As a result, the dimension of the basic resource (in time and frequency) is fixed. In
order to support deployments with different bandwidth, theFTT size is adjusted accord-
ingly. This means that the air interface stays practically the same for different deployment
scenarios.
• OFDM provides alow-complexitysolution to one of the most detrimental problems which
exist in wireless communications, namely multi-path. The multi-path effect is a manifes-
tation of the surroundings. The transmitted signal bouncesoff objects, buildings, trees,
etc, thus multiple copies of the transmitted signal arrive at the receiver at different times
and with different power. This causes the received signal tobe distorted and “spread
out” in time and the time duration of the spread is termedd lay spread. The multi-path
effect also results ininter-symbol interference(ISI), which is the interference between
consecutive transmitted symbols, which “leak” into each oter. OFDM overcomes the
above-mentioned challenges, due to the longer OFDM symbol duration and the cyclic
prefix.
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Disadvantages
synchronisation In order to maintain the orthogonality among subcarriers and to avoid ISI,
OFDM requires frequency and phase synchronisation. As a result, OFDM is prone to
synchronisation problems occurring due to synchronisation errors and movement, i.e.
Doppler shift.
PAPR High peak-to-average power ratios (PAPR) can occur becausethe OFDM signal is an
addition of many sinusoid waves. When sinusoid waves add constructively, high peak
powers are observed. In contrast, when sinusoid waves add destructively, very low pow-
ers can result.
There are ways to address the above issues. For example, pilot carriers can be used to facilitate
synchronisation, while a way to address the PAPR problem would be via clipping the power to
the desired level. Clipping is advantageous because of its simplicity, however, it has a major
disadvantage. In particular, clipping introduces distortions and results in loss of orthogonality.
(For a detailed treatment of OFDM, the interested reader mayrefer to [40, 42, 43].) In general,
it can be stated that the advantages of OFDM have the potential to offset the disadvantages
in light of the requirements of future wireless networks. This is demonstrated by the fact that
OFDM is already widely used for technologies such as digitalvideo broadcast (DVB) and
digital audio broadcast (DAB) [44] as well as for WLAN (wireless local area network) [41].
Furthermore, OFDM and OFDMA in particular, have great potential for next-generation mobile
communication systems [45]. For example, technologies such as mobile WiMAX [9] and LTE
Advanced [5] are based on OFDMA.
OFDMA-TDD
As previously mentioned, this thesis concentrates on networks based on OFDMA-TDD. This
is particularly because according to the ITU, systems conforming to IMT Advanced need to
support both TDD and FDD [3] and TDD still poses open researchissues, as already discussed.
A practical example from the LTE technology is used [29], shown on Fig. 2.14, in order to
illustrate how resources in OFDMA-TDD are organised. A frame is displayed, made up of eight
time slots such that four slots are allocated to UL and DL each. Consider an UL time slot as an
example. The slot is divided into chunks (resource blocks [29]), where the duration of the chunk
is a number of OFDM symbols such that the chunk duration equals the duration of the time
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slot. Note that the chunk is the smallest resource unit whichcan be allocated for transmission.
Furthermore, along the frequency axis, each time slot occupies the whole bandwidth, which
is subdivided into a number of chunks. Each chunk is further subdivided into a number of
subcarriers. According to the LTE specifications, for the case of UL a suitable number of
chunks per time slot is 12, the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz with a total of 2048 subcarriers
(making the system bandwidth 30.72 MHz), and the number of OFDM symbols/chunk is six
or seven, depending on the choice of cyclic prefix [29]. Furthermore, note that according to
the LTE specifications, there are a number of ways to arrange the UL and DL time slots in
the frame. Generally, the UL and the DL slots are spread out inthe sense that they are not
necessarily arranged in an UL block and a DL block, respectivly. However, it is possible
to have an UL subframe and a DL subframe as two contiguous blocks as is the case in IST-
WINNER [13] and WiMAX [9]. It is also worth to note that while IST-WINNER follows
an analogous resource organisation as LTE, the case of resourc rganisation considered in
WiMAX [9] is significantly different. In particular, there are two ways in which subcarriers are
grouped together to form a sub-channel. The first way is analogous to what has been defined
here as a chunk, i.e. a contiguous group of subcarriers. The second way is to randomly choose
subcarriers from across the available spectrum which is analogous to the concept of frequency
hopping. For more details, the interested reader may refer to [9].
2.5 Single-hop vs multi-hop cellular networks
The 2G and 3G wireless cellular networks currently deployedare an example of the so-called
single-hop cellular networks (SCN). The number of hops reflects the number of intermediate
nodes between a transmitter and a destination receiver. Single-hop transmission means that
the link between the transmitter and the destination receivr is direct, without any intermediate
nodes. SCNs are limited by the coverage of the BS, which meansth t if an MS is outside the
area in which any BS is capable of providing service, the MS will not be served. In addition,
a further limitation to SCNs is that a frequency band can be used only once within a given cell
area and if the demand for resources is high, congestion may occur.
Upgrading cellular networks to MCNs is an effective way to resolve congestion and improve
service coverage without significantly increasing infrastructure cost. In MCNs there can be
intermediate nodes serving as RSs between the transmitter and the destination receiver. The
RSs can be either an MS or a stationary dedicated transceiver, which is usually replaced based
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Figure 2.14: Example for resource organisation of OFDMA-TDD as per the LTE technology
[29].
on traffic demand. Fig. 2.15 displays the main working principles of MCNs and SCNs. The
advantages of both types of MCN are discussed below.
Advantages of MCNs with fixed relays
• The position of RSs is carefully planned such that connectivity with the BS is ensured.
• The power budget of an RS is higher than that of an MS.
• As opposed to an MS, a dedicated RS does not have own data to transmit, which poten-
tially means faster relaying.
Advantages of MCNs with mobile relays
• No infrastructure is required. As a result, coverage and potentially data rate, can be
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(a) SCN principle (b) MCN principle
Figure 2.15: The principles of SCNs and MCNs are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. SCNs
use a single transmission path from the transmitter to the destination receiver
(i.e. one hop), whereas in MCNs it is possible to have multiple sequential trans-
mission paths, such that the data reaches the destination receiv r in a number of
consecutive hops.
improved at virtually no cost.
• The network becomes partially self-organising, which is animportant feature, as future
wireless networks are envisaged to be of a decentralised nature.
• With the increase in popularity of mobile wireless services, the number of idle MSs also
increases. This provides a tremendous relaying resource which cannot be matched by
deploying fixed RSs.
Currently, the deployment of fixed RSs is easier for providers. This is because even though
there is the need for investment, fixed RSs are easier to make use of by applying current know-
how gained from BS operation. After all, a fixed RS can be considered as a mini-BS. This is in
contrast to implementing RS functionality in MSs, which requires not only new firmware for
the mobile phones to enable RS functionality, but also adequat financial rewards for the users
who agree to serve as RSs as well as security assurance for theRSs. Regarding the latter, new
security protocols will be necessary to ensure that the information of the RSs is protected. In
addition, the incoming data to be relayed by RS should also besafeguarded. To date, fixed RSs
are considered as extensions to the standard cellular deployment, e.g. WLAN and WiMAX
[46]. For next-generation networks, however, integrationof fixed RSs in the cellular network
is indispensable (e.g. IST-WINNER [7] and LTE [35]). This iswhy a major focus in this work
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is utilising the RS capabilities in MCNs. In particular, this thesis concentrates on MCNs where
MSs serve as RSs because no investment in extra infrastructure is needed and, in addition, there
is relatively little research on the subject [6]. MCNs with mobile RSs are a promising way to
improve system performance in future networks, as is discussed in Chapter 5.
2.6 Summary
The fundamentals of cellular networks were provided in thisc apter. The cellular concept, as
well as the frequency reuse concept and their importance to cllular networks were introduced.
Duplex technologies were also reviewed. It was pointed out that even though TDD suffers from
additional interference as compared to FDD, TDD has major advantages. For example, TDD
can efficiently support cell-specific traffic asymmetries and in addition, TDD is an enabler for
multi-hop communication. Furthermore, multiple access techniques were also discussed. It
was pointed out that OFDMA is a suitable candidate for next-gneration systems due to its
robustness to multi-path fading effects, inter-symbol interference and delay, as well as because
OFDMA obviates the need for complex equalisers. Finally, itwas emphasised that MCNs are
of particular importance for next-generation networks because with the help of RSs both the
network coverage can be improved and congestion can be efficiently alleviated.
This chapter identified the promising technologies for next-generation networks, namely MCNs
based on OFDMA-TDD. In the subsequent chapters, the thesis concentrates on OFDMA-TDD-
based cellular networks, focusing on MCNs, however, SCNs are also considered.
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Capacity of OFDMA-TDD cellular
networks
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the important concept of capacity inhe particular case of OFDMA-
TDD cellular networks. Capacity is relevant as it facilitates the evaluation of system perfor-
mance. In the context of capacity, three major topics are addressed. First, the meaning of
capacity in the framework of cellular networks is discussed. In particular, different definitions
for capacity are presented applicable to the various generations of cellular networks. Next, the
chapter discusses how capacity is calculated in the case of OFDMA-based cellular networks.
In this context, an SINR equation for OFDMA-based networks is formulated, which is the first
contribution of this thesis. A detailed derivation of the SINR equation is presented. The equa-
tion accounts for the effects of both small scale fading and lrge scale fading. Furthermore, in
the SINR model a cyclic sinc function is used to account for the subcarrier spacing in terms of
number of subcarriers when calculating interference. Next, adaptive modulation is discussed.
Both adaptive modulation and Shannon’s capacity equation are of interest to this work as they
contribute two alternative methods to calculate system capa ity. Finally, the physical limitations
to capacity are addressed. In particular, bandwidth, transmit power, and fading are discussed.
3.2 What is capacity?
Generally, one of the dictionary meanings ofcapacityis capability to perform. Indeed, when
talking about cellular networks, capacity is one of the metrics that are used to judge system
performance. However, the term capacity can be expressed bydifferent means, depending on
the particular system under study.
When a mobile cellular network is exclusively offering voice services (2G networks), capacity
is measured as the number of duplex voice channels that can besimultaneously occupied in the
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system [18]. As each user requires one duplex voice channel only, the number of supported
channels is equivalent to the number of users that can be concurre tly served. This equivalence
holds true because only one type of service is offered, i.e. voice, which means that the de-
manded data rate per user is the same across all users. As discu sed in the previous chapter, the
majority of 2G networks are based on either TDMA/FDMA techniques or CDMA techniques.
TDMA/FDMA and CDMA differ in the way capacity is estimated, as in the first case capac-
ity is primarily bandwidth-limited (i.e. depends on the number of channels available), while
in the latter case capacity is primarily interference-limited as frequency reuse of one is to be
employed. The differences between bandwidth-limited and interference-limited capacity are
discussed below.
When capacity isbandwidth-limitedthis means that the maximum number of users that can
be simultaneously served by the network is fixed and is determin d by the system bandwidth
and the cluster size. If the cluster size is small (e.g. three), the bandwidth is reused more
often within the system, however, the number of served usersp r cell is not likely to reach its
maximum. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, this is due to the fact th t small cluster sizes can give
raise to significant co-channel interference. Users demanding service might not be served (i.e.
are blocked) in order to ensure that the quality of ongoing calls is not reduced. This means
that the capacity of the system depends on the generated interference (and cluster size) and is
calledsoft capacity[47]. In contrast, if the network deployment uses large cluster izes (e.g.
12), the number of available channels per cell is lower in comparison to when the cluster size
is small. This means that interference from co-channel cells is small enough such that users are
generally guaranteed to meet the demanded data rates. As a result, users are more likely to be
denied service due to channel unavailability, rather than due to interference issues. This type of
capacity is referred to ashard capacity[47].
The interference-limitedcapacity characteristic of CDMA systems can be considered to some
extent analogous to the case of soft-capacity discussed above. Because in CDMA each user
is assigned a PN code, the transmission of interfering usersappears as noise. As a result, the
number of instantaneous calls the system can support is purely determined by the tolerated
interference level. A key property of CDMA systems is that the cluster size is one and this
property is enabled by the employment of PN codes. Some form of interference mitigation
mechanisms are still necessary in order to combat the CCI generated among neighbouring cells
[18]. This is because CCI is the most dominant factor that limits user capacity in CDMA
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systems [48].
So far the discussion was focused on 2G networks, where all users have the same data rate re-
quirement and the number of allocated channels in the systemcan be equated to the number of
users served. However, the situation changes with the introduction of multi-media services (3G
and beyond), where users are likely to have dissimilar requiments on data rate depending on
the utilised services. Furthermore, in OFDMA systems, for example, each subcarrier can be al-
located different data rate depending on the propagation conditi ns. As a result, a metric, such
as the number of served users or the total number of occupied channels, on its own does not pro-
vide a full system performance picture. Hence, usually total data rate, i.e. system throughput,
is reported as well. However, due to the fact that the total system throughput depends on the
system bandwidth, spectral efficiency is sometimes reported instead of throughput to facilitate
performance comparison among systems of different bandwidth. Spectral efficiency is defined
as the ratio of data rate (total system throughput) to bandwidth. From now on, capacity is used
interchangeably to mean spectral efficiency or data rate, and a rigorous definition for spectral
efficiency in particular is presented in the next sections.
3.3 Calculating the capacity of an OFDMA-TDD cellular network
3.3.1 SINR for OFDMA
Both the data rate and spectral efficiency achieved on a givenlink are directly dependent on
the SINR that is achieved on that link. The next section treats the formal mathematical relation
between SINR and spectral efficiency while this section concentrates on modelling the SINR
[49].
As the term suggests, SINR is the ratio of the useful signal power to the received interference
power and the thermal noise. In conventional OFDMA systems,the SINR of linki (which can









P lk|H i,lk |2Gi,l + nth
, (3.1)
whereγ̃i is the SINR achieved by linki; si is the set of subcarriers belonging to linki, and the
cardinality ofsi, ||si||, is the number of subcarriers used by link, which can vary from zero
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to Nc (total number of subcarriers per BS);P ik is the transmit power of subcarrierk (in Watts);
|H ik|2 is the channel transfer function of linki at subcarrierk; Gi is the link gain of linki;
|H i,lk′ |2 is the channel transfer function between the receiver on link i and the transmitter on link
l at subcarrierk; Gi,l is the link gain between the transmitter on linkl and the receiver on link
i; andnth is the additive white Gaussian noise power (in Watts) per subcarrier. It should be
pointed out that the summation in the denominator is over allactive links which use subcarrier
k, i.e. for whichk ∈ sl. Equation (3.1) in effect averages over the SINR per subcarrier in order
to obtain the SINR per link.
Note that the link gain is distance-dependent and reflects the fact that the larger the separation
distance between the transmitter and the receiver, the largr the attenuation of the transmitted
power will be. The link gain,G, is the inverse of the path loss,Lp, and the relationship between




whereLp is defined as:
Lp = a + b log10(d) + Xg dB, (3.3)
and wherea is an antenna-dependent constant;b = 10µ with µ being the path loss exponent;
d is the transmitter-receiver separation distance in metres; andXg is zero mean Gaussian dis-
tributed random variable with standard deviationσ in dB to account for log-normal shadowing.
In order to gain insight into the factors that influence the SINR, Fig. 3.1 displays a simple
example. There are two simultaneous links, Link1 and Link2,with respective link gainsG1
and G2 and the SINR of Link1 is of interest in this example. Assume that the sets1 =
128, 129, 130, 131 and s2 = 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, which means that subcarriers 130 and
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.
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Figure 3.1: Link2 interferes with Link1 because the setss1 ands2 overlap, i.e. subcarriers 130
and 131 are used by both links simultaneously.
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In a perfectly synchronised system, Link1 receives interfer nce from Link2 only on those
subcarriers, which are used concurrently by both links, i.e. subcarriers 130 and 131.
Note that in (3.1) the transmitted power is affected both by the transmitter-receiver separation
distance (i.e. path loss) and by the frequency-selectivityof the channel. In previous research,
usually only one of the above mentioned channel impairmentsis considered [44, 50, 51]. In par-
ticular, in previous works the transmitted power is assumedto experience either only frequency-
selective fading [44, 50], or only distance-dependent fading [51]. However, when evaluating fu-
ture OFDMA-based systems such as LTE Advanced and IST-WINNER, it is important to apply
the above-mentioned cross layer approach. This is because due to the envisaged large band-
width (e.g. 100 MHz [52]), frequency-selectivity can be rather pronounced, resulting in deep
fades (refer to Fig. 2.13) and signal loss. Hence, in order toobtain a holistic SINR model,
frequency-selectivity should be accounted for together with the distance-dependent fading.
However, the effect of path loss on the transmitted signal isthe predominant signal-degrading
factor [18]. As an illustration, consider a system with 100 MHz bandwidth and carrier fre-
quency of 5 GHz [52]. According to the WINNER C1 NLOS path lossmodel [52] applicable
in urban areas, the path loss parameters (referring to (3.3)) area = 39.61 and b = 35.74,
while according to the free space path loss model [18] applicable in LOS conditions,a = 46.42
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andb = 20. In addition, consider a link with sixteen subcarriers. Theexperienced thermal
noise for this link can be calculated as10 log10(16kTδf ) = −144.96 dBW [52], wherek is
Boltzmann’s constant,T is room temperature (300 K), andδf is the subcarrier spacing, which
is 48.83 kHz according to IST-WINNER [52]. For illustrationpurposes, log-normal shadowing
is not accounted for. As an example, consider that the transmitter is fixed and the destination
receiver gradually moves away until the transmitter-receiver separation distance reaches 500 m.
Fig. 3.2 demonstrates how the received signal varies with the separation distance and how the
received signal compares to the thermal noise level (indicated by the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio)
value). Furthermore, Fig. 3.2 also shows how the path loss decreases with distance for the two
different path loss models mentioned above. Note the impactof LOS conditions: when com-
paring Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(b) it can be observed that, for example, at separation distance
of 300 metres the SNR attained when using the free space path loss model is more than 25 dB
larger in comparison to the SNR attained when using the NLOS path loss model. The impact
of LOS interference among BSs on system performance is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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(a) Free space path loss model
































(b) WINNER C1 path loss model
Figure 3.2: Plots of distance vs. path loss and distance vs. SNR for two different path loss
models: the free space path loss model (top plot) and WINNER C1 path loss model
(bottom plot).
When considering SINR, however, there are further important effects to take into account be-
sides path loss and frequency selectivity. In fact, (3.1) isnot an entirely accurate model of
SINR in OFDMA systems. The summation in the denominator represents the interference
term, assuming a perfectly synchronised system. However, as described in Chapter 2, OFDMA
systems are prone to frequency offsets due to synchronisation errors and due to Doppler. As a
result, interference could result not only from the reused subcarrier, but also from subcarriers
neighbouring the reused one. Furthermore, when frequency offset errors are considered, it is
important to account not only for CCI but also for multiple-access interference (MAI), which is
the interference generated within the cell [53]. The reasoni that the transmission on a subcar-
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rier used by one user might “leak” onto neighbouring subcarriers used by another user. In the
case of point-to-multipoint communication (DL), transmission is easily synchronised, that is
why usually in DL MAI can be considered negligible. However,in UL, which is multipoint-to-
point communication, synchronisation among the differentusers transmitting to a BS is difficult
to attain. This is why when modelling non-ideal conditions,e pecially when users are mobile,
both MAI and CCI should be accounted for.
In the following, a detailed model of the SINR per subcarrieris presented, taking into account
all of the signal-degrading effects mentioned above, namely MAI and CCI, considering offset
errors due to both Doppler shifts and lack of synchronisation. The SINR is considered per sub-
carrier due to the fact that the subcarrier is the most basic time-frequency unit and the equation
can be straightforwardly extended to SINR per chunk or SINR per user. First, expressions for
the desired signal power per subcarrier, the received MAI power, and the received CCI power
are presented, which are then combined to formulate an SINR expression.
The received signal power on subcarrierk for link i, Rik, is given by:
Rik = P
i
k|H ik|2Gi [W]. (3.4)

























0, if l ∈ βi and linki is in DL
1, otherwise,
andCk,k′(∆f + εD + ω), given in (3.6), is a modified Dirichlet function to account for the
amount of interference subcarrierk experiences from subcarrierk′; j is the imaginary unit;
∆f = k′ − k; εD = fD,maxδf accounts for the normalised Doppler shift;fD,max is the maximum
Doppler frequency andδf is the carrier spacing (in Hz);ω =
fc
δf
is the frequency offset due
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to synchronisation errors between subcarriersk andk′, with fc is the offset in Hz. The maxi-
mum Doppler frequency is defined as:fD,max = vmvl fC, wherevm is the speed of the mobile
(in m/s),vl is the speed of light (in m/s),fC is the carrier frequency (in Hz). Given the same
transmit power, link gain, and channel, with an increase in|k′ − k + εD + ω|, the interference
contribution decreases. This behaviour is expected, as synchro isation errors and Doppler ef-
fects are significant to neighbouring subcarriers and becomnegligible when the subcarriers
are spaced relatively far apart. A derivation of the modifiedDirichlet function is presented in
Appendix A, while Fig. 3.3 illustrates how|Ck,k′| varies with∆f assuming frequency offset
due to synchronisation errors. Note that in the case of perfect synchronisation,|Ck,k′ | = 1 if
k = k′ and|Ck,k′ | = 0 otherwise. Fig. 3.3 also shows the effect of synchronisation errors due
to Doppler on|Ck,k′|. It can be seen that the effects are rather minor and the shapeof |Ck,k′ | is
preserved whenεD is increased from 0 to 0.0039, where 0.0039 corresponds tofD,max=190 Hz,
i.e. vm=8.3 m/s. It should to be pointed out that ifω is chosen differently,|Ck,k′| need not be
symmetric. For example, ifω = 0.6 instead of 0.5, the function|Ck,k′| is not symmetric, as
expected (ref. to Fig. 3.3.1).
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(a) ω = 0.5

























(b) ω = 0.6
Figure 3.3: The modified Dirichlet function vs. the separation between th interfering subcar-
rier and the victim subcarrier. For the calculations, it is asumed thatNc = 211
[52], k = 1000, k′ ∈ [1, Nc], andεD is 0 in a) and 0.0039 in b). The plots are
zoomed around zero to demonstrate that above|k′ − k| = 10 |Ck,k′| is 0.
There are a couple of important points to discuss at this stage. First, in calculating MAI, sub-
carrierk from link i does not experience interference fromk′ ∈ si. This is because subcarriers
that belong to the same user can be assumed synchronised regar less of whether used as UL or
DL. Second, it is assumed that a BS always allocates a given subcarrier to only one link.
The received CCI power on subcarrierk for link i, P iCCI,k, is modelled similarly to the received
MAI power and is given by (3.7), where it should be noted that CCI contributions are expected
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P ik′ |H i,lk′ |2|Ck,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2Gi,l [W]. (3.7)
Note that in (3.7)̟ i,l is always 1 (becausel /∈ βi) and does not change the result of the
expression, however, it is used to show that the (3.7) and (3.5) differ only in the number of
subcarriers that contribute interference. When CCI is calcul ted,l spans all links in the system,
that contribute significant interference (usually assumedto be all the links served by the first
two tiers of cells surrounding the cell serving linki).
Now (3.4) through (3.7) are combined to formulate the achieved SINR on subcarrierk for link








P ik′ |H i,lk′ |2|Ck,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2Gi,l + nth
. (3.8)
The next section uses the formulated SINR equation to determin the transmission rate (per
link and for the total system).
3.3.2 Shannon capacity
When evaluating the spectral efficiency performance of OFDMA-based cellular systems, two
approaches are used in this thesis,v z: Shannon’s capacity and adaptive modulation. The first
approach is a purely theoretical method that provides an upper bound on capacity performance.
Shannon’s capacity equation assumes infinite code length and uniquely maps each SINR value
to a respective data rate value. In contrast, adaptive modulation maps quantised SINR values
to data rate values which have been predetermined using finite code lengths for various BER
requirements. Both of these approaches are discussed, beginning with Shannon’s capacity in-
troduced in this section.
Given the SNR obtained on a channel, the maximum data rate thacan be achieved while
guaranteeing almost error-free transmission is calculated using Shannon’s capacity equation
[54], given in:
Cr = Wb log2(1 + SNR) [bps], (3.9)
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whereCr is the data rate andWb is the channel bandwidth in Hz. Note that (3.9) depends on the
channel SNR and furthermore, (3.9) is applicable to the caseof AWGN (additive white gaussian
noise) [18]. In wireless networks, however, accounting forinterference is of paramount impor-
tance when evaluating system performance. As an approximation, Shannon’s equation has been
applied using the attained SINR (instead of SNR) [55], assuming perfect error-correction codes
[18] to account for a best-case scenario and interference tobe white Gaussian, independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Equation (3.10) shows a modification of (3.9), using (3.8) to





k = log2(1 + γ
i
k) [bps/Hz]. (3.10)
Equation (3.10) can now offer insight into ways to improve thspectral efficiency attained by a
given network. It can be seen that, in fact, the spectral effici ncy can be improved by improving
γik, i.e. the SINR. As a result, there are two ways to improve spectral efficiency – 1) to increase
the numerator of the SINR, which means to use more power; and 2) to decrease the denominator
of the SINR, which means to reduce interference. Both of these measures result in an SINR
increase.
An example is used to illustrate the effect of interference and transmit power on SINR and
capacity. Fig. 3.4(a) displays a scenario where the link gain is -90 dB (corresponding to a
transmitter-receiver separation distance of about 150 m ifthe free space path loss model is
considered, referring to Fig. 3.2), the interference is fixed to -150 dBW and the transmit power
is varied from 0 to 30 dBm (equivalent to 1 mW and 1 W respectively). Fig. 3.4(b) shows the
same example, however, the interference is significantly higher and is fixed to -100 dBW.
There are a few important points that these two figures make: First, it can be observed that, for
both the cases of high interference and of low interference,as the transmit power is increased,
the SINR increases and capacity also increases, as expected. Second, when comparing the case
of low interference and the case of high interference, it canbe seen that in the former, the
relative increase in capacity achieved by increasing transmit power from 0 to 30 dBm is 4.76-
fold. In comparison, in the latter case the capacity increase re ulting from the same increase
in transmit power is significantly larger – 346-fold. However, the absolute capacity increase is
about 12 bps/Hz and about 3.4 bps/Hz for the cases of low interference and high interference,
respectively. This means that when interference is high, a 30 dBm (1 W) increase in power
achieves a small absolute gain in capacity. In contrast, when int rference is low, the same gain
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Figure 3.4: Effect of transmit power on SINR and capacity: as transmit power is increased,
both capacity and SINR increase.
in capacity can be achieved with significantly less power. With respect to power efficiency, this
means that if the interference is high, the improvement in spectral efficiency when increasing
transmit power is severely limited. In light ofgreen radioone could argue that the best strategy
in such cases is to transmit with the minimum power that wouldj st enable data transmission
(using the lowest possible modulation scheme).
Considering the same example, Fig. 3.5 displays the effect oin erference on SINR and capac-
ity. In this case the transmit power is fixed to 10 dBm (10 mW), while interference is varied
between -150 dBW and -100 dBW. It can be observed that when intrference is basically zero
(-150 dBW to -140 dBW), capacity and SINR are almost constant, as expected. However, when
interference is increased such that the SINR drops below about 15 dB, there is a sharp drop in
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both SINR and capacity. This is an important observation, because it demonstrates that when



































Figure 3.5: Effect of interference on SINR and capacity: as interference is increased, both
capacity and SINR decrease.
interference is relatively low, even a large increase in interference does not have an effect on ca-
pacity. However, when the interference is high, a small increase causes the capacity to decline
rapidly. For example, increasing interference by 10 dB, from -120 dBW to -110 dBW, results in
more than 2 bps/Hz decrease in capacity.
3.3.3 Adaptive modulation
While the previous section discussed how to theoretically obtain an upper bound on the achiev-
able capacity of a channel based on the attained SINR, this section focuses on a concept actually
deployed in cellular networks, i.e. adaptive modulation. OFDMA systems are considered, for
which adaptive modulation has been demonstrated to have considerable benefits [56]. Before
discussing adaptive modulation, the basic principles of digital modulation are briefly reviewed.
In digital communications the process of modulation is converting a digital bit stream, i.e. the
message source, to an analog signal. There are a number of modulati n methods, however,
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is most widely used in w reless communications to-
day [18]. In QAM, the bit sequence is encoded into symbols andthe number of bits per symbol
is determined by the set of available modulation symbols, called modulation alphabet. Fig. 3.6
shows the respective constellation diagram for 4QAM as an exmple. Note that the diagram
is a 2-dimensional scatter plot and each symbol is representd as a point in the complex plane
(the real and the imaginary part are plotted on the I axis and Qaxis, respectively). In encod-
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ing, the real and imaginary parts modulate a cosine and a sinewav , respectively, allowing the
whole symbol to be transmitted on the same frequency resulting in efficient use of bandwidth.
The used modulation alphabet depends on the channel quality. Using fewer number of bits per
Figure 3.6: The constellation diagram of 4-QAM, where each symbol is composed of 2 bits.
symbol results in smaller constellation sizes, whereas increasing the number of bits per symbol
results in larger constellation sizes. Intuitively, an increase in constellation size means that the
distance between neighbouring constellation points decreases and this results in more error-
prone decoding. When considering an AWGN channel, the average probability of error per bit














whereQ denotes theQ-function; Eb is the energy per bit in W·s; andNo is the thermal noise
power density in W/Hz. This implies that if the channel quality is good, higher order modu-
lation (i.e. larger constellation size) can be employed, while unfavourable channel conditions
call for lower order modulation.
The error probability per bit is referred to as bit error ratio (BER). Different network services
have different BER requirements that influence the choice ofmodulation scheme. For example,
for real-time multimedia services, such as video conferencing, the necessary BER is about10−7
[10], while if voice service the required BER is about10−3 [10, 58]. Fig. 3.7 is generated using
the Matlab functionberawgnwhich produces BER curves for uncoded AWGN channels. The
figure shows a plot of BER vs.Eb/No, whereEb/No (also referred to as the SNR per bit) and
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whereRb is the bit rate in bps [18]. From Fig. 3.7 it can be observed that, as theEb/No
























Figure 3.7: A plot of BER vsEb/No for different QAM constellation sizes.
increases for a given BER, the modulation order that can be supported also increases. This is
a very important property, as it means that if channel conditions improve, the data rate can be
increased by switching to a higher modulation order withoutincreasing transmit power.
The method of adjusting the modulation scheme based on the perc iv d channel quality in order
to maintain the required BER is calleda aptive modulation. The channel quality measure can,
in fact, be SINR, SNR, or other quality indicators, hence it is generally denoted here byζ.
Given an adaptive modulation scheme ofK levels, anmc-ary modulation is employed, where
c ∈ [0,K − 1] and thecth modulation level is chosen based on the following rule:
Choosemc whenǫc ≤ ζ ≤ ǫc+1,
whereǫc is a threshold value, belonging to the setǫs = {ǫc|c = [0,K − 1]}. After the modula-
tion level is determined, data is encoded prior to transmission, whereby redundancy is added in
order to correct the effects of the channel upon reception (referred to as channel coding) [59].
Some of the main types of channel codes include block codes, convolutional codes, and turbo
codes and the interested reader may refer to [18] for a detailed treatment of channel coding.
For demonstration purposes, here the focus is on the first type of codes, block codes, where
information is encoded into blocks such that each block contains data bits and code bits. In
this context, an important metric is the code rate,Rc defined asRc = ri/rc, whereri is the
information (data) rate andrc is the raw channel rate [18]. For example, if the code rate is 2/3,
for every 2 data bits, there is 3-2=1 code bit.
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Note that in OFDMA systems, each subcarrier (or chunk of subcarriers) can be assigned a
modulation level individually based on propagation conditions. A demonstration is shown on
Fig. 3.8, whereK = 9 and the channel quality metric of a single link is displayed.To account
Figure 3.8: Demonstration of the rule for modulation level assignment:the channel quality
metric experienced by a link is quantised and modulation level per subcarrier is
assigned accordingly.
for this degree of freedom, let the modulation level of subcarrier k for link i be set tomic,k,
wheremic,k is the equivalent ofmc as described above, then the data rate achieved can be





whereM ic,k = log2(m
i
c,k) is the number of bits per symbol;Ts is the OFDM symbol duration
(including cyclic prefix).
An example is shown in Table 3.1, where adaptive modulation is achieved with seven different
modulation schemes and a set of 2L-D trellis codes, assuminga BER of10−7 [61]. Note that
thecrossandstar constellations are QAM-variations in order to ensure robustness to interfer-
ence, as described in [62] and [63], respectively. To obtainthe data rate, (3.13) is used and the
following parameters are assumed: a code rate of 2/3, bandwidth of 100 MHz, 2048 subcarri-
ers, and cyclic prefix of 20%. Furthermore, the data rate achieved using Shannon’s equation
(refer to (3.10), multiplied by1Ts to obtain data rate from spectral efficiency) is also shown
for comparison. As expected, Shannon’s capacity is significantly higher than what is achieved
using adaptive modulation.
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Modulation 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
scheme QAM star QAM cross QAM cross QAM
SINR 9 14 16 19 22.2 25 28.5 dB
Data rate (AM) 54.24 81.37 108.49 135.61 162.73 189.86 216.98 kbps
Data rate (Shannon) 128.61 191.53 217.73 257.56 300.43 338.11 385.32 kbps
Table 3.1: Adaptive modulation (AM) example for BER of 10−7 [61]
3.4 Physical limitations to capacity in cellular OFDMA networks
The previous two sections discussed two methods to evaluatethe capacity of a system and this
section reviews the limitations to capacity and possible methods for capacity increase.
The above discussions revealed that capacity (both in termsof spectral efficiency and data rate)




Of these factors, the first two (bandwidth and transmit power) are scarce resources, in that in a
system they are limited and fixed. The only way in which these two factors can be manipulated
to influence capacity is by choosing how to distribute these rsources among the users which
demand them. The methods of distributing scarce resources among users are collectively re-
ferred to as radio resource management (RRM) [64]. Clearly,RRM techniques can also address
the issue of how to minimise interference. However, usuallythe focus is on throughput maximi-
sation or power optimisationfor throughput maximisation and only recently minimising power
consumption has been of interest in light ofgreen radioinitiatives. This is why while there
has been a lot of research on RRM algorithms, e.g. [51, 65–68], there is still research required.
This holds true especially considering the unresolved same-entity interference problem in TDD
networks.
In light of the above, the focus of this research work is on interference. Questions such as how
to mitigate interference, and if possible, how to avoid interference are relevant. These questions
are particularly important because of two reasons: 1) decreasing the overall interference in the
system improves data rates and reduces the probability of dropped calls, and 2) decreasing the
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overall interference in the system allows for less energy consumptions. The second reason is of
particular significance, considering recent research initiatives such asgreen radiothat aim to
minimise the energy consumption of cellular networks.
3.5 Summary
This chapter discussed capacity in OFDMA cellular networks. In particular, capacity was de-
fined as the data rate (or spectral efficiency) that a system can a hieve. In a step towards cal-
culating capacity, the SINR equation for OFDMA was rigorously defined. Then, two ways for
capacity calculation were discussed,viz: Shannon’s capacity equation, which is a theoretical
approach that provides an upper bound for the attainable capacity, and adaptive modulation that
is a practical method which when simulated can provide expected system performance results.
Adaptive modulation is of particular importance to OFDMA systems, as frequency selectivity
can be exploited. Finally, interference has been identifiedas the capacity limiting factor of
interest and is considered in this work.
In the next two chapters interference mitigation and interference avoidance techniques are dis-
cussed and the SINR equation derived in this chapter is used to model the systems under consid-
eration. Furthermore, both adaptive modulation and Shannon’s capacity equation are employed
to evaluate system performance.
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Interference mitigation for cellular
OFDMA-TDD networks
4.1 Introduction
The focus of this chapter is on interference mitigation techniques for OFDMA-TDD cellular
networks. First, an overview of the general concept of interfer nce mitigation in cellular net-
works is given. The particular cases of interference mitigation for OFDMA systems and TDD
systems are also discussed. Second, the fractional/soft reuse concept is introduced as a means
to mitigate co-channel interference in OFDMA networks and four different variations of the
concept are discussed.
Next, this chapter presents the second contribution of thisthe is [49, 69, 70], which is a demon-
stration of the severity of BS→BS interference for networks based on OFDMA-TDD. The
demonstration is done by comparing two alternative TDD-specific interference mitigation con-
cepts,viz RTSO and ZD, to the classical solution to same-entity interfer nce, namely FSA.
The comparison is based on computer simulations and the maincomparison metric is spectral
efficiency. The study of RTSO and FSA investigates the effectof BS→BS interference on the
whole system, whereas the study of ZD and FSA focuses on one “victim” cell of interest. To
the best of the author’s knowledge such studies have not beenpr sented in literature before.
Two further contributions of the thesis are presented in this c apter. The first one is the analysis
of the probability of crossed slots when RTSO is employed [71], while the second one is the
OFDMA formulation of the known OTA-SRR [72, 73] resource allocation algorithm. The new
formulation [49, 69] is used in the comparison between RTSO and FSA.
4.2 Definition and importance of interference mitigation
Generally speaking, interference is an indispensable partof typical wireless communications
where frequencies are spatially reused. Consider, for example, cellular networks, which are
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of interest in this work. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the distance between two sites that
reuse the same frequencies is dependent on the cluster size.The larger the cluster size, the
larger the distance between co-channel cells and hence, thesmaller the interference. However,
with today’s ever increasing demands on data rate, ideally the whole system bandwidth should
be reused in each cell. Such a reuse means that a given cell expriences interference from
all of its immediate neighbouring cells (which are six, if hexagonal cell structure is assumed).
Referring to the previous chapter, this increase in interfer nce (as compared to the clustered
design) ultimately results in capacity decrease. To recap,according to Shannon’s equation,
capacity is defined aslog2(1 + SINR). Hence, capacity decreases as the SINR decreases and
further, SINR decreases as interference is increased (given the same received power and noise).
Fig. 3.5 (refer to Chapter 3) demonstrates the effect of interfer nce on SINR and capacity. It
is fair to conclude that in order to meet the zealous demands odata rate of next-generation
systems such as LTE Advanced, striving to minimise interfernce is imperative.
Because OFDMA, and in particular OFDMA-TDD is considered for next-generation systems
such as LTE [74] and WiMAX [75], research is targeted towardstackling the interference prob-
lems that exist in these networks. The next two sections discuss interference mitigation tech-
niques which address the problem of CCI in OFDMA networks andtechniques that particularly
target the issue of same-entity interference in TDD.
4.3 Fractional/soft frequency reuse
The concept of fractional/soft frequency reuse (FFR) is to improve the capacity of users at the
cell edges in OFDMA systems with full frequency reuse. Cell-edge users suffer most severely
from CCI because they are closest to interferers from neighbouring cells. The essence of FFR
is that the cell is partitioned into regions which have dissimilar reuse factors. In particular,
cell-edge regions have larger reuse factors than cell-centre regions as the areas at the cell edges
are generally exposed to stronger CCI than the centre of the cell. Variations of this interference
mitigation method have been considered by LTE [76, 77] and WiMAX [9]. In this section these
variations are presented and in addition, other proposed versions of the method are discussed
[78–81].
The FFR method proposed by [78] and [79] suggests that the syst m bandwidth is split into
two parts – one part serves the cell-centre users, while the other part serves the cell-edge users.
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Furthermore, the cell-edge bandwidth is split into three bands and the cell-edge region is split
into three sectors, such that the three sectors are allocated orthogonal frequency bands. In this
way, the cell-edge region is served under frequency reuse ofthree, while the cell-centre region
is served under frequency reuse of one. The method is graphically presented in Fig. 4.1. Note
that here the notion of frequency reuse is more extended thanw t was discussed in Chapter 2.
In particular, clusters sharing the available bandwidth can be formed not only by cells, but
also by own-cell sectors. For example, in this specific variation of the FFR method, the whole
bandwidth is reused in each cell. The cells are sectorised, such that in effect the sectors of each
cell form clusters, analogous to the cell clusters discussed in Chapter 2. Because the cell-edge
region of each cell is divided into three clusters that are assigned orthogonal frequency bands,
it is said that the cell-edge region is operated under frequency reuse of three.
Figure 4.1: The available bandwidth is divided between the cell-centreusers and the cell-edge
users. The cell-edge region is further split into sectors, served by orthogonal fre-
quency bands.
A similar FFR scheme which, in contrast to the previous one, avoids sectoring is proposed by
[76, 77, 80]. In effect, the system bandwidth is split into two bands,viz a major bandand a
minor band. The major band serves the whole cell area under frequency reuse three, while the
minor band serves only the cell-centre region under frequency reuse one. This variation of the
frequency reuse concept is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The minor band serves inner-cell users under frequency reuse one, while the major
band serves the whole cell area under frequency reuse three.
Fig. 4.3 displays the FFR method considered by WiMAX [9]. It is almost the same as the
previously described variation of the FFR concept, however, th cell-centre region is served by
the whole system bandwidth.
Figure 4.3: The whole bandwidth serves the cell-centre region under frequency reuse one,
while the cell-edge region is served under frequency reuse three.
It is also possible to mix the two methods shown in Fig. 4.1 andFig. 4.3, and to allocate the
whole bandwidth to the cell-centre users, while the cell-edge region is split into sectors, served
by orthogonal frequency bands. This version of the FFR concept has been proposed in [81] and
is graphically presented in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The cell-edge region is sectored and sectors are served by orthogonal frequency
bands under frequency reuse three, while the inner-cell region is allocated the
whole bandwidth in each cell.
The FFR concept variations overviewed above target the CCI problem in OFDMA networks.
However, FFR does not address the particular issue of crossed slots in TDD systems, i.e. how to
handle UL/DL allocation in order to avoid or reduce same-entity interference. The next section
addresses the specifics of interference mitigation for TDD-based networks.
4.4 TDD-specific interference mitigation techniques
The most straightforward approach currently considered tores lve the crossed-slot problem in
TDD is FSA [13]. The principle of FSA is that all BSs are frame-synchronised and the UL-
DL time slot assignment ratio is kept fixed and the same acrossthe cells in a network (and
usually allocates half of the resources to UL and DL each) [13]. FSA is convenient because,
most importantly, same-entity interference is completelyavoided and in addition, the scheme is
simple to implement and there is no signalling overhead. Themajor disadvantage, however, is
the lack of flexibility. In other words, one of the main advantages of TDD, namely the support
for cell-specific asymmetry demands, is not made use of.
In contrast, the TDD interference mitigation techniques usually allow each cell to set its own SP
based on the instantaneous asymmetry demand. Interferencemitigation techniques either work
in a centralised or a decentralised fashion [13]. In [13] thecentralised ZD and the decentralised
RTSO are discussed as a flexible alternative to symmetric FSAand are also reviewed here. Both
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RTSO and ZD are compared against symmetric FSA.
4.4.1 RTSO
The work presented in this section is based on the work published in [71].
RTSO [14] is a method which relies on randomisation. In orderto mitigate the same-entity
interference problem, RTSO randomly permutes the time slots within a frame once every time
interval ∆t (where∆t is a network parameter) as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The actual timeslot
permutation sequence follows a pseudo random pattern. Thispattern can be independently
generated at both ends (MS and BS). As a consequence, the signallin effort is almost negli-
gible since only a random code at link setup needs to be conveyed. RTSO avoids persistent
severe interference, and in effect achieves interference diversity. Note that an analogy can be
made between RTSO and frequency hopping. In the latter interference diversity is achieved
by hopping through different frequency carriers. RTSO has been previously applied to CDMA
systems [14].
Figure 4.5: For a given ratio of UL/DL resources, RTSO permutes the UL andDL time slots
once every time interval∆t (greater than the frame duration) [14], keeping the
UL/DL ratio fixed. Upward-pointing arrow denotes UL, while DL is denoted by a
downward-pointing arrow.
As RTSO avoids persistent severe interference by randomising the sequence of UL/DL time
slots per frame, it is interesting to see how the UL/DL asymmetry influences the number of
crossed slots. The probability of opposite link assignmentfor a given slot is dependent on
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the asymmetry rate per frame,Rasym, defined asRasym =
nUL
nDL
, wherenUL andnDL are the
number of UL slots and DL slots, respectively. If the probability of a cell being in an UL time
slot is nULnTOT = PUL, wherenTOT is the total number of slots per frame, then the probability
of two cells being in UL at the same time is(PUL)2. By the same token, the probability of a
cell being in a DL time slot isnDLnTOT = 1 − PUL, and that of two cells being in DL at the same
time is(1−PUL)2. Thus, the probability of two cells experiencing at least one crossed slot per
frame,Popp(2), is given by:




Now consider a system ofn cells, such that there is a centre cell andn − 1 surrounding cells.
The probability of crossed slots from the view point of the centr cell is derived by expanding
(4.1) and is given by:
Popp(n) = 1 − (PnUL + (1 − PUL)n)





A 16-slot frame (i.e.nTOT = 16) and asymmetry rates (UL:DL) of 2:14, 4:12, 6:10, 8:8, 10:6,
and 12:4 are considered as an example. A system of up to thirty-six neighbouring cells sur-
rounding the centre cell is considered (i.e. up to three tiers), because it has been demonstrated
that the significant portion of interference comes from the first three tiers of cells [82]. Note
that when a given asymmetry ratio is considered, all cells have the same asymmetry. Although
this is not entirely realistic, such a scenario allows for the systematic analysis of the influence
of the number of UL and DL slots per frame on the probability for crossed slots. Results, dis-
playing the probability of crossed slots as a function of thenumber of surrounding cells, are
shown in Fig. 4.6. It can be observed that the results are symmetric with respect toRasym =
8:8. Moreover, the symmetric case exhibits the highest probability of crossed slots and as the
asymmetry is shifted to favour either UL or DL, the probability of crossed slots decreases.
Now the discussion focuses on a scenario which better modelsreality. In particular, the number
of UL time slots per frame is considered to be a random variable that is uniformly distributed
between 2 and 14 and the distribution among cells is identical and independent. The uniform
distribution is chosen as a general case, to account for the fact that each cell can have any
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Figure 4.6: Probability of crossed slots as a function of the number of neighbouring cells sur-
rounding a centre cell for various UL/DL ratios.
number of UL time slots with the same probability. This situation is simulated using the above
parameters. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the results are identical with the symmetric case in Fig. 4.6,
which is as expected because the average number of UL time slots per frame in both cases
is 8 and because of probability distribution function (pdf)symmetry. However, clearly, in the
case when the number of UL time slots is a random variable, theprobability of crossed slots is
also a random variable. The distribution is not derived analytically, but simulation results are
presented in Fig. 4.7 showing the cumulative distribution fu ction (cdf) of the probability for
crossed slots. As examples, the cases ofn = 2, n = 5, andn = 10 are considered. It can be
observed that as the number of cells under consideration increases, the cdf of the probability of
crossed slots gets steeper. This effect is expected becauseincreasing the number of cells under
consideration means that there is less variation in the probability of at least one crossed slot.
This probability tends to 1 as the number of cells increases.
4.4.2 ZD
Unlike RTSO, ZD is a centralised scheme analogous to the fractional frequency reuse concept
introduced in Section 4.3 and heavily relies on coordination among BSs. The principle is pro-
posed in [15] as a time slot allocation based on region division for CDMA networks. ZD aims to
mitigate same-entity interference by reducing the transmis ion range during crossed slots. The
reduced transmission range in effect increases the separation distance between transmitters and
vulnerable receivers and hence reduces interference. BSs share information about their TDD
SP and thereby have knowledge of which time slots are crossedslots. Each BS divides its cov-
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Figure 4.7: Probability of crossed slots as a function of the number of neighbouring cells sur-
rounding a centre cell in the case of UL:DL=8:8. The cases when the asymmetry
is constant and when the number of UL slots is a random variable re both consid-
ered. The cdf of the probability of crossed slots for the scenario when the number
of UL time slots per frame is a random variable, uniformly distributed betwen 2
and 14 is also displayed for three scenarios depending on theumber of cells sur-
rounding the centre cell.
erage area to an inner region and an outer region. During crossed slots, resources are allocated
only to MSs which are located in the inner region (refer to Fig. 4.8). The authors of [15] found
the radius of the inner region to be 52% of the cell radius. Assuming a uniform user distribution
and a cell radiusR, it can be calculated that onlyπ(0.52R)
2
πR2
≈ 14 of the users are in the inner
region. This means that whenever a large number of crossed slots i present in comparison to
non-crossed slots, the resources cannot be efficiently utilised. Note that in practice ZD requires
significant overhead. The division of a cell to regions needsMSs to report to their respective
BSs the received power of a reference signal (for example, the pilot signal BSs usually send).
Based on the reported values, BSs tag MSs as being in the inner/outer region. In addition, ZD
does not work unless tight DL power control is in place. Tightpower control, however, is not
desirable in OFDMA systems, because it limits the use of higher order modulation, which is
especially important for users experiencing good channel conditions (such as the users close to
the BS).
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Figure 4.8: During non-crossed slots users across the whole cell area can be served, while
during crossed slots, users in the inner-cell region only can be served.
The next two sections present simulation results comparingthe TDD-specific interference mit-
igation techniques, RTSO and ZD, to FSA.
4.5 A comparison between RTSO and FSA
This section presents a comparison between RTSO and FSA [49,69].
4.5.1 Simulation model
The simulation model considers an OFDMA-TDD network with a total of 200 uniformly dis-
tributed users in a 19-cell region, where each cell has a centrally-located BS. A best effort full
buffer system is in place, which means that all users demand service at all times and the qual-
ity of service (QoS) desired by a user corresponds to the maxium data rate it can support.
TDD is modelled by assuming a single time slot, where each BS is assigned to either UL or
DL, and UL:DL ratios of 1:1, 1:6, and 6:1 are explored. In the case of RTSO, the UL/DL
time slot assignment is asynchronous among cells and the assignment of each cell is random
with probability depending on the asymmetry ratio studied.When FSA is in place, all cells are
synchronously assigned UL or DL with probability dependingon the asymmetry ratio studied.
Here it should be noted that UL/DL channel allocation and resource allocation are two disjoint
processes, so that after each BS has been assigned to either UL or DL, resource allocation
takes place. The employed resource allocation algorithm isthe OTA-SRR, which jointly allo-
cates rate and power [72, 73]. The OTA-SRR aims to maximise the sum of SINR values of the
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users in a cellular system and does so in a fair manner in that there is no power minimisation
constraint. As a consequence, all users are initially assigned maximum rate. Rates are then
iteratively reduced based on achieved SINR until the systemis in a feasible steady state. Refer
to Section 4.5.2 for the details of the OFDMA algorithm formulation. The simulated system
further employs a quasi-static model where the link gains betwe n transmitters and receivers
remain unchanged for a time slot duration. An BS-MS pair (i.e. a link) is formed based on
minimum path loss.
The simulation employs adaptive modulation as follows: Foreachγik, γk is assigned, where
γk is the target SINR of subcarrierk, such thatγk ≤ γik andγk ∈ Γ = {γ̃1 < γ̃2 < · · · <
γ̃|Γ|}. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a number ofK = |Γ| discrete transmission rates
available depending on the modulation alphabet, such thatrk ∈ {r1 < r2 < · · · < rK}, where
each SINR target element corresponds to each rate respectively.
The system parameters used for the simulation platform are shown in Table 4.1. Note that be-
cause of the snap-shot nature of the simulation, MSs appear static. However, Doppler frequency
offset errors and offset errors due to synchronisation are accounted for by using constant off-
set values. In particular, a Doppler frequency offset corresponding to a speed of 30 km/h and
50% synchronisation offset are used. The latter value is choen to reflect a severe interference
scenario (e.g. [44] report about 30% offset). Furthermore,in calculating the SINR per sub-
carrier, in the case of UL both CCI and MAI are considered, while in the case of DL perfect
synchronisation is assumed and only CCI is considered.
Number of BSs 19 Number of MSs 200
Cell radius 500 m Bandwidth 100 MHz
Number of subcarriers 2048 Root mean sq. delay spread 0.27µs
Carrier frequency 1.9 GHz Maximum Doppler frequency 190 Hz
Maximum power per link 2 W Freq. offset due to synchronisation0.5
Table 4.1: Fixed simulation parameters
The small-scale fading effects are simulated via a Monte Carlo method [83], which takes into
consideration the effects of Doppler shift and time delay. Apower delay profile is used corre-
sponding to the specified delay spread in Table 4.1 [84]. It isassumed that a proper cyclic prefix
is in place such that ISI is avoided. The path loss model to accunt for large-scale fading is of
the form presented in Chapter 3 and is modelled according to Terrain Category A [85] (subur-
ban), assuming uncorrelated log-normal shadowing of 10 dB.The path loss is lower-bounded
by the free space path loss [18]. The employed system exhibits LOS conditions among BSs
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and worst case scenario in terms of interference is assumed with 100% probability of LOS. The
path loss in the case of LOS is calculated using the free spacepath loss model [18]. Non-LOS
(NLOS) conditions are assumed for the rest of the TDD interfer nce scenarios (i.e. MS→BS,
BS→MS, and MS→MS). Adaptive modulation is achieved with seven different modulation
schemes [61] given in Table 3.1, and repeated in Table 4.2 forconvenience. The SINR per
subcarrier needed to determine the modulation level is calculated using (3.8).
Modulation 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
scheme QAM star QAM cross QAM cross QAM
Data rate 54.24 81.37 108.49 135.61 162.73 189.86 216.98 kbps
SINR 9 14 16 19 22.2 25 28.5 dB
Table 4.2: Adaptive modulation parameters for BER of 10−7
4.5.2 The OTA-SRR algorithm
In this section, the OTA-SRR, previously considered for non-OFDMA systems [72, 73] is for-
mulated as a subcarrier, rate and power allocation algorithm for OFDMA systems. OTA-SRR,
first introduced by [72], is particularly chosen to be used inth s thesis as it is a fundamental rate
and power allocation algorithm which has not been applied toOFDMA yet. An essential part
of the new OTA-SRR formulation is the SINR equation presented in Section 3.3.1. The equa-
tion enabled the direct application of the existing algorithm constraints and derivations. The
modified OTA-SRR is summarised as follows: Initially each user gets a number of subcarriers
(depending on the number of users in the cell) with maximum SINR targets, out of a predefined
set, assigned to all subcarriers. Under the assumption of a moderately loaded or overloaded
system, not all users can support the assigned SINR targets.It ratively the subcarriers, which
experience maximum interference, are identified and their SINR target is decreased in a step-
wise manner, in effect adapting the modulation scheme. If the SINR target of a subcarrier is
downrated below the minimum value from the target set, the subcarrier is given to a different
user from the same BS, such that interference on the subcarrier is minimised. If no such user
is found, the subchannel is not used. OTA-SRR is executed until the system reaches feasibility
according to the constraints presented in this section.
The algorithm takes into account the interference effects among all subcarriers, thus each sub-
carrier is given a unique identification (ID). The total number of subcarriers considered in the
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algorithm isBNc = Ntot, whereB is the total number of BSs considered to contribute signifi-
cant interference andNc is the number of subcarriers per BS. Hence, the subcarrier IDs are in
the range[1, 2, . . . , Ntot], i.e. subcarrier one used in cell one has ID 1, subcarrier onein c ll
two has IDNc + 1, subcarrier two used in cell two has IDNc + 2, etc. Based on this, the
SINR equation given in (3.8) (and repeated below for completen ss) needs to be reformulated








P ik′ |H i,lk′ |2|Ck,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2Gi,l + nth
,
whereP ik is the transmit power of subcarrierk (in Watts);|H ik|2 is the channel transfer function
of link i at subcarrierk; Gi is the link gain of linki; ̟i,l is one only when there is MAI between
subcarriersk andk′ and zero otherwise;sl is the set of subcarriers belonging to linki, and the
cardinality ofsi, |si|, is the number of subcarriers used by link, which can vary from zero to
Nc; |H i,lk′ |2 is the channel transfer function between the receiver on link i and the transmitter on
link l at subcarrierk′; |Ck,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2 is the cyclic sinc function which determines the
amount of interference between subcarriersk andk′ based on the subcarrier distance;Gi,l is
the link gain between the transmitter on linkl and the receiver on linki; andnth is the thermal
noise power (in Watts) per subcarrier.
Due to the fact thatk now is defined to have a unique ID across the BSs, the need to iden-
tify to which link a subcarrier belongs is obviated, hence some of the variables used in (3.8)
are redefined. Letsk be the set of subcarriers belonging to the same link as, excludingk.












and k is in DL
1, otherwise.
The above definition of̟ k,k′ is analogous to the definition of̟ l (refer to Section 3.3). In
essence,̟ k,k′ determines whether subcarrierk′ causes MAI to subcarrierk. MAI is not con-
sidered when subcarrierk is in DL and at the same time subcarrierk andk′ belong to the same
cell. Furthermore, let̃Gk = |H ik|2Gi andG̃k,k′ = ̟k,k′ |H
i,l
k |2|Ck,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2Gi,l.
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Note that (4.3) and (3.8) differ in their representation only. By dividing the numerator and
denominator of the right hand side of (4.3) bỹGk and transforming it into matrix notation,
(4.3) can be further rewritten as:
(I − Φ)P ≥ η, (4.4)











with γk ∈ Γ , ∀k ∈ Ntot. The inequality in (4.4) holds as each subcarrier strives toachieve
SINR greater or equal to the target. The OTA constraints on the algorithm are defined based on
the properties ofΦ and its dominant eigenvalueλ1 (real, positive, and unique, according to the
Perron-Frobenius theorem [86]). ForΦ it holds that it is real, nonnegative and irreducible, i.e.
the path gains and the SINR targets are real and nonnegative,nd the path gains are assumed to
be uncorrelated. A solution for the system inequality givenin (4.4) exists, only if the right hand
side ofP ≥ (I − Φ)−1η converges. The conditions for convergence of the modified OTA-SRR
algorithm are presented in Appendix B and the algorithm is shown on Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Flowchart of the modified OTA-SRR algorithm
4.5.3 System validity check results
Due to the complexity of the simulations used in this chapter, i is not possible to verify the
underlying model mathematically. This is why Monte Carlo simulations are used in order to
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verify the system behaviour against intuition. The resultsare presented in this section.
In order to validate the system model, the system performance in terms of spectral efficiency is
analysed.Spectral efficiencyis defined as the total system throughput normalised to the product
of the total bandwidth and the number of BSs. Note that the total hroughput is obtained by
summing over the subcarrier data rates and the subcarrier data ate assignment is done according
to the adaptive modulation method described in the previoussection.
The following systems are employed using UL:DL ratio of 1:1:benchmark, “ideal”, FSA,
“NLOS”, and “LOS”. All systems except the benchmark are designed according to the system
model outlined in Section 4.5.1. In addition, the characteris ics of each of the systems is out-
lined in Table 4.3. The model of thebenchmarkscenario is as follows. The system considers
neither frequency offset errors nor Doppler errors, i.e. itis a purely orthogonal system where
the only source of interference is CCI. The resources are allocated randomly at the beginning
of each iteration and the SINR per subcarrier is calculated.If the SINR of a particular subcar-
rier is below the minimum required threshold (Table 4.2), the subcarrier is discarded and not
utilised. The SINR of the subcarriers that can maintain a successful link are used to determine
their respective data rates and the spectral efficiency of the system. It should be pointed out
that theideal system is also a purely orthogonal system but, unlike the benchmark system, has
resource allocation and adaptive modulation in place.
Characteristic↓ . . . System→ Benchmark “Ideal” FSA “NLOS” “LOS”
RTSO, FSA RTSO FSA RTSO
Resource allocation No OTA-SRR
Adaptive modulation No Yes
LOS/NLOS among BSs NLOS N/A NLOS LOS
MAI, CCI CCI Both
Frequency offset errors No Yes
Table 4.3: System characteristics
It can be expected that the benchmark system performs worst,due to the lack of a resource
allocation mechanism and the lack of an adaptive modulationmechanism. In addition, the
“ideal” system is expected to perform best, because of the assumption of pure orthogonality
among subcarriers and because both resource allocation andadaptive modulation are used,
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while NLOS conditions among BSs are assumed. The FSA system and the “NLOS” system
should achieve about the same performance, however, the FSAsystem is expected to perform
better in about 50% of the cases, i.e. whenever the FSA systemi in DL. This is because in
50% of the cases all cells in the FSA system are in UL simultaneously, hence the performance
is worse than the performance of RTSO. The reason stems from the fact that in RTSO there are
both UL and DL cells at any given time slot due to the time slot randomisation. Regarding the
“LOS” system, it can be safely envisaged that it performs worse than the “NLOS” system. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.10 and it can be observed that theysupport the reasoning outlined
above.

































Figure 4.10: Spectral efficiency attained by the OTA-SRR for UL:DL ratio of 1:1.
A few comments are in order regarding Fig. 4.10. Firstly, it is interesting to note that the FSA
system exhibits better spectral efficiency than the ideal system in about 5% of the cases. The
reason for this behaviour lies in the fact that the in the ideal system there are both UL and DL
links at the same time, while in the case of FSA the system is either n UL or in DL. Even
though the ideal system does not suffer from LOS among BS, theUL still underperforms in
comparison to DL due to MAI. Therefore, it is observed that inabout 25% of the cases FSA
achieves about the same performance as the ideal system and outperf rms it in about 5% as
mentioned earlier.
It is also worth pointing out that the ideal system exhibits ateeper cdf curve, meaning that
there is less variation in the achieved spectral efficiency (only about 0.75 bps/Hz difference be-
tween minimum and maximum spectral efficiency). In contrast, FSA shows about 1.75 bps/Hz
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difference between the minimum and maximum spectral efficiency achieved, which means that
the quality of service varies more. This is the case due to fact th t the FSA system is either in
UL or in DL, while in the ideal system the UL and DL performanceis averaged out as there are
both UL and DL links at the same time.
For the reasons outlined above, the 50th percentile comparative trends between the benchmark,
“NLOS”, “LOS”, FSA, and the ideal systems differ slightly from the 10th percentile compar-
ative trends. The basic trends are preserved, except for thefact that at the 10th percentile the
FSA system exhibits clearly inferior performance to both the “NLOS” system and the ideal sys-
tem. Similarly to the ideal system, the “NLOS” system exhibits an averaging out of the spectral
efficiency performance of UL and DL, resulting in a steeper cdf curve and more consistent
performance in comaprison to the FSA system as discussed above.
4.5.4 FSA vs. RTSO comparison results
The comparison between RTSO and FSA is based on spectral efficiency, subcarrier utilisation,
and user outage.Spectral efficiencyis defined in the previous section.Subcarrier utilisation
is defined as the ratio of the number of subcarriers used in thesyst m to the total number of
subcarriers (number of subcarriers per BS times the number of BSs). User outageis defined
as the users not served (assigned zero subcarriers) as a fraction of the total number of users in
the system. All metrics pertain to the whole system, i.e. UL and DL combined, unless stated
otherwise. In addition, as mentioned in Section 4.5.1, a TDDsystem is simulated assuming a
single time slot which is either assigned to UL or DL traffic. This means that for every time
slot a different user distribution is analysed. Since TDD can essentially be characterised as a
half-duplex system, this is deemed a sensible approach in order to obtain insightful statistical
results on essential system metrics.
The spectral efficiency results are shown in Fig. 4.11 for various UL-DL asymmetries for FSA
and RTSO. In the case of RTSO, the results demonstrate that shifting more resources to DL
results in more than 80% increase in spectral efficiency at the median as compared to the per-
formance of the UL-favoured case. This effect is due to the presence of MAI in UL as well
as the fact that LOS conditions among BSs are accounted for, which makes UL the perfor-
mance limiting factor. In particular, as MAI is only considered in UL, this means that as the
number of slots in UL decreases, the overall experienced interference also decreases, resulting
in improved system performance. In addition, as the effect of LOS conditions among BSs is
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experienced by the cells in UL, a decrease in the number of UL cells means fewer affected BSs
and, hence, system performance improvement. In the case of FSA, it can be observed that the
spectral efficiency of the DL-favoured scenario is only about 30% better at the median than the
spectral efficiency of the UL-favoured scenario. This meansthat when employing RTSO the
improvement in spectral efficiency incurred by allocating more resources to DL is larger than
when employing FSA. This stems from the fact that while the ULin RTSO is limited by MAI
and LOS conditions among BSs, the UL in FSA is only limited by MAI.

































Figure 4.11: Spectral efficiency [bps/Hz/cell] attained by the OTA-SRR for various UL:DL ra-
tios. Spectral efficiency is the ratio of the total throughput in the system to the
product of the bandwidth and the number of cells.
In this context, a clear trend can be observed: with an increase in the number of time slots
allocated to DL, the spectral efficiency increases and reaches about 75% and about 80% of the
theoretical maximum in the case of RTSO and FSA, respectively. The theoretical maximum can
be calculated as216.98Wb and equals 4.44 bps/Hz/cell, whereWb is the bandwidth per subcarrier,
and 216.98 kbps is the maximum data rate per subcarrier (as given in Table 3.1). It is worth
noting here that as shown in Section 4.4.1, RTSO results in the highest number of crossed
slots in the case of asymmetry of 1:1 (the special case of asymmetry). Hence, it would be
expected that the symmetric case would result in worst system p rformance. However, the
results demonstrate that UL-favoured asymmetries performworse than both the symmetric case
and the DL-favoured case. This stems from the effect of MAI and LOS conditions among BSs
discussed above.
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Fig. 4.11 also shows that for each of the asymmetries considered, the FSA performs better than
RTSO. In particular, the difference (at the median) betweenth spectral efficiency attained with
FSA and the spectral efficiency attained with RTSO is about 48%, 36%, and 11% for UL:DL
ratios of 6:1, 1:1, and 1:6, respectively. In addition, the symmetric FSA performs better than
nearly all considered RTSO scenarios. In particular, considering the case of UL:DL=6:1, it
can be observed that the symmetric FSA attains about 80% increase in spectral efficiency at
the median as compared to RTSO. In the case of 1:6 (UL:DL), however, while the medians
of symmetric FSA and RTSO are almost the same, RTSO performs overall better than FSA
in about 60% of the cases. This is because in the case of RTSO about 67
th
of the links are
in DL, while in the symmetric FSA half of the links are in DL. The reason why RTSO does
not completely outperform symmetric FSA is the fact that LOSconditions among BSs are
considered.
The subcarrier utilisation results shown in Fig. 4.12 display similar trends as the spectral ef-
ficiency results. In the case of RTSO, the subcarrier utilisaion attained by the DL-favoured
system is about 33% better at the median in comparison with the subcarrier utilisation attained
by the UL-favoured system. In contrast, when the analogous cmparison is made for the case
of FSA, the difference between the subcarrier utilisation of the DL-favoured system and the
UL-favoured system is only 13%. In addition, it can be observed that FSA outperforms RTSO
in terms of subcarrier utilisation by about 36%, 35%, and 12%for UL:DL ratios of 6:1, 1:1,
and 1:6, respectively. Furthermore, the symmetric FSA performs better in terms of subcarrier
utilisation than all considered RTSO scenarios. In particular, the symmetric FSA attains about
38%, 36%, and 6% better subcarrier utilisation (at the median) than RTSO for UL:DL ratios of
6:1, 1:1, and 1:6, respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Subcarrier utilisation attained by the OTA-SRR for variousUL:DL ratios. Sub-
carrier utilisation is the ratio of the number of subcarriers in the system which
are utilised for transmission (i.e. the assigned data rate is greater than 0) to the
total number of subcarriers in the system,Nc × B.
The user outage results are presented in Fig. 4.13. Unlike the spectral efficiency results and
the subcarrier utilisation results, the outage results show t at FSA does not always outperform
RTSO. In particular, for UL:DL ratio of 1:6 FSA achieves about 9% (at the median) better user
outage than RTSO. However, the cdf curve demonstrates that the outage performance of FSA
is better than that of RTSO about 87% of the time. It can be noted that 87% corresponds to67
th
which means that FSA outperforms RTSO when the system is in DL. Similarly, for UL:DL ratio
of 1:1, FSA achieves better user outage than RTSO about 50% ofthe time and the medians of
the respective cdf curves coincide. The case of UL:DL ratio of 6:1 is slightly different, and for
this particular scenario FSA completely outperforms RTSO while achieving about 3% better
user outage at the median. This is due to the fact that when theUL:DL asymmetry is 6:1,
RTSO is predominantly in UL and the effect of BS→BS interference is the most significant as
compared to the rest of the considered asymmetry ratios. It should be noted the outage metric
is a relative metric, used for comparison purposes only. Thelow percantage of served users is
due to the severe interference conditions considered.
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Figure 4.13: User outage attained by the OTA-SRR for various UL:DL ratios. U er outage is
the ratio of the number of users which are not served to the total number of users
in the system.
An interesting observation can be made with regard to the spectral efficiency, the subcarrier
utilisation, and especially the user outage results – the FSA scheme exhibits a “plateau” be-
haviour (bi-modal distribution). This can be explained by the presence of MAI in UL, which,
as mentioned previously in this section, creates a significat g p between UL and DL perfor-
mance.
4.6 A comparison between ZD and FSA
This section presents a comparison between ZD and FSA, basedon computer simulation results
[70] and uses a different approach to analyse the BS→ interference problem as comapared
the approach used in the analysis of RTSO and FSA. In particular, this section studies the impact
of BS→BS interference on a single “victim” cell. To this end, also adissimilar simulation
platform is used (as compared to the platform used in the previous section), which is detailed
in the following.
4.6.1 Simulation model
A seven-cell OFDMA-TDD system (one cell at the centre and sixsurrounding cells) is designed
and simulated adopting a Monte Carlo approach. Each of the seven cells has a centrally-placed
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omnidirectional BS and full frequency reuse is assumed. Twenty users are distributed uniformly
in each of the seven cells at the beginning of each iteration and a snap-shot analysis is per-
formed. Similar to the envisaged traffic asymmetry in data-packet services, traffic is on average
DL-favoured. The centre cell, however, is UL-overloaded anhence generates UL-favoured
traffic in order to expose the effects of BS→BS interference on the centre cell. The holding
time is the same for all users and equals one chunk during a time slot (5 OFDM symbols). Each
cell is given a mean offered load, which governs the respective user mean inter-arrival times
and each user independently generates holding times with expon ntially distributed interarrival
times. The traffic per user is stored in a buffer and served on afirst-in-first-out basis. The
maximum waiting time per packet is 20ms [13] and should this time be exceeded, the packet
is discarded. Path loss is calculated using the IST-WINNER C1 path loss model (NLOS) for
urban environment [87] according to (3.3), wherea andb are given in Table 4.4 (log-normal
shadowing is not considered). It should be noted that the values ofa andb depend on whether
MS–MS path loss, BS–MS path loss, or BS–BS path loss is calculated. For the latter line-
of-sight conditions are assumed. MSs are associated with serving BSs based on minimum
path loss. Perfect synchronisation is assumed and only co-channel interference from all active
other-cell transmitters is taken into account. Time-frequency resources are allocated following
a score-based approach [88], where the score is evaluated bas on buffer-size. In particular, a
given resource is allocated to the user with the largest average buffer size, monitored during a
time window of eight frames (the size of a superframe [13]). The condition of choosing a user
to be allocated a resource can be expressed as:







whereu(r, t) is the user allocated resourcer at time instant ; Uc is the number of users per
cell; andιb,i(l) is the buffer length of useri at framel. The simulation parameters are shown
in Table 4.4. For demonstration purposes, 16 OFDM subcarriers are considered.
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Carrier frequency 5 GHz
Time slot duration 0.1152 ms
Number of time slots/ frame 6
Number of OFDM symbols/ time slot 5
Transmit power/ link 251 mW (24 dBm)
Shortest BS-BS distance 1 km
BS height 25 m









Table 4.4: Fixed simulation parameters [52], [87]
It should be noted that in the case of ZD, each cell sets its TDDSP according to the ratio of UL-
DL user demand. When FSA is employed, the UL↔DL SPs are synchronised across the cells
allocating half of the resources to UL and DL each [13], i.e. th SP is set at 1:1 (UL:DL). As the
SP is symmetric, both UL and DL are allocated 16 subcarriers/t me slot× 3 time slots/frame =
48 chunks/frame (as one chunk is one subcarrier).
A simplifying assumption is made, where the SINR values are clculated using (3.8), assuming
constant channel coefficients and perfect synchronisation(n MAI and offset errors). These
assumptions account for an ideal system. This is in contrastto the system model discussed in the
previous section, which assumes worst case interference when calculating SINR. Employing an
ideal model in this section provides a complementary approach to demonstrating the severity
of BS→BS interference.
A simple SINR-based power control is applied to all links with an SINR target of 20 dB
(32 cross constellation at BER of10−7 [61]) and thermal noise power per subcarrier of -
157.11 dBW [52]. The total power per link is limited by the maximum transmit power given in
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Table 4.4. The capacity per chunk is calculated using Shannon’s capacity equation as follows:
Ck = log2(1 + γk) bps/Hz, (4.8)
whereγk is the SINR per chunk as defined in (3.8). Power control is applied in order to limit
power usage and interference in comparison to a fixed power scenario. The relatively high
SINR target aims to provide the well-placed links in terms oflink conditions with high data
rates. If the SINR target cannot be met on some links even whenthe power control algorithm
has reached convergence1, the links are still allowed to transmit with their maximum power as














Ctot is the number of chunks allocated to UL as per the network-wide
SP; andCtot is the total number of resources per frame (andCtot = 48× 2 = 96 as mentioned
before). It should be noted that the normalisation factorCtot is applied in order to account for
the resource utilisation in the frame.
The comparison between FSA and ZD is made based on a defined scenario, which allows for a
clear demonstration of the effect of LOS among BS on spectralefficiency for the case of ZD.
The details of the scenario are as follows: The resource demand at each of the seven cells is
shown in Table 4.5 for both UL and DL. Note that for the case of DL at the first-tier cells,
0→40 means that the demand is systematically varied from 0 to 40% (simultaneously for all
six first-tier cells). This means that, as the UL demand is 15%, the first-tier cells start off with
UL-favoured SP. As the DL demand is increased, the SP is adjuste to accommodate it. When
the DL demand reaches 40%, all six first-tier cells have DL-favoured SPs. The centre cell, i.e.
the cell of interest (CoI), on the other hand, demands 100% ofthe rame to be allocated to UL
and as a result, the SP is highly UL-favoured. This scenario of ncreasing DL demand of the
first-tier cells, while the CoI has constant high UL demand, makes the BS→BS interference
experienced at the CoI vary from non-existent to severe, as will be demonstrated in the next
section.
The defined scenario allows for the demand at all six first-tier cells to be accommodated both by
1Convergence is reached when for all links it holds that the power value allocated to each link does not change
from one iteration to the next within some small valueδc.
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ZD and by FSA. In contrast, neither FSA nor ZD are capable of accommodating the demanded
UL traffic at the CoI. Furthermore, FSA allocates only 50% of the frame resources to UL, while
ZD allocates up to five out of the six time slots per frame to UL [52]. It is then interesting to
see whether FSA can offset the loss incurred by not accommodating the demanded UL traffic
by avoiding BS→BS interference at the CoI. The results are presented in the next section.




Table 4.5: Resource demand for UL and DL (in %)
4.6.2 ZD vs. FSA comparison results
The comparison between ZD and FSA is done based on the UL-DL resou ce allocation at the
CoI and the UL spectral efficiency at the CoI. The resource alloc tion is measured as the ratio
of the number of resources allocated to UL per frame to the total number of resources per
frame. Spectral efficiency is calculated based on Shannon’scapacity equation as defined in the
previous section. It should be pointed out that UL spectral effici ncy is considered as a metric
in order to focus the results on the specific effect of BS→BS interference on spectral efficiency
and BS→BS interference is only experienced by links in UL.
Results on UL-DL resource allocation are shown in Fig. 4.14.The allocation by the FSA is
shown by the solid horizontal line at 50%. ZD, on the other hand, llocates resources depending
on the cell-specific demand. This means that at the CoI as the demand in DL increases, the ratio
of the UL-to-DL demand decreases and as a result, the switching point shifts towards the DL to
accommodate the change. On the other hand, as expected, whenthe DL demand at the first-tier
cell increases, there is hardly any effect on the resource allocation at the CoI both in the case
of ZD and FSA. For the case of ZD, the reason why there is a slight increase in the resources
allocated to UL between the points of 0% and 10% DL demand at the CoI (for 20% and 40%
DL demand at the first-tier cells) lies in the way ZD functions. In particular, as the DL demand
becomes greater than zero, UL crossed slots are introduced.According to ZD, introducing UL
crossed slots means that generally not all UL resources can be llocated because only users in
the inner cell region are served during crossed slots. As a reult, the total UL buffer of users in
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the system increases. Consequently, as the SP allocation depe s on the size of the UL buffer
in relation to the DL buffer, the SP becomes more UL-favoured.



































Figure 4.14: Fraction of the resources per frame allocated to UL at the CoI.
It should be noted that in ZD the maximum asymmetry which can be supported is 5:1 in favour
of either link direction [52] (as seen on Fig. 4.14). This constraint which is necessary for sin-
galling and synchronisation depends purely on the network architecture and the frame structure
it employs.
As previously mentioned, ZD and FSA are fundamentally different in that in ZD crossed slots
occur. Hence, it is expected that when ZD is employed, increasing the DL load at the first-tier
cells will have a negative effect on the CoI UL spectral efficiency. This is because an increase
in the number of time slots allocated to DL at the first-tier cells will result in an increase in
the BS→BS interference per frame experienced at the CoI (assuming the CoI exhibits an UL-
favoured SP). UL spectral efficiency results for the CoI are shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: UL spectral efficiency [bps/Hz] attained at the CoI by ZD and FSA for variable
DL demand at the CoI and first-tier cells. The spectral efficien y is the ratio of
the the total capacity (as defined by Shannon’s equation) at the CoI to the total
number of chunks (UL and DL) per frame.
Two main trends can be observed in Fig. 4.15 with respect to the performance of ZD. The first
one is observed when noting that the spectral efficiency varies as the DL demand at the CoI
is increased. This is as expected because as the DL demand increases fewer resources are al-
located to UL within a frame, and the spectral efficiency is normalised to the total number of
resources per frame. The second, more important, trend is the variation of UL spectral effi-
ciency at the CoI as the first-tier DL demand increases. Fig. 4.15 shows that as the first-tier DL
demand increases, which causes the BS→BS interference experienced at the CoI to increase,
the CoI UL spectral efficiency suffers tremendously. For example, for 25% DL load at the
CoI when comparing the CoI spectral efficiency at 0% first-tier DL load with the CoI spectral
efficiency at 40% first-tier DL load, it can be observed that the decrease in CoI UL spectral
efficiency is about 2/3. This clearly demonstrates the severe effect that BS→BS interference
has on the UL spectral efficiency.
Regarding the comparative performance of ZD and FSA, note that ZD allocates more resources
to UL than FSA (referring to Fig. 4.14). However, Fig. 4.15 shows that ZD significantly outper-
forms FSA only when the probability for crossed slots is negligible, i.e. in the case of 0% and
10% DL demand at all of the first-tier cells. This means that ZDresults in large inefficiency
in resource utilisation. Furthermore, in the cases of severe crossed slots (40% first-tier DL de-
mand) FSA consistently attains about two times the spectralefficiency of ZD independent of
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the DL demand at the CoI.
4.6.3 System validity check results
The following results will be used as a validity check in order to demonstrate that the system
behaves according to intuition and that, therefore, the results presented above are reliable. Re-
sults for the DL spectral efficiency attained with ZD and FSA at the CoI are shown in Fig. 4.18
and resource utilisation results are shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 for DL and UL, respec-
tively. Note that Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 also show results for resource allocation as displayed
on Fig. 4.14. (The graphs for resource allocation in DL are obtained from the graphs for re-
source allocation in UL by using that the sum of UL and DL resource allocation equals 100.)
Considering the DL resource utilisation (Fig. 4.16), it canbe observed that, as expected, for
both FSA and ZD the resource utilisation and resource allocation t the CoI are independent of
the DL demand at the first-tier cells. The only exception to this rend is the case of ZD when
the CoI DL demand is 0%. This exception was already discussedin relation to the UL spectral
efficiency results.


































Figure 4.16: DL resource utilisation [%] attained at the CoI by ZD and FSA for variable DL
demand at the CoI and first-tier cells (shown by bar graph). The respective re-
source allocation is shown by lines with square markers.
While in the case of FSA the resource utilisation for both UL and DL is independent of the first-
tier DL demand, as expected, the trend exhibited by the ZD UL resource utilisation results is
different from the trend of the ZD DL utilisation results. Itcan be seen that as the DL resource
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demand at the first-tier cells increases, the UL resource utilisation at the CoI decreases due to
the increased BS→BS interference. As ZD only serves MSs from the inner cell region during
crossed slots, an increase in the number of crossed slots results in resource underutilisation, as
discussed in Section 4.4.2 and confirmed by the results in Fig. 4.17. By resource underutilisa-
tion it is meant that there is resource demand and resources ae allocated, however, the ratio of
non-crossed slots to crossed slots does not correspond to the ratio of the demand generated by
the whole cell to the demand generated by the inner cell region only. This means that crossed
slots are left unoccupied.































Figure 4.17: UL resource utilisation [%] attained at the CoI by ZD and FSA for variable DL
demand at the CoI and first-tier cells (shown by bar graph). The respective re-
source allocation is shown by lines with square markers.
In relation to the DL spectral efficiency at the CoI, it is expected that for a given DL demand
at the CoI as the DL demand at the first-tier cells increases, the DL spectral efficiency at the
CoI will decrease. This decrease is caused by the increased interference which results from the
higher load. Observing Fig. 4.18 this trend is confirmed, ands expected, holds for both ZD
and FSA. In addition, it is expected that for low first-tier DLdemand, FSA exhibits better DL
spectral efficiency than ZD. This is because for the case of ZDor 0% and 10% DL demand
at the first-tier cells the SP is generally UL-favoured (because the UL demand is 10%), which
means that the DL at the CoI is likely to experience crossed slots, especially for DL demand
at the CoI of 40%. Furthermore, as the DL demand at the first-tier cells increases, the DL at
the CoI seizes to be exposed to crossed slots, that is why the DL spectral efficiency attained
with ZD and FSA tends to be equal. It can be observed that for DLdemand at the CoI of 40%
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when the DL demand at the first-tier cells is 30% and 40%, ZD achieves slightly better spectral
efficiency than FSA. This result is intuitive because 30% and40% DL demand at the first-tier
cells means that the SP is DL-favoured (as the UL demand is only 15%). As a result, more than
half of the frame is allocated to DL at the first-tier cells whilst the demand is less than half. This
means that, as compared to FSA which allocates half of the resou ces per frame to DL, in ZD
the probability for a DL resource to be occupied at a first-tier cell is smaller. As a result of this
and because the SPs at the CoI in the case of ZD and FSA do not sigificantly differ (refer to
Fig. 4.16) the interference experienced at the CoI is smaller s compared to FSA. However, the
same effect cannot be observed for 25% DL demand at the CoI. Inparticular, FSA outperforms
ZD for all considered first-tier DL demands (except for 0% as explained previously). This is
because as compared to ZD, at the CoI FSA allocates twice as much resources to DL (refer
to Fig. 4.16), which increases the degrees of freedom for resou ce allocation and hence, the
overall experienced interference is decreased.






































 CoI DL demand:
Figure 4.18: DL spectral efficiency [bps/Hz] attained at the CoI by ZD and FSA for variable
DL demand at the CoI and first-tier cells.
4.7 Summary
This chapter highlighted the importance of interference mitigation techniques in OFDMA-
TDD-based cellular networks and demonstrated the severityof BS→BS interference. Inter-
ference mitigation techniques targeted towards the CCI problem in OFDMA-based networks
were discussed, as well as techniques which specifically address interference resulting from
crossed slots in TDD. Pertaining to the first group of methods, variations of the fractional/soft
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frequency reuse concept were reviewed. Pertaining to the later group of methods, RTSO and
ZD were discussed and compared to FSA based on simulations.
It was shown that interference mitigation techniques, suchas RTSO and ZD, are not able to
resolve the BS→BS interference in the case of LOS conditions among BSs. In particular, FSA
achieves up to about 80% spectral efficiency improvement with respect to RTSO and up to about
100% spectral efficiency improvement with respect to ZD whens vere BS→BS interference is
present. The complete avoidance of BS→BS interference is possible, when the TDD switching
points across cells are synchronised. However, such an appro ch limits the flexibility of TDD.
This constitutes an important open issue for research, namely, how to retain the flexibility in cell
specific UL/DL asymmetry assignment while keeping the SP fixed. This issue is solved in the
next chapter through the introduction of a “virtual SP”. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
such a virtual SP is proposed for the first time.
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Interference avoidance for cellular
OFDMA-TDD networks
5.1 Introduction
It was demonstrated that avoidance of BS→BS interference is of paramount importance to
OFDMA-TDD cellular networks as this type of interference sever ly degrades the system’s per-
formance. This chapter introduces a novel method, termedasymmetry balancing[70, 89, 90],
which exploits the capabilities of MCNs in order to support cell-specific asymmetry demands
while completely avoiding BS→BS interference. A further novelty, introduced in this chapter
is the concept of virtual SP. The concept refers to the capability of the asymmetry balancing
method to serve cell-specific asymmetry demands even thoughthe network-wide SP is syn-
chronised among cells.
This chapter is organised as follows. First, related work ispresented and the asymmetry bal-
ancing concept is introduced in detail. The discussion concentrates on UL asymmetry balanc-
ing in light of the envisaged dominance of DL-favoured or symmetric traffic (and therefore
DL-favoured or symmetric SPs), which may result in occasional significant shortage of UL
resources. DL asymmetry balancing, however, can be straighforwardly deduced. Next, the
concept of the virtual SP is introduced and a mathematical framework is developed. The frame-
work has two main components, namely: resource availability and availability of relay stations.
Based on the available resources in a network, the mathematical framework enables the calcu-
lation of the average number of resources which can be utilised for asymmetry balancing and
the “position” of the virtual SP in the frame. Finally, simulation results are presented. The
performance of asymmetry balancing is compared to the performance of ZD and FSA based on
UL resource allocation and UL spectral efficiency.
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5.2 Asymmetry balancing
5.2.1 Related work
An effective strategy to ameliorate the spectral efficiencyperformance without increasing hard-
ware cost is to make use of existing infrastructure and to introduce cooperation among the
network entities. As described in Chapter 2, such cooperation leads to MCNs [6]. For ex-
ample, in [91] Qiao, Wu and Tonguz describe a load balancing method via mobile dedicated
transceivers, which can be replaced according to user traffic demand, in order to divert traffic
using the unlicensed frequency bands. However, MCNs where tMSs in the network serve
as RSs are of special interest. This is because mobile services are becoming increasingly pop-
ular which means that the availability of mobile terminals can be exploited. This is especially
true at largely populated areas where network capacity becom s a limiting factor. Capacity im-
provement has been shown in [92–94], whereactivein-cell users cooperatively serve as relays
to form virtual antenna arrays. This is achieved by assigning a partner MS to each MS in the
network. The partner MS receives the data of another MS (fromthe same cell) and forwards
the data to the respective BS together with its own data. In this way, the BS receives two copies
of the same information and these copies are affected by independently fading channels. The
principle of this method is analogous to the principle of multiple-input-multiple output (MIMO)
and allows for single-antenna MSs to exploits transmit diversity (refer to Fig. 5.1). The method
is known ascooperative communicationand is shown to increase system capacity when applied
to CDMA systems [93] and OFDMA systems [94].
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Figure 5.1: In cooperative transmission, an MS receives the data of another MS from the same
cell and along with its own data forwards the received data tothe BS, thereby
achieving transmit diversity.
The asymmetry balancing concept introduced here utilises the cooperation capabilities of MCNs,
however, asymmetry balancing is a very different type of cooperative communication as is de-
tailed in the next section. The core purpose of the asymmetrybalancing method is toavoid
interference. In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that interference mitigation mechanisms, such
as ZD and RTSO, are not capable of tackling the BS→BS interference problem whenever there
are LOS conditions among BSs, due to the significant interfernce stemming from the direct
path between BSs. The proposed asymmetry balancing conceptcompletely avoids BS→BS
interference by employing both FSA and load balancing viaad hoccommunication such that
the advantages of TDD are in effect retained.
5.2.2 The asymmetry balancing concept
The essence of the asymmetry balancing concept is, as the name suggests, to balance the asym-
metry demand across the cells in a network. To this end, the TDD SP is synchronised across
cells, which might result in a shortage of resources in a particular cell, while a neighbouring
cell might have spare resources (assuming cell-independent traffic asymmetry demands). In
order to resolve any mismatch between resource availability and resource demand, thead hoc
capabilities of an MCN are exploited. In particular, assumean MS which cannot be served in
either UL or DL by its associated BS due to shortage of resources. Then this MS can be served
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by a neighbouring cooperating BS, which has spare resourcesin both link directions. The es-
tablished MS↔BS link is a two-hop link where the intermediate node is an MS associated with
the cooperating BS. In this way, despite the fact that the network maintains a synchronised SP,
cell-specific asymmetries are effectively supported. At this stage it is worth pointing out that
the asymmetry balancing does not suffer from the multi-hop burden, because asymmetry bal-
ancing simply exploits free resources which would otherwise be wasted, therefore increasing
spectrum utilisation.
It is assumed that cells are differently loaded at any given time, which is a reasonable assump-
tion for future wireless networks which will mainly supportpacket-data traffic characterised by
a high peak-to-average load ratio. In addition, because traffic is envisaged to be DL-favoured
the network-wide SP will be primarily DL-favoured (or occasionally symmetric), it is expected
that a cell which requires UL-favoured SP will not be able to support the UL demand. There-
fore, this study focuses on UL asymmetry balancing.
As the asymmetry balancing concept relies on cooperation, it is important to identify the coop-
erating entities and when they can cooperate. If hexagonal cells are considered, each cell can
be treated as a CoI, surrounded by six neighbouring cells, which are the potential cooperating
cells. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the aforementioned geometry during a DL time slot. Assume that
there are only two frequency resources per cell per link direction per frame, which are marked
by boxes on Fig. 5.2. A black box signifies an allocated resource, while a white box signifies
a free resource. Let the CoI suffer from shortage of UL resources, while it has a DL resource
available. The MS at the CoI, which needs UL service and desires to off-load traffic is marked
by a solid ellipse. The first-tier cells which are marked withdashed hexagons have spare UL
and DL resources and hence are the cooperating cells. Associated with the cooperating cells
are the MSs which can serve as RSs (identified by dashed ellipses). The tagged MS at the CoI
can relay to any of the available RSs. The MS→RS link uses a DL resource, which is free
both at the CoI and the cooperating cell which serves the respective RS. Such resources are
referred to as common free resources (CFR). In addition, theoff-loading MSs can formad hoc
links to either idle MSs in neighbouring cells, or active MSswhich are already receiving in DL
from their BS. The latter case exploits the fact that a DL transmission usually does not occupy
all subchannels, and this is accounted for by the use of TDMA/FDMA in combination with
OFDM. It should be noted that in an OFDMA-TDD network the smallest resource unit that can
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Figure 5.2: The MSs in the centre cell, i.e. the CoI, can off-load UL traffic to neighbouring
cooperating cells (marked by dashed hexagons) using free DLresources (marked
by white boxes). As an example, the MS at the CoI which needs ULservice (marked
by a solid ellipse) can form an ad hoc link with any of the available MSs (marked
by dashed ellipses) at the cooperating cells. Active DL links are shown as solid
arrows, while possible concurrent ad hoc links are shown as dashed arrows.
be allocated to a particular user is termed a chunk1, i.e. a number of subcarriers during one time
slot. Based on the above, the main steps of the UL asymmetry balancing technique for multiple
cell scenario are summarised as follows:
1. A CoI is overloaded in UL and requires cooperation.
2. The set of first-tier cells surrounding the CoI, which havespare resources both in UL and
DL, are the cooperating cells.
3. There are DL CFRs between the CoI and at least one of the cooperating cells.
4. Utilise the CFRs to transfer UL load from the CoI to the cooperating cells. Usead hoc
communication to form MS→RS links between MSs associated with the CoI and RSs
associated with any of the cooperating cells.
Similarly, if the CoI suffers from DL overload, MSs at the CoIcan be served indirectly by the
cooperating cells via near-by MSs (operating as RSs). This would involve BS-BS communica-
1The terms chunk and resource are used interchangeably throughout this text.
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tion which could be done directly or via the backbone, similarly to the communication during
a handover.
From the above it can be concluded that the asymmetry balancing requires first,available re-
sourcesand second,available RSs. The next two sections will treat these factors in detail. Even
though the analysis is performed for the case of UL asymmetrybalancing, it is valid for DL
asymmetry balancing as well.
5.2.3 Resource availability and the virtual SP concept
When the centre cell uses DL resources to off-load UL traffic to ooperating neighbouring cells,
“virtual” UL resources are in effect created, which allow for cell-specific asymmetry demands
to be supported. In this way, with cooperation the UL resource capacity of the CoI increases.
For example, if the network-wide SP allocates half of the frame to UL and half to DL, and 20%
of the DL resources are CFRs, the UL resource capacity of the CoI increases by 20%. Hence,
an UL-to-DL traffic ratio of0.5+0.5×0.20.5−0.5×0.2 , i.e.
3
2 , can be served at the CoI, even though the actual
network-wide SP is set as11 . This means that a “virtual” cell-specific SP can be established
depending on the network-wide SP and the DL CFRs.
It is of interest to quantify the UL-to-DL ratios that a virtual SP can support, for a given
network-wide SP and a given number of free resources at the CoI and its neighbouring cells.
Let the number of CFRs beN , whereN takes on valuesn ∈ [0, Co], andCo is the total num-
ber of resources per cell in DL. Since the SPs are synchronised across the network,Co is the
same for all cells. The problem of finding the distribution ofN can be readily addressed by the
binomial distribution. In particular, consider that having a CFR is a success, which occurs with
probabilityp and not having such is a failure, which occurs with probability 1 − p. A success
occurs when a given chunk is free at the centre cell and at the sam time, at at least one of the
neighbouring cells. A failure, on the other hand, occurs when a chunk is busy at the centre
cell, or is free at the centre cell and at the same time is busy at all of the neighbouring cells.
Thus, the distribution of the number of common free chunks,fN , is a function of the resource
occupancy probabilities at the CoI and at the first-tier cells. Resource occupancy probability
is the probability that a chunk is occupied. The distribution of fN is derived in this work is as
follows:
fN (n) = p(Lc, Lt,1, . . . , Lt,Bt , Bt)
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whereBt is the number of cooperating cells;Lt,i is the probability that a resource is occu-
pied at a first-tier celli; Lc is the probability that a resource is occupied at the CoI; and
p(Lc, Lt,1, . . . , Lt,Bt , Bt) is the probability of having a CFR and depending on the number
of cooperating cells and the resource occupancy. The equation forp(Lc, Lt,1, . . . , Lt,Bt , Bt) is
formulated in this work as follows:
p(Lc, Lt,1, . . . , Lt,Bt , Bt) = (1 −
Bt∏
i=1
Lt,i) · (1 − Lc). (5.2)
The expected value of the binomial distribution in (5.1) yields E[N ] = Co · p, hence the




Then at the CoI, the expected value of the fraction of resources in the frame which can be used



















wherenUL andnDL are the number of UL time slots per frame and DL time slots per frame,
respectively, as per the network-wide SP; andCtot is the total (UL+DL) chunks per frame. This
means that at the CoI the virtual SP divides the frame in an UL-to-DL ratio of (nUL + p nDL) :
(nDL − p nDL). It can be observed that whenp → 0, i.e. when there are no available resources
for off-loading, then the resource allocation is accordingto the actual network-wide SP. When
p → 1, i.e. when all DL resources at the CoI can be used to off-load UL traffic, thenRul → 1
and the whole frame can be allocated to UL. An illustration ofthe concept of the virtual SP
is shown in Fig. 5.3. Note that, while the network-wide SP allocates resources on the time
slot level, the virtual SP allocates resources on the chunk level. Smaller granularity in resource
allocation actually means more flexibility and hence helps in more efficient resource utilisation,
as will be later seen in this chapter. Fig. 5.4 shows a plot ofRul × 100% depending on the
actual SP, the number of cooperating BSs, and on the resourceccupancies at the CoI and at
the cooperating BSs.
In order to study the effect of the virtual SP a best-case and aworst-case scenario are considered.
The number of cooperating BSs is one for the worst-case scenario and six for the best-case
scenario. The resource occupancies in the case when all six cells can cooperate are kept the
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Figure 5.3: The virtual SP allocates additional resources to UL as compared to the network-
wide SP. Furthermore, the virtual SP allocates on the chunk level, unlike the
network-wide SP which allocates on the time slot level.
same (Lt,1 = Lt,2 = . . . = Lt), while when only one cell cooperatesLt,1 = Lt,2 = . . . =
Lt,5 = 1 andLt,6 = Lt. The values forLt are varied as shown in Fig. 5.4. Overall, it can be
observed that, as expected, when there are no free resources(Lc and/orLt are one), the virtual
SP is the same as the network-wide SP. Consequently, when there are free DL resources, the
virtual SP exploits the resource availability to allocate additional resources to UL. Furthermore,
when all DL resources at the CoI are free, the whole frame can be allocated to UL for low to
moderate loads at the cooperating cells when six cells cooperate. Even in the case when only
one cell cooperates the same effect can be achieved ifLt=0. As expected, when overall the DL
resource occupancy increases, the number of resources allocated to UL by means of the virtual
SP at the CoI decreases. In addition, when comparing the threplots in Fig. 5.4, it can be seen
that for low loads at the CoI, the virtual SP is almost the samefor different network-wide SPs.
Overall, it is seen that asymmetry balancing offers flexibility in resource allocation and can
adaptively allocate resources based on availability and potentially can give all the resources in
a frame to one link direction.
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Network−wide SP at UL:DL=1:2
 






























(a) The network-wide SP allocates 33% of the frame to UL (baseline).





























































(b) The network-wide SP allocates 66% of the frame to UL (baseline).
































































(c) The network-wide SP allocates 50% of the frame to UL (baseline).
Figure 5.4: The virtual SP allocates resources to UL, based on the actualnetwork-wide SP, as
well as on the resource demand at the CoI and its neighbouringcells. The number
of cooperating BSs (c.BS) takes on values of 1 and 6.
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5.2.4 Relay station availability
The previous section determined the expected number of resources, which are available for
off-loading and this section concentrates on the second enabl r for asymmetry balancing, i.e.
availability of RSs. Given that there is a CFR, the CFR can be utilised if RSs are available such
that a two-hop path can be found from the MS, which needs to off-load traffic to the cooperating
BS. In other words, the MS→RSad hoclinks are “opportunistic” in that they exploit CFRs and
available RSs, and also are managed in a decentralised fashion. How to find a two-hop path is
a matter of routing, and determining an optimum routing strategy is beyond the scope of this
thesis. It is assumed here that future wireless networks will be equipped with multi-hop and
relaying functionality in which case no significant additional signalling overhead is required for
managing the MS→RS links.
In this study a simple path loss based routing scheme is impleented which is illustrated with
the help of Fig. 5.5: BSCoI faces shortage of UL resources and MSOL needs to relay to RSc,
which is associated with the cooperating BSc. Given that there is a CFR, RSc is chosen as an
RS during this CFR if two conditions,C1 andC2, are satisfied (not considering protection of
on-going links):
C1: Lmbp > L
mr
p + ∆1 [dB]
C2: Lmbp > L
br
p + ∆2 [dB]
whereLmbp is the path loss between BSCoI and MSOL; L
mr
p is the path loss between MSOL and
RSc; Lbrp is the path loss between BSc and RSc; and∆1 and∆2 are path loss margins, which
are further discussed later in this text. The two conditionsabove aim to ensure that the two-hop
link MSOL → RSc →BSc would be able to achieve better link capacity than the potential single
hop MSOL →BSCoI link. MSOL and RSc attain information aboutLmbp andLbrp , respectively,
via the pilot signals that BSs typically send. In addition,Lmrp can be calculated using the busy
burst signalling technique described in [95, 96]. There a receiver transmits a time-multiplexed
signal upon successful transmission to reserve a resource.In this study it is assumed that a time-
multiplexed signal is transmitted by all receivers, which wish to reserve a particular resource.
This busy burst signal can be used by the receiver to “advertise” its availability to serve as an
RS by means of piggy-back signalling. In addition, essential information, such asLbrp , can
be readily obtained from the received busy burst signal at the MSOL given that the busy burst
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power emitted from the RS is constant. As a consequence, MSOL is equipped to evaluate the
routing conditions quoted above in a decentralised fashionand, hence, is enabled to find a
suitable RS.
Considering the above, assume that a CFR is shared between the CoI and a number of first-tier
cells, Kt. Then, the probability that the CFR will be utilised,pucfr, is the probability that at
least one user at the CoI will be able to find at least one two-hop path that satisfies bothC1 and
C2. The probabilitypucfr can be expressed as given in:
pucfr = 1 − (1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2})U
2
c Kt , (5.4)
whereUc is the number of users per cell; andPr{C1 ∩ C2} is the probability that bothC1 and
C2 are satisfied at the same time and can be determined using conditional probabilities as given
in:
Pr{C1 ∩ C2} = Pr{C1 | C2}Pr{C2}, (5.5)
wherePr{C1 | C2} andPr{C2} are defined below:
Pr{C1 | C2} = Pr{Lmrp < Lmbp − ∆1 | Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2}, (5.6)
Pr{C2} = Pr{Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2}. (5.7)
The path losses are random variables and their distributions ca be derived by approximating
the hexagonal cell structure by a circular cell structure asshown in Appendix C. In particular,
bothLbrp andL
mb
p are BS–MS path loss distributions which are identically distributed and their
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b ln(10), q ≤ a + b log10(z), (5.8)
whereR is the cell radius. Similarly, the MS-RS path loss distribution Lmrp is approximated by









, z ≤ R, (5.10)
andfy(y|z) is path loss distribution for a given distance from the centre,z.
Based on the above, (5.6) can be further evaluated as follows:





Fy(m − ∆1)fq(r)fq(m)dmdr, (5.11)
wherem andr are dummy variables;fq(r) is given in (5.8); andFy(m) is the cumulative distri-
bution function (cdf) according to the pdf in (5.9). The limits of the integration are determined
by the cell dimensions and path loss models. In addition, (5.7) can be determined as :
Pr{Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2} =
∫
∀m
Fq(m − ∆2)fq(m)dm, (5.12)
whereFq(m) is the cdf that corresponds to the pdf in (5.8).
In order to obtain (5.4), (5.11) and (5.12) are numerically evaluated. For ease of computation,
five users per cell are used and as an example,∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB. First of all, the value for
1−Pr{C1∩C2} is obtained. Via Monte Carlo simulation it can be found that1−Pr{C1∩C2} ≈
0.99958, while according to the circular approximation (i.e. numerical evaluation of (5.11) and
(5.12)),1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2} ≈ 0.99765. Clearly, when using these findings in (5.4) to obtain
pucfr, the discrepancy will increase exponentially with the power of U2c Kt. Hence, in order
to verify the mathematical model presented, a semi-analytic l approach is taken. Namely, the
simulation result for1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2} is used and applied to the formula forpucfr. The model
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# of coop 1 2 3 4 5 6
BSs:
S-A: 0.010 0.021 0.031 0.041 0.051 0.061
sim.: 0.009 0.018 0.032 0.043 0.051 0.065
Table 5.1: Probability pucfr that at least one two-hop link can be established for five users p
cell and∆1 = ∆2 = 3 dB.
for pucfr is successfully verified by simulation and a comparison betwe n semi-analytical and
simulation results is shown in Table 5.1, denoted by S-A and sim., respectively. As expected,
when the number of cooperating BSs increases, the probability that at least one two-hop link
is found which satisfies both C1 and C2 increases. At this stage it is interesting to determine
how many users per cell are required in order for a two-hop link to be always available, i.e. for
pucfr to become one. It is important to point out here that both idleandactive users can be RSs.
Because the simulation result for1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2} is closer to one than the theoretical result,
pucfr when obtained via simulation will converge slower. Even then, it can be easily calculated
using (5.4) and1−Pr{C1∩C2} ≈ 0.99958 that for 110 users per cell and just one cooperating
cell, pucfr is 0.994. Clearly, when more than one cooperating cell is available, convergence to
one is reached faster. For example, when six cells cooperate, pucfr is already 0.982 atUc = 40.
In fact, for all practical purposes, for more than 150 users pr cell,pucfr is actually one. For a
cell radius of 500 m, the cell area is 0.87 sq. km, which means about 170 users per sq. km. This
is a reasonable number, as even suburban areas have at least 100 u ers per sq. km [97].
It is important to mention that the choice of∆1 and ∆2 has a significant influence on the
performance of asymmetry balancing. First of all,∆1 and∆2 influence how fastpucfr converges
to one. For example, if∆1 is kept at 3 dB, but∆2 is increased to 5 dB, then according to
simulation around 200 users per cell are necessary (240 users per sq. km) forpucfr to become
one. In addition,∆1 and∆2 control the choice of off-loading MSs and serving RSs. As an
example, Fig. 5.6(a) shows the distribution of the off-loading MSs and the serving RSs for
∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB (using the path loss models specified in Section 5.2.5), where the 3 dB value
is chosen in analogy to the typical handover margin [18]. It can be seen that as intended, MSs
at the cell edges off-load to better-placed MSs in terms of path loss (log-normal shadowing is
not considered). Furthermore, as seen when comparing Fig. 5.6(a) with Fig. 5.6(b), increasing
∆2 for a given∆1 will move the “belt” of RSs closer to their associated BSs. Incontrast,
increasing∆1 for a given∆2 will shrink both the “belt” of RSs and the “belt” of MSs, as can
be seen when comparing Fig. 5.6(a) with Fig. 5.6(c). Multi-hop link optimisation strategies are
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(a) ∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB
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(b) ∆1 =3 dB and∆2 =6 dB
presented in [98]. Because optimisation of∆1 and∆2 pertains to the particular routing strategy
in place, it is not considered in this thesis and∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB is used.
It can be seen from the above that users at the cell-edges are most likely to use two-hop links.
Hence, asymmetry balancing can be combined with “smart” resource allocation such that when
a given BS faces overload, it gives priority to users, which are closer to the cell centre, thus
encouraging users which are closer to the cell edges to use two-hop communication. “Smart”
resource allocation for load balancing is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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(c) ∆1 =6 dB and∆2 =3 dB
Figure 5.6: Adjusting∆1 and∆2 changes the distribution of off-loading MSs and serving RSs.
5.2.5 Simulation model
A seven-cell OFDMA-TDD system (one cell at the centre and sixsurrounding cells) is used
and simulated adopting a Monte Carlo approach. Note that thesimulation platforms of the
current study and of the study presented in Section 4.6 are the same. Hence, the simulation
model and parameters are presented in Section 4.6.1, and thesimulation parameters are re-
peated in Table 5.2 for convenience. It needs to be added thatfor the two-hop links utilised
by asymmetry balancing, an SNR-based power control is applied at the first hop (MS→RS)
as it is assumed that the off-loading links are opportunistic and interference information is not
available. The SNR target is 25 dB (128 cross constellation at BER of 10−7 [61]). The link
capacity is calculated as specified in Section 4.6.1.
It should be noted that in the case of ZD, each cell sets its TDDSP according to the user demand.
When FSA and asymmetry balancing are employed, the UL↔D SPs are synchronised across
the cells allocating half of the resources to UL and DL each [13]. However, the model can
readily be applied to any asymmetry ratio.
5.2.6 Results
This section presents numerical results comparing asymmetry balancing, ZD and FSA based
on UL/DL resource allocation and spectral efficiency. The comparison begins with a discussion
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Carrier frequency 5 GHz
Time slot duration 0.1152 ms
Number of time slots/ frame 6
Number of OFDM symbols/ time slot 5
Transmit power/ link 251 mW (24 dBm)
Shortest BS-BS distance 1 km
BS height 25 m









Table 5.2: Fixed simulation parameters [52], [87]
on the way these systems allocate resources to UL and DL and a verification of (5.3).
In Section 5.2.3 it was demonstrated that asymmetry balancing strongly depends on the re-
source availability both at the CoI and at the neighbouring cells. It is impossible to simulate all
scenarios in terms of resource availability, hence two scenarios are defined: (1) a best case 6-
cell scenario, where all six first-tier cells cooperate; and(2) a worst-case 1-cell scenario where
only one first-tier cell cooperates. Different resource avail bility conditions are enforced by
varying the totaluser demandper frame per cell (in %). In the formulae developed in the pre-
vious sections theprobability that a resource is occupiedwas used rather than user demand.
Considering the case of UL, the mathematical relation betwen the user demand,αULu , and the







whereMu is the total number of chunks allocated to UL by the network-wide switching point.
Note that for the case of DL, the probability that a resource is occupied can be obtained analo-
gously to (5.13). As already mentioned in this chapter, whenasymmetry balancing is employed,
the synchronised SP is set to allocate half of the frame resouces to UL and DL each. As a re-
sult, using (5.13) the probability that a resource is occupied at a particular link direction for a
given cell, can be obtained by multiplying the respective usr demand by 2. The DL resource
occupancy probability both at the CoI and at the cooperatingcells is varied from 0 to 0.8, which
corresponds to a user demand that varies from 0% to 40%. In order to account for a worst case
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scenario in terms of interference experienced by thead hoc links, the non-cooperating cells
are assumed to be fully loaded in DL (i.e. the demand is 50%). Because the UL resource de-
mand of the first-tier cells would not influence the results for UL asymmetry balancing, it is
kept constant for all considered scenarios. (Clearly, asymmetry balancing only works when the
UL at the first-tier cells is not fully loaded.) The UL and DL resource demands are shown in
Table 5.3.
The defined scenarios also aim to exhibit different interfernce conditions for the CoI when ZD
is employed. Because each cell sets its SP according to the asymmetry demand at the given
cell, the CoI has an UL-favoured SP in all cases. This means that the 6-cell scenario allows for
the effect of increase in BS→BS interference (from non-existent to severe) on the performance
of the UL at the CoI to be observed as the first-tier DL demand issystematically varied. The
1-cell scenario, on the other hand, exposes the CoI to persistent evere BS→BS interference
due to the strongly DL-favoured first-tier traffic demand.
In terms of FSA, the defined resource demand scenarios aim to exhibit the performance of the
system when one of the cells (the CoI) is overloaded. Due to the fact that the load per link
direction per cell does not exceed 50%, all cells except the CoI are able to support the traffic
demand even though the asymmetry per cell might vary.




DL (1-cell) 0→40 50
Table 5.3: Resource demand for UL and DL (in %)
Results for the UL-DL resource allocation at the CoI achieved with asymmetry balancing and
ZD are shown in Fig. 5.7 in terms of the percentage of resources in a frame allocated to UL.
For asymmetry balancing the theoretical results forRul × 100% are also shown and it can
be observed that a perfect match between theory and simulation is obtained. Fig. 5.7 shows
results for variable CoI DL demand and for variable first-tier DL demand. In the 6-cell scenario
the demand is varied together for all six cells, whereas in the 1-cell scenario the demand is
varied for only one of the six cells, while the rest have a consta t demand of 50%. In the case
of asymmetry balancing, as expected, when overall the DL resource occupancy increases, the
number of resources allocated to UL by the virtual SP at the CoI decreases. It is interesting to
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note that due to the six degrees of freedom, when six cells cooperate, the number of resources
allocated to UL by the virtual SP decreases much slower with decrease in resource availability
as compared to the case when only one cell cooperates, where the number of UL resources
decreases linearly. On Fig. 5.7 it can be seen that asymmetrybalancing offers flexibility in
resource allocation in that it adaptively allocates resources based on availability. Whenever
there is little or no CoI DL demand, the asymmetry balancing can allocate the whole frame to
UL, even in the case when only one cell cooperates. In addition, asymmetry balancing actually
allocates resources on the chunk level, while ZD is limited to allocating resources to UL and
DL on the time slot level according to the network design. A further limitation to ZD is that
the maximum asymmetry which can be supported is 5:1 in favourof either link direction [52]
(as seen on Fig. 5.7). Note that, as mentioned in the previouschapter, this limitation is a
network parameter and if the network permits for the whole frame to be allocated to a single
link direction, then the curve of ZD in the 6-cell scenario of0% DL load at the CoI would be
flat at 100%.
Fig. 5.7 also shows that for moderate loads (both at the CoI and at the first-tier cells) the re-
source allocation achieved with asymmetry balancing (6-cell s nario) and ZD is similar, while
for higher loads (1-cell scenario), in most cases ZD allocates more resources to UL than asym-
metry balancing. This can be explained by the fact that ZD adapts its SP to the resource de-
mand at the CoI, independently of the first-tier resource demand. In contrast, the virtual SP
is limited by the resource availability at the first-tier cells. However, as the subsequent spec-
tral efficiency results demonstrate, the scheme that allocates more resources to UL does not
necessarily achieve higher UL spectral efficiency.
The spectral efficiency performance of the UL asymmetry balancing scheme is compared against
that of ZD and FSA, based on (5.14), which is obtained by modifying (4.9) to accommodate


















whereCb is the average spectral efficiency per chunk in bps/Hz;Ck is the chunk spectral
efficiency as defined in (4.8);MOL, is the number of DL chunks available for off-loading;
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Figure 5.7: Fraction of the resources per frame allocated to UL at the CoI.





andγmhj is the SINR of chunkj for two-hop links. Clearly, for systems which do not employ
asymmetry balancing,p = 0, which means that the second term of the summation in (5.14)
produces a zero. In other words, the second summation accounts for the spectral efficiency
contribution ofad hoclinks and can be non-zero only whenad hoccommunication is present.
In addition, it should be noted thatγmhj is taken as the minimum of the SINR achieved at the
first and second hops for each two-hop link. Furthermore,MOLMOL is used as a correction factor. (It
should be noted thatMOL is obtained via simulation.) The reason is as follows: As previously
mentioned, due to simulation complexity, only twenty usersper cell are simulated. As a result,
not all available CFRs can be utilised for off-loading via a neighbouring RS. The number of
available CFRs is only influenced by the actual load, i.e. fraction of available resources, which
is independent of the number of users in the system. In contrast, how many of the available
CFRs can be utilised for MS→RS links depends on user density (active and non-active users
alike) because user density determines if and how often a two-hop path can be found. As
a consequence, the spectral efficiency results are also influenced by the number of users in
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the system. Because, as was demonstrated in Section 5.2.4, it can be safely assumed that
in realistic scenarios all available CFRs can be actually utilised, the correction factor aims
to obtain representative spectral efficiency performance.Both MOL andMOL are shown in
Fig. 5.8. As expected,MOL is always greater thanMOL. Note that the latter is obtained via
simulation, whilst the former is obtained according to (5.15)


















































Figure 5.8: Percentage of the resources per frame available for relaying (MOL) and percent-
age of the resources per frame utilised for relaying (MOL) assuming 20 users per
cell.
The CoI UL spectral efficiency results for different DL resource demands are presented in
Fig. 5.9 (top plot and bottom plot for the 6-cell scenario and1-cell scenario, respectively).
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Figure 5.9: UL spectral efficiency attained at the CoI with asymmetry balancing (AB), ZD,
and FSA. The spectral efficiency of asymmetry balancing and ZD is plotted by
bars, while the spectral efficiency of the FSA system is denoted by a solid line.
The solid line at about 2 bps/Hz shows the spectral efficiencyachieved by the FSA system. It
can generally be observed that when severe BS→ interference is present (i.e. high first-
tier DL demand) such as is the case in the 1-cell scenario and 6-cell scenario for more than
20% DL demand, simply synchronising the TDD SP thereby avoiding the BS→BS results in a
significant spectral efficiency improvement. Furthermore,asymmetry balancing attains spectral
efficiency amelioration of more than 100% with respect to thesp ctral efficiency achieved by
ZD. ZD outperforms asymmetry balancing only in the case of 0%DL demand in the 6-cell
scenario, i.e. when none of the six first-tier cells has DL traffic, which is a highly unlikely
situation. In addition, it is noted that in the 1-cell scenario the performance of ZD is relatively
constant. This is due to the fact that five cells already causeBS→BS interference, and one
additional interfering BS does not produce significant difference in the results. With respect to
the asymmetry balancing performance, it can be seen that in the 6-cell scenario, even though
there is a slight decrease in the number of resources utilised for asymmetry balancing as the
first-tier DL demand increases (Fig. 5.7), the spectral effici ncy performance at the CoI actually
improves (Fig. 5.9 top plot). This effect can be attributed to the limited transmit power. When
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slightly fewer resources are used for transmission, there is more power available per resource
and the attained SINR can compensate for the fact that less resources are utilised. A similar
trend is observed in the 1-cell scenario (Fig. 5.9 bottom plot, z omed area), but to a smaller
extent because the difference in the number of resources utilised for asymmetry balancing for
the varied first-tier DL demand is much greater (Fig. 5.7).
The demonstrated UL spectral efficiency amelioration attained by asymmetry balancing is at
a slight loss in spectral efficiency for the first-tier DL transmission as compared to an FSA
system. The loss is due to the off-loadingad hoclinks, which generate MS→MS interference
to the concurrent BS→MS links. The results presented in Fig. 5.10 show that overall the loss in
spectral efficiency does not surpass 0.6%. It can be observed, that even though the results for the
1-cell scenario and the 6-cell scenario are similar, the loss in the case of six cooperating cells is
slightly larger due to the fact that more resources are used for the off-loadingad hoclinks and,
hence, more interference is caused to the first-tier DL transmission. Furthermore, the caused
loss decreases with increase in the DL demand (both at the CoIand first-tier cells), as expected,
because less resources are used for off-loading. It should be noted that the spectral efficiency
loss obtained for twenty users per cell is representative even for larger number of users for the
studied scenarios, because the maximum number of active users at a given time slot using a
given chunk does not change and is equal to the number of cellsunder consideration.
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Figure 5.10: Percentage loss in DL spectral efficiency caused by the off-loading ad hoc links
when asymmetry balancing (AB) is employed as compared to an equivalent FSA
system.
The DL spectral efficiency results for asymmetry balancing ad ZD are shown in Fig. 5.11.
As expected, in the 6-cell scenario asymmetry balancing andZD attain similar performance,
except for in the case of 0% DL demand at the first-tier cells. The results are analogous to
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what was discussed in Section 4.6 as asymmetry balancing andthe FSA attain almost identical
performance (refer to Fig. 5.10). It is interesting to note that in the 1-cell scenario ZD achieves
slightly better DL spectral efficiency than asymmetry balancing for DL first-tier demand greater
or equal to 10%. This is because the DL at the CoI does not experi nc any crossed slots and the
dynamic SP of ZD is able to accommodate any CoI DL demand greater than 50%, unlike the
asymmetry balancing. At first-tier DL demand of 0%, however,asymmetry balancing attains
slightly better spectral efficiency than ZD due to the presence of crossed slots caused by the
single first-tier cell that has UL-favoured SP.
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Figure 5.11: DL spectral efficiency performance comparison between asymmetry balancing
(AB) and ZD.
In order to complete the analysis of the asymmetry balancingscheme, it is important to consider
what happens when there are no available resources for off-loading. To this end, a fully loaded
system is studied (i.e. the total UL and DL demands add up to 100% for each cell), where each
cell has a different traffic asymmetry demand, as shown in Table 5.4. For the CoI two scenarios
are defined – UL-favoured and DL-favoured. The first-tier cells a l have different asymmetry
demands, which range from highly UL-favoured to highly DL-favouredin order to explore the
crossed-slots effects on the CoI. On average three of the first-tier cells require an UL-favoured
SP, while the other three require a DL-favoured SP. Two system are compared,viz: an FSA
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Cell number→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Link direction↓ (CoI)
UL
15 90 75 60 45 30 15
90
DL
85 10 25 40 55 70 85
10
Table 5.4: Resource demand for UL and DL (in %)
system, as the asymmetry balancing system becomes an FSA system in the situation of full
network load; and ZD. Results for the UL and DL spectral efficien y at the CoI are presented
in Fig. 5.12 (top plot and bottom plot, respectively). When UL spectral efficiency is considered
(top plot), it is observed that when the demand at the CoI is UL-favoured and crossed slots
are present, by avoiding crossed slots the FSA system actually achieves about 1.6 times better
spectral efficiency at the median than the ZD system. As expected, when the demand at the
CoI is DL-favoured, the UL spectral efficiency at the CoI is almost the same for a ZD system
and an FSA system. This is because the UL demand can be accommodated by both the ZD and
the FSA. However, the FSA system performs slightly better due to the fact that the occasional
crossed slots which occur in the case of the ZD system result in BS→BS interference for the
CoI. When considering the DL spectral efficiency at the CoI (bttom plot), for low DL demand
(i.e UL-favoured demand), the ZD system and the FSA system again ttain similar performance,
with the FSA system exhibiting slightly better results. However, when the DL demand at the
CoI is increased (DL-favoured demand), the ZD system manages to provide about 1.2 times
better spectral efficiency at the median than the FSA system (r ferring to the bottom plot of
Fig. 5.12).
Overall, the results for the fully-loaded network show thatin he case of DL-favoured asym-
metries ZD performs better in terms of DL spectral efficiencythan the FSA system, while in
the case of UL-favoured asymmetries the FSA system exhibitsbetter results for UL spectral
efficiency than ZD. The reason for this effect is that DL spectral efficiency suffers less when
crossed slots are present as MS→MS interference is not as detrimental in OFDMA-TDD sys-
tems with full frequency reuse as BS→BS interference. This is because in order to have high
MS→MS interference two MSs need to be using the same chunks at thesam time in very close
proximity to each other. In contrast, BS positions are fixed an the whole bandwidth is reused
in each cell, which means that the total impact of CCI on system p rformance is much greater.
The results demonstrate that FSA does not always work when the system is fully loaded. This
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Figure 5.12: Spectral efficiency performance comparison between FSA andZD under the as-
sumption of a fully loaded network.
is expected because if the different cells have different asymmetry demands, a synchronised SP
is not able to efficiently meet the demands of individual cells. However, as was demonstrated
by Fig. 5.9, when the system is not overloaded, FSA is able to perform much better than ZD
and, in addition, asymmetry balancing significantly outperforms both FSA and ZD.
The results presented in this section demonstrate that allowing each cell to set its SP indepen-
dently leads to suboptimum results in the majority of cases,while synchronising the SP across
cells improves spectral efficiency performance significantly. Employing asymmetry balancing,
i.e. keeping a network-wide SP and making use of inter-cell relaying, ameliorates the attained
spectral efficiency even further. It is expected that optimis ng the routing strategy will result in
even better system performance.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, a novel method namedasymmetry balancinghas been proposed. It allows
the support of cell-independent asymmetries in OFDMA-TDD next generation networks with
complete avoidance of the detrimental BS→BS interference. The key to solving this issue is
user cooperation in combination with inter-cell relaying.A general mathematical framework
for the assessment of the proposed technique has been developed.
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It has been demonstrated that in the case of shortage of UL resources a virtual cell-specific SP
can be established, depending on the system UL-to-DL asymmetry ratio and the available DL
resources at the CoI and its six neighbouring cells. When oneor more cells can cooperate, even
the whole frame can be virtually allocated for UL traffic. This flexibility in resource allocation
comes at a relatively insignificant cost of less than 0.6% loss in DL spectral efficiency incurred
due to interference caused by the relaying. Furthermore, itis found that the asymmetry bal-
ancing technique significantly outperforms conventional approaches where the TDD SPs are
synchronised system-wide as well as ZD. For the UL spectral efficiency of the CoI, the max-
imum gains with respect to the case of fixed SPs are up to about 50%, whereas the maximum
gains with respect to ZD surpass 100%. As expected, BS→ interference avoidance leads to
tremendous spectral efficiency improvement. In addition, it has been demonstrated that when
the system is fully loaded, the loss from allowing BS→BS interference can be bigger than the
loss which results from not meeting DL demand by synchronising the TDD SP cell-wide.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions, limitations, and scope for
future research
6.1 Conclusions
The focus of this thesis was the same-entity interference problem (and in particular, BS→BS
interference) in OFDMA-TDD-based cellular networks. It was demonstrated that current inter-
ference mitigation approaches do not work well when LOS conditions among BSs are present.
In particular, it was found that FSA achieves up to about 80% better spectral efficiency than
RTSO. Furthermore, FSA achieved up to about 100% improvement in spectral efficiency as
compared to ZD. While FSA was demonstrated to perform well interms of avoiding BS→BS
interference, the scheme does not allow for cell-specific asymmetry demands to be supported
in the network.
In light of the above findings, this thesis presented a novelcooperativeresource balancing tech-
nique, termedasymmetry balancing. Asymmetry balancing completely avoids crossed slots
and retains the advantages of TDD in allowing for cell-specific asymmetry demands via the
novel virtual SPconcept. The thesis demonstrated that asymmetry balancingalways outper-
forms FSA and achieves more than 100% higher spectral efficiency with respect to ZD. This
gain in performance comes at a relatively insignificant costof less than 0.6% loss in DL spectral
efficiency incurred due to interference caused by thead hoclinks. In addition, it was demon-
strated that when the system is fully loaded, the loss from allowing BS→BS interference can be
bigger than the loss which results from not meeting DL demandby synchronising the TDD SP
cell-wide. Hence, the novel interference avoidance approach presented in this thesis is a very
promising candidate to solve the crossed slot problem in next-g neration OFDMA-TDD-based
cellular networks.
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6.2 Limitations and scope for future research
The work in this thesis offered insight into the severity of the BS→BS interference problem
in OFDMA-TDD-based cellular networks and presented a novelapproach to resolving this
problem. However, certain assumptions that have been made in this work leave room for further
worthwhile investigations.
Firstly, the OTA-SRR algorithm is centralised and requiresglobal channel knowledge to oper-
ate. Such channel knowledge is not available in practice. Different, more decentralised algo-
rithms are necessary, especially in light of future trends which focus on distributed networks.
In addition, the chosen resource allocation algorithm surely has effect on system performance,
therefore, this is another reason to explore different resource allocation schemes. However, it
should be pointed out that the study on RTSO seeks to expose trends ather than study a partic-
ular resource allocation algorithm. The trends achieved with OTA-SRR have been confirmed in
[49, 69] via a comparison with the trends achieved with the resource allocation scheme greedy
rate packing (GRP).
Furthermore, the asymmetry balancing method was only investigated based on an UL study. It
is important to analogously investigate DL asymmetry balancing as there are key differences
between UL asymmetry balancing and DL asymmetry balancing.As an example, DL asym-
metry balancing relies on BS→BS communication. Such issues need to considered, as well as
their implementation specifics.
Another interesting and important point to consider is extending the asymmetry balancing study
to more than seven cells. While it was an adequate choice to study a centre cell and six sur-
rounding cells when noting that each cell can offload traffic to its immediate neighbours only,
more cells are needed to test an entire system. To this end it also worth looking into DL
asymmetry balancing, which follows directly from the demonstrated UL asymmetry balancing
concept.
Furthermore, it is worthwhile to investigate different means for choosing an RS and utilising
more than two hops per transmission. This study considered only one possible routing strategy
where MSs decide to which RS to transmit based on the respective MS-RS path loss and two pa-
rameters,∆1 and∆2. It is important to investigate the effect of∆1 and∆2 on the performance
of asymmetry balancing. Furthermore, it is interesting to study asymmetry balancing with other
routing strategies and find the routing strategy that results in he best system performance. In
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addition, this study limited the number of hops per transmision to two. An interesting point
is to research the effect of the number of hops and whether it is beneficial to off-load not only
to immediate neighbouring cells, but also to second-tier cells. This, however, would require a
different system model and mathematical analysis. In regard to the number of utilised hops,
it is also important to investigate the delay performance ofasymmetry balancing and how it is
affected by the number of hops.
Another worthwhile investigation would be to include shadowing in the mathematical formu-
lation and system model for asymmetry balancing to make the model more complete and real-
istic. It is expected that shadowing will have a positive effect on the results as mobiles which
are otherwise far away from their respective RS would be ableto benefit from good shadowing
conditions and actually achieve better data rates than if shadowing were not considered.
An additional interesting point worth investigating is theresource allocation method when em-
ploying asymmetry balancing. The resource allocation method should be considered jointly
with the RS selection scheme. This is due to the fact that the choice of a resource for transmis-
sion is influenced by the channel, which in turn is influenced by the position of the transmitter
relative to the receiver. Clearly, the resource allocationin systems which employ asymmetry
balancing will induce some overhead as compared to resourceallocation in SCNs. In fact, the
overall signalling overhead incurred by the asymmetry balancing method and the implementa-
tion specifics have not yet been investigated and both of these issues are important and need to
be considered before asymmetry balancing can be applied in practice.
Moreover, it would be worthwile to investigate the “smart” resource allocation concept briefly
mentioned at the end of Section 5.2.4. The principle of “smart” resource allocation is to allocate
resources to users based on their locations when employing asymmetry balancing. In particular,
as users at the cell edges are more likely to find suitable RSs,priority to be served in a single-
hop fashion can be given to users closer to the cell centre. Inthis way cell-edge users are
encouraged to use two-hop (or multi-hop) links. It is envisaged that such “smart” resource
allocation will further improve the capacity performance of asymmetry balancing.
Finally, it should be pointed out that there are alternatives to the chosen SINR-data rate map-
ping. For example, instead of using the mapping in [61], Shannon’s capacity multiplied by a
factor could be used. Clearly, the chosen mapping has an effect on the achieved capacities,
however, the focus in the studies presented in this thesis habeen on comparative performances
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(FSA against RTSO and ZD) and the comparative performance isnot expected to change when
the SINR-capacity mapping is changed. However, when the systems are analysed to attain




Modified Dirichlet function derivation
This Appendix presents a derivation of the modified Dirichlet function used in Section 3.3.1,
which accounts for the dependence of the interference contribution from subcarrierk′ to sub-
carrierk on the|k′ − k|.
Based on the IFFT and FFT operations, the received modulation symbol on subcarrierk (with-



















whereNc is the FFT size;Hi,k is the channel transfer function of subcarrierk; S′k is the transmit
symbol on subcarrierk′; andj is the imaginary unit. If one contributing propagation pathis
assumed, the channel transfer function can be expressed as:















whereφ is the phase;εD is the normalised Doppler shift;ω is the the normalised frequency
offset due to synchronisation errors; andετ is the relative propagation delay. After substituting



































The geometric series in (A.3) can be simplified. If2π(k
′−k+εD+ω)
Nc
= β, the geometric series
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′ − k + εD + ω). (A.6)
The received symbol in (A.6) includes both an interference component and a useful component




|Hk,k′|2Pk′Gk,k′ |Ck,k′(k′ − k + εD + ω)|2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference




It should be noted that Doppler offset and frequency synchronisation errors in the desired signal
are not considered as perfect synchronisation is assumed, hence the argument of|Ck,k(k − k +
εD + ω)|2 is 0. Using (A.5) and noting that for smallα, sin(α) ≈ α, it can be shown that as the
argument of|Ck,k(k − k + εD + ω)|2 goes to0, |Ck,k(k − k + εD + ω)|2 goes to 1. Hence, the
useful (desired) signal power per subcarrierRk is expressed as:
Rk = PkGk|Hk|2 [W ]. (A.8)
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OTA constraints and convergence
This Appendix briefly reviews the OTA constraints and the convergence issues pertaining to the
OTA-SRR algorithm [73]. More detailed treatment can be found in [73].
The conditions for convergence of the system equation (4.4)are outlined below:
(I − Φ)−1 = I + Φ + Φ2 + . . .
(I + Φ + Φ2 + . . .)x = (1 + λ + λ2 + . . .)x, (B.1)
whereI is the identity matrix;Φ is the normalised link gain matrix; andx is the eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalueλ of Φ. The series in (B.1) converges if and only ifλ < 1 and
this holds for any eigenvalue ofΦ. Thus, (4.4) has a solution, whenλ1 < 1.
In order to determine a feasible set of transmit powers, letP1 be the eigenvector corresponding
to (1 − λ1), the eigenvalue of(I − Φ). Then the system (4.4) becomes:
(1 − λ1)P1 ≥ η,





If Pmax is the vector of maximum transmit powers,P1 must satisfy the following:
P1 ≤ Pmax. (B.3)






OTA constraints and convergence
with 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ 1. The system constraint can now be expressed by rearranging (B.4) as:









Derivation of the pdf of MS–RS path
losses
This chapter presents the derivation of the path loss distribution between MSs and RSs, used in
Chapter 5.
In order to determine the BS–MS and MS–RS path loss distributions the cell geometry is ap-
proximated by circular geometry (Fig. C.1). The CoI is a circle with radiusR and the RSs are
outside this circle and within a circle with radius3R (due to the hexagonal cell geometry).
Referring to the small circle, the BS–MS path loss distribution can be approximated using the
distribution of the distances between the centre of the circle and any point inside the circle as
shown in [99]. In summary, assuming uniformly distributed points along the horizontal and




, z ≤ R. (C.1)
The respective path loss,Q is of the form:Q = a + b log10(Z), hence using variable transfor-






b ln(10), q ≤ a + b log10(z). (C.2)
Next, in order to determine the MS–RS path loss distribution, the problem can be formulated
as finding the distribution of the distances between any point in the small circle to any point in
the ring. Then, variable transformation can be used to find the distribution of the path losses.
Given that a transmitter isz [m] from the circle centre, the pdf,x(x|z), of the MS-RS separa-
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Figure C.1: Hexagonal cell geometry, approximated by circular geometry.








π − arccos(z2+x2−R22zx )
)
x, R − z ≤ x < R + z
1





2zx )x 3R − z < x ≤ 3R + z.
(C.3)
The next step is to convert the MS–RS distance distribution to pa h loss distribution. The path
loss model used is of the formY = a + b log10(X), henceX = 10
Y −a
b . The path loss
























































Derivation of the pdf of MS–RS path losses


























Figure C.2: Pdf of the MS–RS path losses











fx,1fz dz, x ∈ [0, R] +
∫ R
x−R
fx,1fz dz, x ∈ [R, 2R]
∫ x−R
0
fx,2fz dz, x ∈ [R, 2R] +
∫ 3R−x
0
fx,2fz dz, x ∈ [2R, 3R]
∫ R
3R−x
fx,3fz dz, x ∈ [2R, 3R] +
∫ R
x−3R
fx,3fz dz, x ∈ [3R, 4R].
(C.5)
The above equations are evaluated numerically and comparedto a simple Monte Carlo simula-
tion for verification. The results are shown in Fig. C.2. The following simulation parameters
(WINNER [87]) are used:R is 500 m,a is 32.49 dB andb is 43.75 dB. In the system model
in this study, hexagonal cells are used. Thus, in order to verify that the circular geometry is a
good approximation to the hexagonal geometry, simulation results for the path loss distribution
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Traffic Asymmetry Balancing in OFDMA-TDD Cellular
Networks
Ellina Foutekova, Sinan Sinanović and Harald Haas
Abstract: This paper proposes a novel approach to interference
avoidance via inter-cell relaying in cellular OFDMA-TDD (orthog-
onal frequency division multiple access - time division duplex) sys-
tems. The proposed scheme, termed asymmetry balancing, is tar-
geted towards next-generation cellular wireless systems which are
envisaged to havead hoc and multi-hop capabilities. Asymmetry
balancing resolves the detrimental base station (BS)-to-BS inter-
ference problem inherent to TDD networks by synchronizing the
TDD switching points (SPs) across cells. In order to maintain the
flexibility of TDD in serving the asymmetry demands of individual
cells, inter-cell relaying is employed. Mobile stations (MSs) in a cell
which has a shortage of uplink (UL) resources and spare downlink
(DL) resources use free DL resources to off-load UL traffic to co-
operating MSs in a neighboring cell usingad hoc communication.
In an analogous fashion DL traffic can be balanced. The purpose
of this paper is to introduce the asymmetry balancing concept by
considering a seven-cell cluster and a single overloaded cell in the
center. A mathematical model is developed to quantify the envis-
aged gains in using asymmetry balancing and is verified via Monte
Carlo simulations. It is demonstrated that asymmetry balancing
offers great flexibility in UL-DL resource allocation. In addition,
results show that a spectral efficiency improvement of more than
100% can be obtained with respect to a case where the TDD SPs
are adapted to the cell-specific demands.
Index Terms: Ad hoc, cellular, multi-hop, OFDMA, TDD.
I. INTRODUCTION
With varying throughput, delay and traffic asymmetry re-
quirements, the development of new solutions and concepts tha
allow for a flexible and dynamic radio resource allocation for
the support of high peak-to-average transmission rates, and that
are able to be more spectrally efficient than conventional cel-
lular systems is a key challenge. An effective strategy which
is envisioned for next-generation wireless cellular networks to
ameliorate the spectral efficiency performance without increas-
ing hardware cost is to make use of existing infrastructure and
to introduce cooperation among the network entities. Naturally,
such cooperation leads to multi-hop cellular networks (MCN)
[1], i.e., cellular networks which have relaying capabilities. A
relay station (RS) is an intermediate node between an MS and
the servicing base station (BS) and the relay can be either a ddi-
cated transceiver or an mobile station (MS). For example, in[2],
Qiao, Wu, and Tonguz describe a load balancing method via
mobile dedicated transceivers, which can be replaced according
to user traffic demand, in order to divert traffic using the unli-
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censed frequency bands. However, MCNs where the relays are
MSs are of special interest due the wide availability of mobile
terminals, especially in highly populated areas, where network
capacity becomes a limiting factor. Capacity improvement has
been shown in [3] and [4], where in-cell users act as relays to
form virtual antenna arrays and thereby exploit transmit diver-
sity.
The ad hoc capabilities in an MCN are actually enabled by
TDD. In addition, the support for cell-independent traffic asym-
metry offered by time division duplex (TDD) together with the
advantages of orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) [5], make OFDMA-TDD a promising choice for next
generation wireless networks [6]. However, TDD suffers from
additional interference as compared to frequency divisiondu-
plex (FDD). In particular, TDD suffers from same-entity inter-
ference, MS→MS and BS→BS, which presents a major prob-
lem in actual cellular TDD deployment when cell-independent
asymmetry is to be supported. Known solutions to interference
avoidance in TDD include the concept of zone/region division
[7], which restricts crossed slot operation only within a radius
r around the BS. Optimum performance has been found for
r=52% of the cell radius [7]. This strategy reduces MS→MS
interference, but does not solve the more detrimental BS→
interference problem. Moreover, it also imposes restrictions on
the flexibility of TDD by compromising user demand. Further-
more, a strategy for same-entity interference mitigation,similar
to frequency hopping, termed time-slot opposing, has been pro-
posed in [8]. The time multiplexed busy tone approach in [9]
also mitigates the problem of same-entity interference.
In this paper a novel idea termedasymmetry balancing is pro-
posed to entirely avoid the detrimental BS→BS interference.
The essence of the asymmetry balancing concept is, as the name
suggests, to balance the asymmetry demand across the cells in
a network. To this end, the TDD switching point (SP) is syn-
chronized across cells, which might result in a shortage of re-
sources in a particular cell, while a neighboring cell mighthave
spare resources (assuming cell-independent traffic asymmetry
demands). In order to resolve any mismatch between resource
availability and resource demand, thead hoc capabilities of an
MCN are exploited. In particular, an MS which cannot be served
i either uplink (UL) or downlink (DL) by its associated BS due
to shortage of resources is served by a neighboring cooperating
BS, which has spare resources in both link directions. The es-
tablished MS↔BS link is a two-hop link where the intermediate
node is an MS associated with the cooperating BS. In this way,
despite the fact that the network maintains a synchronized SP,
cell-specific asymmetries are effectively supported.
It is assumed that cells are differently loaded, which is a
reasonable assumption for future wireless networks which will
mainly support packet-data traffic characterized by a high peak-
1229-2370/08/$10.00c© 2008 KICS
Fig. 1. The MSs in the center cell, i.e., the CoI, can off-load UL traffic to
neighboring cooperating cells (marked by dashed hexagons) using
free DL resources (marked by white boxes). As an example, the MS
at the CoI which needs UL service (marked by a solid ellipse) can
form an ad hoc link with any of the available MSs (marked by dashed
ellipses) at the cooperating cells. Active DL links are shown as solid
arrows, while possible concurrent ad hoc links are shown as dashed
arrows.
to-average load ratio. In addition, because traffic is envisaged
to be DL-favored the network-wide SP will be primarily DL-
favored (or occasionally symmetric), it is expected that a cell
which requires UL-favored SP will not be able to support the
UL demand. Therefore, this study focuses on UL asymmetry
balancing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces the novel asymmetry balancing idea and the simulation
model is presented in Section III, while the results are given in
Section IV. The paper concludes with Section V.
II. ASYMMETRY BALANCING VIA INTER-CELL
RELAYING
As the asymmetry balancing concept relies on cooperation, it
is important to identify the cooperating entities and when they
can cooperate. If hexagonal cells are considered, each cellcan
be treated as a cell of interest (CoI), surrounded by six neigh-
boring cells, which are the potential cooperating cells. Fig. 1
illustrates the aforementioned geometry during a DL time slot.
Assume that there are only two frequency resources per cell per
link direction per frame, which are marked by boxes on Fig. 1.A
black box signifies an allocated resource, while a white box sig-
nifies a free resource. Let the CoI suffer from shortage of UL re-
sources, while it has a DL resource available. Marked by a solid
ellipse is the MS at the CoI, which needs UL service and de-
sires to off-load traffic. The first-tier cells which are marked with
dashed hexagons have spare UL and DL resources and hence are
the cooperating cells. Associated with the cooperating cells are
the MSs which can serve as RSs (identified by dashed ellipses).
The tagged MS at the CoI can relay to any of the available RSs.
The MS→RS link uses a DL resource, which is free both at
the CoI and the cooperating cell which serves the respectiveRS.
Such resources are referred to as common free resources (CFR).
In addition, the off-loading MSs can formad hoc links to either
idle MSs in neighboring cells, or active MSs which are already
receiving in DL from their BS. The latter case exploits the fact
that a DL transmission usually does not occupy all subchannels,
and this is accounted for by the use of frequency division mul-
tiple access (FDMA) in combination with OFDM. It should be
noted that in an OFDMA-TDD network the smallest resource
unit allocatable to a particular user is termed a chunk1, i.e., a
number of subcarriers during one time slot.
Based on the above, the main steps of the UL asymmetry bal-
ancing technique for multiple cell scenario are summarizedb -
low:
1. A CoI is overloaded in UL and requires cooperation.
2. The set of first-tier cells surrounding the CoI, which have
spare resources both in UL and DL, are the cooperating
cells.
3. There are DL CFRs between the CoI and at least one of
the cooperating cells.
4. Utilize the CFRs to transfer UL load from the CoI to
the cooperating cells. Usead hoc communication to form
MS→RS links between MSs associated with the CoI and
RSs associated with any of the cooperating cells.
Similarly, if the CoI suffers from DL overload, MSs at the
CoI can be served indirectly by the cooperating cells via near-
by MSs (operating as RSs).
From the above it can be concluded that the asymmetry bal-
ancing requires first, available resources and second, available
RSs. The next two sections will treat these factors in detail.
Even though the analysis is performed for the case of UL asym-
metry balancing, it is valid for DL asymmetry balancing as well,
by replacing UL with DL.
A. Resource Availability
When the center cell uses DL resources to off-load UL traf-
fic to cooperating neighboring cells, UL resources are in effect
created, which allow for cell-specific asymmetry demands tobe
supported. In this way, with cooperation the UL resource capa -
ity of the CoI increases. For example, if the network-wide SP
allocates half of the frame to UL and half to DL, and 20% of the
DL resources are CFRs, the UL resource capacity of the CoI in-





, can be served at the CoI, even though the actual network-
wide SP is set as1
1
. This means that a “virtual” cell-specific SP
can be established depending on the network-wide SP and the
DL CFRs.
It is of interest to quantify the UL-to-DL ratios that a virtual
SP can support, for a given network-wide SP and a given number
of free resources at the CoI and its neighboring cells. Let th
number of CFRs beN , whereN takes on valuesn ∈ [0, C],
and C is the total number of resources per cell in DL. Since
the SPs are synchronized across the network,C is the same for
all cells. The problem of finding the distribution ofN can be
readily addressed by the binomial distribution, considering that
having a CFR is a success, which occurs with probabilityp and
not having such is a failure, which occurs with probability1−p.
A success occurs when a given chunk is free at the center cell
1The terms chunk and resource are used interchangeably throughout this text.
and at the same time, at at least one of the neighboring cells.
A failure, on the other hand, occurs when a chunk is busy at
the center cell,or is free at the center cell and at the same time
is busy at all of the neighboring cells. Thus, the distribution of
the number of common free chunks,fN , is a function of the
resource occupancy probabilities at the CoI and at the first-tier
cells. Resource occupancy probability is the probability that a
chunk is occupied. The formulation offN is given in (1):
fN (n) =p(Lc, Lt,1, · · · , Lt,Bt , Bt)n·







whereBt is the number of cooperating cells;Lt,i is the prob-
ability that a resource is occupied at a first-tier celli; Lc is
the probability that a resource is occupied at the CoI; and
p(Lc, Lt,1, · · · , Lt,Bt , Bt), which is the probability of having
a CFR, depending on the number of cooperating cells and the
resource occupancy, is given in (2):
p(Lc, Lt,1, · · · , Lt,Bt , Bt) = (1 −
Bt∏
i=1
Lt,i) · (1 − Lc). (2)
The expected value of the binomial distribution in (1) yields
E[N ] = C · p, hence the expected value of the number of CFRs
as a fraction of the total number of DL resources isE[N ]
C
= p.
Let the network-wide SP split the frame into two sub-frames,
such that their time durations are in ratio ofu : d, where u
u+d
of the time the frame is in UL andd
u+d
of the time the frame
is in DL. Furthermore, let the total (UL+DL) number of chunks
available per cell beCtot. Then at the CoI, the expected value
of the fraction of resources in the frame which can be used for




















This means that at the CoI the virtual SP divides the frame in an
UL-to-DL ratio of (u + p d) : (d − p d). It can be observed that
whenp → 0, i.e., when there are no available resources for off-
loading, then the resource allocation is according to the actual
network-wide SP. Whenp → 1, i.e., when all DL resources at
the CoI can be used to off-load UL traffic, thenRul → 1 and the
whole frame can be allocated to UL.
Fig. 2 shows a plot ofRul × 100% depending on the actual
SP, the number of cooperating BSs, and on the resource occu-
pancies at the CoI and at the cooperating BSs. In order to study
the effect of the virtual SP a best-case and a worst-case sce-
nario are considered. The number of cooperating BSs is one for
the worst-case scenario and six for the best-case scenario.The
resource occupancies in the case when all six cells can cooper-
ate are kept the same (Lt,1 = Lt,2 = · · · = Lt), while when
only one cell cooperatesLt,1 = Lt,2 = · · · = Lt,5 = 1 and
Lt,6 = Lt. The values forLt are varied as shown in Fig. 2.
Overall, it can be observed that, as expected, when there areno
free resources (Lc and/orLt are one), the virtual SP is the same
as the network-wide SP. Consequently, when there are free DL
resources, the virtual SP exploits the resource availability to al-
locate additional resources to UL. Furthermore, when all DL
r sources at the CoI are free, the whole frame can be allocated
to UL for low to moderate loads at the cooperating cells when
six cells cooperate. Even in the case when only one cell coop-
erates the same effect can be achieved ifLt = 0. As expected,
when overall the DL resource occupancy increases, the num-
ber of resources allocated to UL by the virtual SP at the CoI
decreases. It is interesting to note that due to the six degrees
of freedom, when six cells cooperate,Rul × 100% decreases
much slower with decrease in resource availability as compared
to the case when only one cell cooperates, whereRul × 100%
decreases linearly. Overall, it is seen that asymmetry balancing
offers flexibility in resource allocation and can adaptively a lo-
cate resources based on availability and potentially can give all
the resources in a frame to one link direction.
B. Relay Station Availability
The previous section determined the expected number of re-
sources, which are available for off-loading and this section con-
centrates on the second enabler for asymmetry balancing, i.e.,
availability of RSs. Given that there is a CFR, the CFR can be
utilized if RSs are available such that a two-hop path can be
found from the MS, which needs to off-load traffic to the coop-
erating BS. In other words, the MS→RS ad hoc links are “op-
portunistic” in that they exploit CFRs and available RSs, and
also are managed in a decentralized fashion. How to find a two-
hop path is a matter of routing, and determining an optimum
routing strategy is beyond the scope of the current study. Itis as-
sumed here that future wireless networks will be equipped with
multi-hop and relaying functionality in which case no signifi-
cant additional signaling overhead is required for managing the
MS→RS links.
In this study a simple path loss based routing scheme is im-
plemented which is illustrated with the help of Fig. 3: BSCoI
faces shortage of UL resources and MSOL needs to relay to RSc,
which is associated with the cooperating BSc. RSc is chosen as
an RS if two conditions,C1 andC2, are satisfied (not consider-











whereLmbp is the path loss between BSCoI and MSOL; L
mr
p
is the path loss between MSOL and RSc; Lbrp is the path loss
between BSc and RSc; and∆1 and∆2 are path loss margins,
which are addressed later in this text. The two conditions above
aim to ensure that the two-hop link MSOL → RSc →BSc would
be able to achieve better link capacity than the potential sin-
gle hop MSOL→BSCoI link. MSOL and RSc attain informa-
tion aboutLmbp andL
br
p , respectively, via the pilot signals that
BSs typically send. In addition,Lmrp can be calculated using
the busy burst signaling technique described in [9] and [10].
There a receiver transmits a time-multiplexed signal upon suc-
cessful transmission to reserve a resource. In this study itis
assumed that a time-multiplexed signal is transmitted by all re-
ceivers, which wish to reserve a particular resource. This busy


























































































































































































Fig. 2. The number of cooperating BSs (c.BS) takes on values of 1
and 6: (a) The network-wide SP allocates 33% of the frame to UL
(base line), (b) The network-wide SP allocates 66% of the frame to
UL (base line), and (c) The network-wide SP allocates 50% of the
frame to UL (base line). The virtual SP can allocate additional re-
sources to UL (up to 100% of the frame resources), based on the
actual network-wide SP, as well as on the resource occupancies at
the CoI and its neighboring cells.
burst signal can be used by the receiver to “advertise” its avail-
ability to serve as an RS by means of piggy-back signaling. In
addition, essential information, such asLbrp , can be readily ob-
tained from the received busy burst signal at the MSOL given
Fig. 3. MSOL decides whether to off-load to RSc or not based on a







that the busy burst power emitted from the RS is constant. As
a consequence, MSOL is equipped to evaluate the routing con-
ditions quoted above in a decentralized fashion and, hence,is
enabled to find a suitable RS.
Based on the above, given a CFR is shared between the CoI
and a number of first-tier cells,K, the probability,pucfr, that
the CFR will be utilized, is the probability that at least oneuser
at the CoI will be able to find at least one two-hop path, which
satisfies bothC1 andC2. pucfr can be expressed as given in (4):




whereUc is the number of users per cell; andPr{C1 ∩ C2} is
the probability that bothC1 andC2 are satisfied at the same time
and can be determined using conditional probabilities as given
in (5):
Pr{C1 ∩ C2} = Pr{C1 | C2}Pr{C2} (5)
wherePr{C1 | C2} andPr{C2} are defined below:
Pr{C1 | C2} = Pr{Lmrp < Lmbp − ∆1 | Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2}
(6)
Pr{C2} = Pr{Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2}. (7)
The path losses are random variables and their distributions ca
be derived by approximating the hexagonal cell structure bya
circular cell structure as shown in the Appendix. In particular,
bothLbrp andL
mb
p are BS–MS path loss distributions which are
identically distributed and their probability distribution function







b ln(10), q ≤ a + b log10(z) (8)
whereR is the cell radius,a is an environment specific constant
and b = 10µ with µ being the path loss exponent. Similarly,
the MS-RS path loss distributionLmrp is approximated by the










, z ≤ R (10)
Table 1. Probability pucfr that at least one two-hop link can be
established for five users per cell and ∆1 = ∆2 = 3 dB.
# of coop 1 2 3 4 5 6
BSs:
S-A: 0.010 0.021 0.031 0.041 0.051 0.061
sim.: 0.009 0.018 0.032 0.043 0.051 0.065
andfy(y|z) is path loss distribution for a given distance from
the center,z.
Based on the above, (6) can be further evaluated as follows:





Fy(m − ∆1)fq(r)fq(m)dmdr (11)
wherem andr are dummy variables;fq(r) is given in (8); and
Fy(m) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) according to
the pdf in (9). The limits of the integration are determined by
the cell dimensions and path loss models. In addition, (7) can
be determined as :
Pr{Lbrp < Lmbp − ∆2} =
∫
∀m
Fq(m − ∆2)fq(m)dm (12)
whereFq(m) is the cdf that corresponds to the pdf in (8).
In order to obtain (4), (11) and (12) are numerically evaluated.
Five users per cell are used and as an example,∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB.
First of all, the value for1−Pr{C1 ∩C2} is obtained. Accord-
ing to simulation,1−Pr{C1∩C2} ≈ 0.99958, while according
to the approximation,1−Pr{C1 ∩C2} ≈ 0.99765. This means
that the circular geometry approximation appears to be a lower
bound on the probability of not finding a suitable two-hop link.
Clearly, when using these findings in the original formula for
pucfr the discrepancy will increase exponentially with the power
of U2c K. Hence, in order to verify the mathematical model pre-
sented, a semi-analytical approach is taken. Namely, the sim-
ulation result for1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2} is used and applied to the
formula forpucfr. The model forpucfr is successfully verified by
simulation and a comparison between semi-analytical and sim-
ulation results is shown in Table 1, denoted by S-A and sim.,
respectively. As expected, when the number of cooperating BSs
increases, the probability that at least one two-hop link isfound
which satisfies both C1 and C2 increases. It is interesting to de-
termine how many users per cell are required in order for a two-
hop link to be always available, i.e., forpucfr to become one.
Because the simulation result for1 − Pr{C1 ∩ C2} is closer to
one than the theoretical result,pucfr when obtained via simula-
tion will converge slower. It can be calculated that for 110 users
per cell and just one cooperating cell,pucfr is 0.994. Clearly,
when more than one cooperating cell is available, convergence
to one is reached faster. In fact, for all practical purposes, for
more than 150 users per cell,pucfr is actually one. For a cell ra-
dius of 500 m, the cell area is 0.87 km2, which means about 170
users per km2. This is a reasonable number, as even suburban
areas have at least 100 users per km2 and typically in the order
of thousand (depending on the wireless provider market share)
[11], [12].
It is important to mention that the choice of∆1 and∆2 has a
significant influence on the performance of asymmetry balanc-
ing. First of all,∆1 and∆2 influence how fastpucfr converges
to one. For example, if∆1 is kept at 3 dB, but∆2 is increased to
5 dB, then according to simulation around 200 users per cell ar
necessary (240 users per km2) for pucfr to become one. In addi-
tion,∆1 and∆2 control the choice of off-loading MSs and serv-
ing RSs. As an example, Fig. 4(a) shows the distribution of the
off-loading MSs and the serving RSs for∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB (us-
ing the path loss models specified in Section III). It can be seen
that as intended, MSs at the cell edges off-load to better-placed
MSs in terms of path loss (log-normal shadowing is not con-
sidered). Furthermore, as seen when comparing Fig. 4(a) with
Fig. 4(b), increasing∆2 for a given∆1 will move the “belt”
of RSs closer to their associated BSs. In contrast, increasing
∆1 for a given∆2 will shrink both the “belt” of RSs and the
“belt” of MSs, as can be seen when comparing Fig. 4(a) with
Fig. 4(c). Multi-hop link optimization strategies are presented
in [13]. Because optimization of∆1 and∆2 pertains to the par-
ticular routing strategy in place, it is not considered in this study
and∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB is used.
It can be seen from the above that users at the cell-edges are
most likely to use two-hop links. Hence, asymmetry balanc-
ing can be combined with “smart” scheduling such that when
a given BS faces overload, it gives priority to users, which
are closer to the cell center, thus encouraging users which are
closer to the cell edges to use two-hop communication. “Smart”
scheduling for load balancing is beyond the scope of this paper.
III. SIMULATION MODEL
An OFDMA-TDD system, designed according to the UL
asymmetry balancing model introduced in Section II, is simu-
lated using a Monte Carlo approach. Each of the seven cells has
a centrally-placed omnidirectional BS and full frequency reuse
is assumed. Due to complexity issues only twenty users are dis-
tributed uniformly in each of the seven cells. The users are dis-
tributed at the beginning of each iteration and a snap-shot anal-
ysis is performed. For simplicity and demonstration purposes,
the UL↔DL SPs are synchronized across the cells at the sym-
metric state. However, the model can readily be applied to any
asymmetry ratio. Similarly to the envisaged traffic asymmetry in
data-packet services, traffic is on average DL-favored. Thecen-
ter cell, however, is UL-overloaded and hence generates UL-
favored traffic. The holding time is the same for all users and
equals one chunk during a time slot (5 OFDM symbols). Each
cell is imposed a mean offered load, which governs the respec-
tive user mean inter-arrival times and each user independently
generates holding times with exponentially distributed interar-
rival times. The traffic per user is stored in a buffer and served on
a first-in-first-out basis. Path loss is calculated using theWIN-
NER C1 path loss model (NLOS) for urban environment [14] as
shown below:
Lp = a + b log10(d) (13)
whereLp is the path loss in dB,a andb are given in Table 2,
andd is the transmitter-receiver separation distance in meters. It
should be noted that the values ofa andb depend on whether
MS–RS path loss, BS–MS path loss, or BS–BS path loss is
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Fig. 4. Adjusting ∆1 and ∆2 changes the distribution of off-loading MSs
and serving RSs: (a) ∆1 = ∆2 =3 dB, (b) ∆1 =3 dB and ∆2 =6 dB,
and (c) ∆1 =6 dB and ∆2 =3 dB.
calculated. For the latter line-of-sight conditions are assumed.
MSs are associated with serving BSs based on minimum path
loss. Perfect synchronization is assumed and only co-channel
interference from all active other-cell transmitters is taken into
account. Time-frequency resources are allocated following a
Table 2. Simulation parameters [14], [16].
Carrier frequency 5 GHz
Time slot duration 0.1152 ms
Number of time slots/ frame 6
Number of OFDM symbols/ time slot 5
Transmit power/ link 251 mW (24 dBm)
Shortest BS-BS distance 1 km
BS height 25 m









score-based approach [15], where the score is evaluated bas
on buffer-size. In particular, a given resource is allocated to the
user with the largest average buffer size, monitored duringa time
window of eight frames. The simulation parameters are shown
in Table 2. For demonstration purposes, 16 OFDM subcarriers
are considered (subject to slow fading effects only). As theSP
is symmetric, both UL and DL are allocated 16 subcarriers/time
slot × 3 time slots/frame = 48 chunks/frame (as one chunk is
one subcarrier). The transmit power per chunk is fixed to the
maximum transmit power divided by the number of chunks per
time slot.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the performance of UL asymmetry balancing
is investigated. Therefore, it is assumed that the UL in the CoI
is overloaded and two particular scenarios in terms of resource
availability are defined: (1) A best case 6-cell scenario, where all
six first-tier cells cooperate; and (2) a worst-case 1-cell scenario
where only one first-tier cell cooperates. (Technically, the worst
case is if zero cells cooperate and will be considered later.) Dif-
ferent resource availability conditions are enforced by varying
the totaluser demand per frame per cell (in %). In this paper,
the synchronized SP is set to allocate half of the frame resources
to UL and DL each. As a result, in order to obtain theproba-
bility for resource occupancy at a particular link direction for a
given cell, the respective user demand should be multipliedby
2 (because the user demand is defined on a frame basis). The
DL resource occupancy probability both at the CoI and at the
cooperating cells is varied from 0 to 0.8, which correspondsto
a user demand that varies from 0% to 40%. In order to account
for a worst case scenario in terms of interference experienced
by thead hoc links, the non-cooperating cells are assumed to
be fully loaded in DL (i.e., the demand is 50%). Because the
UL resource demand of the first-tier cells would not influence
the results for UL asymmetry balancing, it is kept constant for
all considered scenarios. The UL and DL resource demands are
shown in Table 3. In order to confirm the theoretic model pre-
sented in Section II, results displaying the virtual SP at the CoI
for the 6-cell scenario and for the 1-cell scenario are shownin
Fig. 5 and a perfect match between simulation and theory is ob-
Table 3. Resource demand for UL and DL (in %).
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Points marked by x pertain
to the analytically obtained data
Fig. 5. Frame resources allocated to UL at the CoI by the virtual SP. Solid
and dashed lines show simulation results, while analytically obtained
data points are marked by “x”.
served.
Next, the performance of the UL asymmetry balancing
scheme is compared against two systems: 1) An independent
SP (ISP) system where each cell independently sets its SP based
on the ratio of UL and DL resource demands; and 2) a syn-
chronized SP (SSP) system which is the same as the asymmetry
balancing system, but off-loading does not take place. The com-
parison metric is spectral efficiency as given in (14), because
it can capture not only user link conditions, but also how effi-



















whereCb is the spectral efficiency per chunk in bps/Hz;γi is
the SINR of chunki for single hop links;M = u
u+d
Ctot is the




Ctot, is the number of DL chunks available for
off-loading;MOL is the number of chunks actually utilized for
off-loading; andγmhj is the SINR of chunkj for two-hop links.
Clearly, for systems which do not employ asymmetry balancing,
p = 0, and the second term of the summation in (14) produces
a zero. In addition, it should be noted thatγmhj is taken as the
minimum of the SINR achieved at the first and second hops for
each two-hop link. Furthermore,MOL
MOL
is used as a correction
factor for the following reason. Due to simulation complexity,
only twenty users per cell are simulated. As a result, not all
available CFRs can be utilized for off-loading via a neighbor-
ing RS. The number of available CFRs is only influenced by the






















Variable DL demand for 6 first−tier cells
 
 
































Fig. 6. UL spectral efficiency performance at the CoI achieved with
asymmetry balancing (AB) as compared to an ISP system.
actual load, i.e., fraction of available resources, which is inde-
pendent of the number of users in the system. In contrast, how
many of the available CFRs can be utilized for MS→RS links
depends on user density (active and non-active users alike)be-
cause user density determines if and how often a two-hop path
can be found. As a consequence, the spectral efficiency results
are also influenced by the number of users in the system. Be-
cause, as was demonstrated in Section II, it can be safely as-
sumed that in realistic scenarios all available CFRs can be actu-
ally utilized, the correction factor aims to obtain representative
spectral efficiency performance.
When the UL spectral efficiency performance of the CoI
achieved by the asymmetry balancing scheme is compared to
the spectral efficiency performance of an ISP system, the advan-
tages of asymmetry balancing in avoiding BS→BS interference
become evident. The results, presented in Fig. 6, show that wen
the DL demand at the first-tier cells is increased, which in effect
increases the number of crossed slots and, hence, the BS→BS
interference experienced by the CoI, the spectral efficiency at
the CoI attained by the ISP system exhibits very poor perfor-
mance. Using asymmetry balancing results in a tremendous im-
provement, and depending on the DL demand at the first-tier
cells and at the CoI, a spectral efficiency increase of more than
100% can be achieved (referring to the 1-cell scenario with first-
tier DL demand of 0% to 20%). For the considered scenarios,
the ISP system results in better UL spectral efficiency for the
CoI only when crossed slots are absent. Such is the case in the
6-cell scenario when the DL demand is 0%, i.e., none of the six
first-tier cells has DL traffic, which is a highly unlikely situation.
For the spectral effiency achieved by the asymmetry balancing
system, there is a common trend that as the DL resource demand
increases (at the CoI and first-tier cells alike), the spectral effi-
ciency at the CoI decreases. This is as expected, because with an
increase in resource demand fewer resources are used for load
balancing.
Next, the spectral efficiency attained by asymmetry balancing
is compared to that attained by an SSP system, where the SPs
are synchronized across cells, which is a common strategy for





















































Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency performance of AB as compared to an SSP
system. The spectral efficiency attained with asymmetry balancing
is plotted by bars, while the spectral efficiency achieved by the SSP
system is shown by a constant line as denoted on the plots.
avoiding the detrimental BS→BS interference. Results for the
UL spectral efficiency attained at the CoI with asymmetry bal-
ancing are shown in Fig. 7 for different DL demand scenarios
(bar plots) and compared to the performance of an SSP system
(solid line). As intuition suggests, when the SPs are synchro-
nized, there is no difference in the CoI UL spectral efficiency
performance among the considered scenarios. It is interesting
to note that in tackling the poor spectral efficiency attained by
the ISP system, simply synchronizing the SPs results in about
50% improvement in spectral efficiency for the cases of severe
BS→BS interference (as is the 1-cell scenario), which can be
seen by comparing the bottom plot of Fig. 7 and the bottom
plot of Fig. 6. Employing asymmetry balancing ameliorates the
spectral efficiency even further and from Fig. 7 it can be ob-
served that the system which employs asymmetry balancing al-
ways outperforms the SSP system. In the case of 0% DL de-
mand at the CoI, an increase in the spectral efficiency with re-
spect to the SSP system of up to≈50% is observed for up to
20% DL demand at the first-tier cells. When the DL demand at
the CoI is increased to 25%, up to≈25% increase in spectral ef-
ficiency is attained. In general, as expected, the more resouces
are allocated to UL (referring to Fig. 5), the higher the spectral
efficiency achieved by asymmetry balancing. Exception to this
trend is the case of 0% DL demand at the CoI (i.e., 100% of
the frame resources are allocated to UL) for the 6-cell scenario
(and a little less pronounced for the 1-cell scenario), where the
achieved spectral efficiency increases slightly with increase in
the first-tier DL demand and then decreases again. This effect is
caused by using fixed transmit power per chunk. When the trans-
mit power is fixed, the SINR decreases with an increase in the
number of simultaneously active users using the same resource.
The demonstrated UL spectral efficiency amelioration at-
tained by asymmetry balancing is at a slight loss in spec-
tral efficiency for the first-tier DL transmission as compared
to an SSP system. The loss is due to the off-loadingad hoc
links, which generate MS→MS interference to the concurrent
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Variable DL demand for 1 first−tier cell














Fig. 8. Percentage loss in DL spectral efficiency caused by the off-
loading ad hoc links as compared to an equivalent SSP system. As
expected, for the 6-cell scenario at 0% DL demand at the first-tier
cells, the loss is zero, because there is no DL traffic at the first-tier
cells.
Table 4. Resource demand for UL and DL (in %).
Cell number→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Link direction↓ (CoI)
UL
15 90 75 60 45 30 15
90
DL
85 10 25 40 55 70 85
10
BS→MS links. The results presented in Fig. 8 show that overall
the loss in spectral efficiency does not surpass 0.6%. It can be
observed, that even though the results for the 1-cell scenario and
the 6-cell scenario are similar, the loss in the case of six coop-
erating cells is slightly larger due to the fact that more resources
re used for the off-loadingad hoc links and, hence, more in-
t rference is caused to the first-tier DL transmission. Further-
more, the caused loss decreases with increase in the DL deman
(both at the CoI and first-tier cells), as expected, because le s
resources are used for off-loading. It should be noted that te
spectral efficiency loss obtained for twenty users per cell is rep-
resentative even for larger number of users for the studied sc -
narios, because the number of active users at any given time slot
using any given chunk does not change and is equal to the num-
ber of cells under consideration.
In order to complete the analysis of the asymmetry balanc-
ing scheme, it is important to consider what happens when there
are no available resources for off-loading. To this end, a fully
loaded system is studied (i.e., the total UL and DL demands ad
up to 100% for each cell), where each cell has a different traffic
asymmetry demand, as shown in Table 4. For the CoI two sce-
narios are defined – UL-favored and DL-favored. The first-tier
cells all have different asymmetry demands, which range from
highly UL-favored to highly DL-favored in order to explore the
crossed-slots effects on the CoI. On average three of the first-
tier cells require an UL-favored SP, while the other three require
a DL-favored SP. Two systems are compared,viz: an SSP sys-




















































Fig. 9. Spectral efficiency comparison of an ISP system with an SSP
system, under the assumption of a fully loaded network.
tem, as the asymmetry balancing system becomes an SSP sys-
tem in the situation of full network load; and an ISP system.
Results for the UL and DL spectral efficiency at the CoI are pre-
sented in Fig. 9 (top plot and bottom plot, respectively). When
UL spectral efficiency is considered (top plot), it is observed that
when the demand at the CoI is UL-favored and crossed slots
are present, by avoiding crossed slots the SSP system actually
achieves about 2.5 times better spectral efficiency at the50th
percentile than the ISP system. As expected, when the demand
at the CoI is DL-favored, the UL spectral efficiency at the CoIis
the same for an ISP system and an SSP system. Similarly, when
considering the DL spectral efficiency at the CoI (bottom plot),
for low DL demand, the ISP system and the SSP system attain
similar performance. However, when the DL demand at the CoI
is increased, the ISP system manages to provide about 1.7 times
better spectral efficiency at the50th percentile than the SSP sys-
tem. Here it is important to point out that MS→MS interference
is not expected to be a detrimental problem in OFDMA-TDD
systems because in order to have high MS→MS interference
two MSs need to be using the same chunks at the same time in
very close proximity to each other. The situation is different in
the case of BS→BS interference, as BS positions are fixed and
the whole bandwidth is reused in each cell.
It can be summarized that overall the results demonstrate th
allowing each cell to set its SP independently leads to sub-
optimum results in the majority of cases, while synchronizing
the SP across cells improves spectral efficiency performance
significantly. Employing asymmetry balancing, i.e., keeping a
network-wide SP and making use of inter-cell relaying, amelio-
rates the attained spectral efficiency even further. It is expected
that optimizing the routing strategy will result in even better sys-
tem performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method namedasymmetry balancing has been
proposed. It allows the support of cell-independent asymme-
tries in OFDMA-TDD next generation networks with complete
avoidance of the detrimental BS→BS interference. The key to
solving this issue is user cooperation in combination with inter-
cell relaying. A general mathematical framework for the asses -
ment of the proposed technique has been developed, and it has
been applied to an UL study. It has been demonstrated that in the
case of shortage of UL resources a virtual cell-specific SP can
be established, depending on the system UL-to-DL asymmetry
ratio and the available DL resources at the CoI and its six neigh-
boring cells. When one or more cells can cooperate, even the
whole frame can be virtually allocated for UL traffic. This flex-
ibility in resource allocation comes at a relatively insignificant
cost of less than 0.6% loss in DL spectral efficiency incurred
due to interference caused by thead hoc links. Furthermore, it
is found that the asymmetry balancing technique significantly
outperforms conventional approaches where the TDD SPs are
synchronized cell-wide and where the TDD SPs are adapted to
the cell-specific asymmetry demands. For the UL spectral ef-
ficiency of the CoI, the gains with respect to the case of fixed
SPs are up to about 50%, whereas the gains with respect to the
case of cell-specific SPs surpass 100%. As expected, BS→BS
interference avoidance leads to tremendous spectral efficiency
improvement. In addition, it has been demonstrated that when
the system is fully loaded, the loss from allowing BS→BS in-
terference can be bigger than the loss which results from not
meeting DL demand by synchronizing the TDD SP cell-wide.
Future work will focus on DL asymmetry balancing and the ef-
fect of power control on thead hoc links as well as on the direct
links.
APPENDIX
In order to determine the BS–MS and MS–RS path loss distri-
butions the cell geometry is approximated by circular geometry
(Fig. 10). The CoI is a circle with radiusR and the RSs are out-
side this circle and within a circle with radius3R (due to the
hexagonal cell geometry).
Referring to the small circle, the BS–MS path loss distribu-
tion can be approximated using the distribution of the distances
between the center of the circle and any point inside the circle
as shown in [17]. In summary, assuming uniformly distributed
points along the horizontal and vertical axes, this distribu ion of




, z ≤ R. (15)
The respective path loss,Q is of the form:Q = a + b log10(Z),







b ln(10), q ≤ a + b log10(z). (16)
Next, in order to determine the MS–RS path loss distribution,
the problem can be formulated as finding the distribution of the
distances between any point in the small circle to any point in
the ring. Then, variable transformation can be used to find the
distribution of the path losses.
Given that a transmitter isz [m] from the circle center, the pdf,
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for 3R − z < x ≤ 3R + z
.
(17)
The next step is to convert the MS–RS distance distribution to
path loss distribution. The path loss model used is of the form
Y = a + b log10(X), henceX = 10
Y −a
b . The path loss distri-









































































fx,1fz dz, x ∈ [0, R]+
∫ R
x−R
fx,1fz dz, x ∈ [R, 2R]
∫ x−R
0
fx,2fz dz, x ∈ [R, 2R]+
∫ 3R−x
0
fx,2fz dz, x ∈ [2R, 3R]
∫ R
3R−x
fx,3fz dz, x ∈ [2R, 3R]+
∫ R
x−3R
fx,3fz dz, x ∈ [3R, 4R].
(19)
The above equations are evaluated numerically and compared
to a simple Monte Carlo simulation for verification. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 11. The following simulation parameters
(WINNER [14]) are used:R is 500 m,a is 32.49 dB andb is
43.75 dB. In the system model in this study, hexagonal cells are
used. Thus, in order to verify that the circular geometry is agood
approximation to the hexagonal geometry, simulation results for
Fig. 10. Hexagonal cell geometry, approximated by circular geometry.


























Fig. 11. Pdf of the MS–RS path losses.
the path loss distribution in the case of hexagonal geometryare
provided for comparison.
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This paper studies time division duplex- (TDD-) specific interference issues in orthogonal frequency division multiple access-
(OFDMA-) TDD cellular networks arising from various uplink (UL)/downlink (DL) traffic asymmetries, considering both line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) conditions among base stations (BSs). The study explores aspects both of channel allocation
and user scheduling. In particular, a comparison is drawn between the fixed slot allocation (FSA) technique and a dynamic channel
allocation (DCA) technique for different UL/DL loads. For the latter, random time slot opposing (RTSO) is assumed due to
its simplicity and its low signaling overhead. Both channel allocation techniques do not obviate the need for user scheduling
algorithms, therefore, a greedy and a fair scheduling approach are applied to both the RTSO and the FSA. The systems are
evaluated based on spectral efficiency, subcarrier utilization, and user outage. The results show that RTSO networks with DL-
favored traffic asymmetries outperform FSA networks for all considered metrics and are robust to LOS between BSs. In addition,
it is demonstrated that the greedy scheduling algorithm only offers a marginal increase in spectral efficiency as compared to the
fair scheduling algorithm, while the latter exhibits up to ≈20% lower outage.
Copyright © 2008 Ellina Foutekova et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) has been a subject of considerable interest
for cellular systems of beyond third generation (3G). Wong
et al. [1] show promising results for OFDM as a multiuser
technique, focusing particularly on the gains in using
adaptive modulation. Results, presented by Keller and Hanzo
in [2], also highlight the solid benefits of employing adaptive
modulation in OFDM systems. Later, Yan et al. [3] propose
an adaptive subcarrier, bit, and power allocation algorithm
for a multiuser, multicell OFDM system, which shows
significant improvement in throughput when compared to
an equal power allocation algorithm. Limiting assumptions
include frequency reuse of four, no Doppler effect, no
own-cell interference. The gains in combining OFDM with
an adequate multiple access scheme have been thoroughly
described in [4], specifically emphasizing on the superiority
of frequency division multiple access (FDMA).
The combination of OFDMA with time division duplex
(TDD), which enables the support of asymmetric services,
is of special interest [5]. However, in a system where cell-
specific asymmetry demands are to be supported, TDD
suffers from additional interference as compared to fre-
quency divisionduplex (FDD), namely same-entity interfer-
ence (base station (BS)→BS and mobile station (MS)→
MS). A possible solution to the same-entity interference
problem is fixed slot allocation (FSA). The principle of FSA
is that the uplink-downlink (UL-DL) time slot assignment
ratio is kept fixed and constant across the cells in a network
(and usually allocates half of the resources to UL and DL
each). FSA is convenient because, most importantly, same-
entity interference is completely avoided, and, in addition,
the scheme is simple-to-implement and there is no signaling
overhead. The major disadvantage, however, is the lack of
flexibility. In other words, one of the primary advantages
of TDD, namely, the support for cell-specific asymmetry
demands is not exploited.
An interference mitigation technique, which retains the
advantages of TDD is random time slot opposing (RTSO)
[6]. In RTSO, each cell independently sets the number of
UL and DL time slots based on the cell-specific traffic





Figure 1: For a given ratio of UL/DL resources, RTSO only
permutes the UL and DL time slots once every time interval Δt
(greater than the frame duration) [6], keeping the UL/DL ratio
fixed. Upward-pointing arrow denotes UL, while DL is denoted by
a downward-pointing arrow.
asymmetry demand. In order to mitigate the same-entity
interference problem, the time slots are randomly permuted
within a frame once every time interval Δt (where Δt is
a network parameter) as illustrated in Figure 1. The actual
time slot permutation sequence follows a pseudorandom
pattern. This pattern can be independently generated at
both ends (MS and BS). As a consequence, the signaling
effort is almost negligible since only a random code at link
setup needs to be conveyed. RTSO avoids persistent severe
interference, and in effect achieves interference diversity.
Note that an analogy can be made between RTSO and
frequency hopping. In the latter, interference diversity is
achieved by hopping through different frequency carriers.
RTSO has been previously applied to code division multiple
access (CDMA) systems [6].
The purpose of this paper is to explore interference
aspects arising from cell-specific traffic asymmetry demands
in OFDMA-TDD cellular networks, while jointly considering
channel allocation and user scheduling. A multiuser, mul-
ticell OFDMA-TDD network with full-frequency reuse is
studied, assuming both LOS and NLOS conditions among
the BSs. RTSO and FSA are the considered channel allocation
techniques and the two alternative scheduling algorithms are
the fair optimum target assignment with stepwise rate removals
(OTA-SRRs) [7] and the greedy rate packing (GRP) [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the system model, while the employed scheduling
algorithms are described in Section 3. The simulation model
and results are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
A wireless cellular network can be modeled mathemati-
cally by the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR)
expression in the sense that the SINR expression holds infor-
mation about the model assumptions on interference sources
and power fading alike. In terms of power fading, the system
model considered in this study takes on a realistic cross-layer
approach to reflect both small-scale fading and large-scale
fading in a typical time-variant frequency-selective channel.
Small-scale fading pertains to the received signal power
variations with frequency, while large-scale fading pertains
to the received signal power variations with distance [9]. In
previous studies [1–4], one of these impairments is usually
neglected. However, for cellular OFDM systems with increas-
ing channel bandwidth (100 MHz for beyond 3G networks
[10]), it is important that both fading effects are considered
due to the frequency selectivity and frequency granularity,
introduced by OFDM. In terms of interference sources,
this study considers contributions from own-cell links and
other-cell links, termed multiple-access interference (MAI)
and cochannel interference (CCI), respectively. Furthermore,
impairments such as frequency offset errors due to Doppler
and lack of synchronization are also accounted for.
In what follows, expressions for the desired signal power
per subcarrier, the received MAI power, and the received CCI
power are presented, which are then combined to formulate
an SINR expression according to the system model described
above.
Let subcarrier k ∈ s = {a1, . . . , am}, where ai ∈ {1, . . . ,
Nc} and s is a set of subcarriers belonging to a single user in
cell i, and k does not experience interference from the set. The
cardinality of s, |s|, is the number of subcarriers per user,
which can vary from zero to Nc (total number of subcarriers
per BS). The received signal power on subcarrier k in cell i is
given by
Rik = PikGik|Hik|2 [W], (1)
where Pik is the transmit power on subcarrier k in cell i, G
i
k
is the path gain between the MS using subcarrier k and its
corresponding BS, and Hik is the channel transfer function
for subcarrier k in cell i between the MS using subcarrier k
and its corresponding BS. Here, it should be noted that the
path loss reflects the variation of the received signal power
with distance, while the channel transfer function reflects the
variation of the received signal power with frequency.
The received MAI power on subcarrier k in UL is given
by (2), where it should be noted that MAI in DL is not
considered, as perfect synchronization is assumed due to the





















Gik,k′ is the path gain between the transmitter on the link
using subcarrier k′ and the receiver on the link using
subcarrier k, Hik,k′ is the transfer function of the channel
between the transmitter on the link using subcarrier k′ and
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the receiver on the link using subcarrier k, Cik,k′(Δ f + εD +
ω), given in (3), is a cyclic sinc function to account for
the amount of interference subcarrier k experiences from
subcarrier k′, j is the imaginary unit, Δ f = k′ − k and εD =
fD,max/δf accounts for the Doppler shift (where fD,max is the
maximum Doppler frequency and δf is the carrier spacing),
ω = fc/δf is the frequency offset due to synchronization
errors between subcarriers k and k′, and fc is the offset in
Hz. A derivation of the cyclic sinc function is presented in
Appendix C.
The received CCI power per subcarrier is modeled sim-
ilarly to the received MAI power and is given by (4), where
it should be noted that CCI contributions are expected not
only from the reused subcarrier but also from neighboring









k,k′ |Hlk,k′ |2|Clk,k′(Δ f + εD + ω)|2 [W],
(4)
where B is the number of cells under consideration (cells that
contribute nonnegligible interference).
The cyclic sinc function used in modeling MAI and
CCI controls the amount of interference subcarrier k′
causes to subcarrier k. Given the same transmit power, link
gain, and channel, with an increase in |k′ − k + εD + ω|,
the interference contribution decreases. This behavior is
expected as synchronization errors and Doppler effects are
significant to neighboring subcarriers and become negligible
when the subcarriers are spaced relatively far apart.
Based on (1) through (4), the achieved SINR on subcar-













where G̃ik = Gik|Hik|2 is the weighted gain on the “desired”
link for subcarrier k ∈ s, G̃lk,k′(·) = Glk,k′ |Hlk,k′ |2|Clk,k′(Δ f +
εD + ω)|2 is the weighted gain of the interfering link between
the transmitter on the link using subcarrier k′ and the
receiver on the link using subcarrier k, and n is the thermal
noise power per subcarrier. As MAI in DL is not considered,
in the case of DL SINR calculation when i = l and
k′ /∈s, G̃lk,k′(·) = 0.
It should be noted that this study assumes that adaptive
modulation is in place. For each γik, γk is assigned, where γk
is the target SINR of subcarrier k, such that γk ≤ γik and
γk ∈ {γ̃1 < γ̃2 < · · · < γ̃m}. Furthermore, suppose that
a number of m discrete transmission rates are available, rk ∈
{r1 < r2 < · · · < rm} depending on the modulation alphabet,
where each SINR target element corresponds to each rate,
respectively. Employing adaptive modulation, if a subcarrier
has high SINR, high data rate for the same bit error ratio
(BER) can be maintained on that subcarrier, simply by using
a high-order modulation scheme.
3. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
This section treats the GRP and OTA-SRR scheduling
algorithms and their adaptation to OFDMA based on the
SINR equation formulated in Section 2.
3.1. Modified GRP
GRP is a simple heuristic scheduling algorithm, which
formulates the problem of supporting different users with
different data rates into a joint power and rate control
scheme. GRP allocates high transmission rates to users
having high link gains, and hence can be considered a form
of water filling. The greedy nature of GRP is exhibited in that
the aim is to maximize throughput while minimizing transmit
power. As a result, users with the best link gains are identified
and served. Typically, these are the users close to the BS.
An extensive work on GRP for direct sequence CDMA
(DS-CDMA) systems is presented in [8], where it was
applied to a single cell, using fixed intercell interference. The
modified GRP is an iterative algorithm executed by each
BS in the network and accounts for both MAI and CCI
which are dynamically updated during each iteration. The
modified algorithm can be summarized as follows: initially,
all subcarriers are assigned maximum available transmit
power, then, an iterative procedure begins, where at each
iteration step interference is calculated and then the SINR
target, power target, and rate target are calculated for all
subcarriers and assigned accordingly. Subcarriers which are
assigned transmit power higher than the maximum allowed
power per subcarrier are blocked. Every single step of the
algorithm is first processed by each individual BS before
any of the BSs starts processing the subsequent step (pseu-
doparallel operation). This is repeated until convergence is
reached which happens when there are no significant changes
(defined as arbitrarily small changes within some interval
ε) in a feasible SINR target and power target assignment
for a series of consecutive iterations. A feasible assignment
is an assignment where each assigned SINR target can be
achieved while maintaining the maximum power constraint
per subcarrier. It should be noted that convergence of
the modified GRP algorithm is tested via Monte Carlo
simulations, which demonstrate that the algorithm reaches
convergence in 50 iterations (not shown). As a safeguard,
it is assumed that the algorithm always converges after 100
iterations.
The formulation of the modified GRP utilizes the SINR
expression presented in Section 2 and slightly rearranges it
to suit the algorithm derivation. Given a vector of powers
with elements being the power on each subcarrier, P =
(P1,P2, . . . ,PNc )
T , the received SINR on subcarrier k, is
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where γk,UL and γk,DL are the SINR on subcarrier k in UL
and DL, respectively, z = Δ f + εD + τ, |Sk,k′ |2 = Pk′Gk,k′ ,
and PCCI,k is the received CCI power on subcarrier k. Note
that all parameters belong to the same cell, thus superscripts
used earlier to indicate cell index are omitted, and further,
Glk,k′ |Hlk,k′ |2|Clk,k′(z)|2 is used instead of G̃lk,k′(·).
Classical water-filling approaches have been intensively
studied in literature (e.g., in [11, 12] and the references
therein). However, in the light of the recent research
initiatives on green radio, an interesting question is to find
a method of throughput maximization while minimizing
total power, for which, to the best knowledge of the authors,
no closed-form solution exists. Hence, a heuristic algorithm
is employed that finds an SINR target assignment and a
power assignment, which results in maximum achievable
throughput realized with minimum power.
If it is assumed that subcarriers are allocated discrete
SINR targets from the target set Γ, many ways exist in
which these targets can be assigned, such that the same
throughput is maintained; however, it is interesting to
obtain an assignment which minimizes the total power. The
problem of minimizing the total power for a given sum rate
R̃ can be expressed mathematically as given below, assuming
that p is the maximum power allowed per subcarrier and
using each γk corresponds to an rk belonging to the set of





subject to the following constraints:
(8)
γk ∈ Γ, Γ = {0, γ̃1, γ̃2, . . . , γ̃m}, (9)
0 ≤ Pk ≤ p, (10)
Nc∑
k=1
rk = R̃. (11)
Now, assuming that there exists an SINR target assignment
which fulfills (9), (10), and (11), an important corollary is
used, which is proved for CDMA [8] and can be analogously
proved for an OFDMA system (proof not shown), viz.
Corollary 1. If the subcarriers are arranged at each BS
according to the weighted link gains, G1|H1|2 ≥ G2|H2|2 ≥
· · · ≥ GNc|HNc|2, the total power in the cell is minimized for
a given throughput if the SINR targets are reassigned such that
γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ · · · ≥ γNc .
In other words, while maintaining a given sum rate,
minimum total power is used if the subcarriers are ordered
according to their link gains (best link gain first) and the
SINR targets are reassigned in descending order.
An interesting question now is to obtain the maximum
possible rate (or throughput) which can be achieved by the
system (i.e., taking a best-effort approach), while at the same
time ensuring that this is done with minimum power. This
problem is solved heuristically by the GRP, which assigns
the highest possible SINR target from the target set to each
subcarrier in order to maximize throughput, while power
is minimized according to Corollary 1. The details of the
modified GRP derivation can be found in Appendix A, while
the pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
3.2. Modified OTA-SRR
The OTA-SRR is a scheduling algorithm which jointly
allocates rate and power. Zander and Kim introduce the
stepwise removal algorithm in [13]. Later in [7], Ginde
presents the OTA-SRR which is based on the stepwise
removal algorithm, and also includes optimization criteria.
OTA-SRR aims to maximize the sum of SINR values of
the users in a cellular system. The requirements for this
maximization are identified by the OTA, which is then
the basis for a linear programming problem, solved by the
SRR algorithm. The algorithm starts off with assigning all
users maximum SINR target out of a predefined set. Then,
the users, which experience maximum interference, are
identified and their SINR target is decreased in a step-wise
manner until the system satisfies the conditions identified
by the OTA. Unlike the GRP, which aims to maximize
throughput while minimizing power and hence serves the
best-placed users in terms of link gain, the OTA-SRR exhibits
fairness in that there is no power minimization constraint. As
a consequence, all users are initially assigned maximum rate.
Rates are then iteratively reduced based on achieved SINR
until the system is in a feasible steady state.
In this paper, the aforementioned scheduling scheme
is formulated as a subcarrier, rate, and power allocation
algorithm for OFDMA systems. An essential part of this new
formulation is the SINR equation. This enabled us to directly
apply the existing algorithm constraints and derivations. The
modified OTA-SRR is summarized as follows: initially, each
user gets a number of subcarriers (depending on the number
of users in the cell) with maximum SINR targets, out of a
predefined set, assigned to all subcarriers. Under the assump-
tion of a moderately loaded or overloaded system, not all
users can support the assigned SINR targets. Iteratively, the
subcarriers, which experience maximum interference, are
identified, and their SINR target is decreased in a step-
wise manner, in an effect adapting the modulation scheme.
If the SINR target of a subcarrier is downrated below the
minimum value from the target set, the subcarrier is given
to a different user from the same BS, such that interference
on the subcarrier is minimized. If such user is not found,
the subchannel is not used. OTA-SRR is executed until
the system reaches feasibility according to the constraints
presented in this section.
The algorithm takes into account the interference effects
among all subcarriers, thus each subcarrier (out of the total
considered in the algorithm, i.e., BNc = N) is given a unique
identification (ID) in the range [1, 2, . . . ,N] (i.e., subcarrier
one used in cell one has ID 1, subcarrier one in cell two has
ID Nc + 1, subcarrier two used in cell two has ID Nc + 2,
etc.). Based on this, the SINR equation given in (5) can be
rewritten as
γk = PkG̃k∑N
k′=1, k′ /∈sPk′G̃k,k′ + n
. (12)
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(1) γk = 0 and Pk = p ∀k
(2) Compute PCCI,k ∀k and
∑Nc





(3) for k = 1 to Nc do









1 + γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2
≤ 1− γk
∑k
k′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2(PCCI,k′ + n)/(1 + γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2))






k′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2(PCCI,k′ + n)/(1 + γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2))
1−∑Nck′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2/(1 + γk′ |Ck,k′ (z)|2))
+ PCCI,k + n
)















(5) Update the transmit power, SINR (and respective rate) assignment for all subcarriers
(6) if Pk > p ∀k then:
Block subcarrier k
(7) if SINR assignment feasible then:
Keep power assignment and SINR assignment
(8) else
go to 2
Algorithm 1: Modified GRP.
Note that (12) and (5) differ in their representation only. By
dividing the numerator and denominator of the right-hand
side of (12) by G̃k and transforming it into matrix notation,
(12) can be rewritten as
(I−Φ)P ≥ η, (13)
where I is the identity matrix, Φ is the normalized link gain










with γk ∈ Γ, for all k ∈ N . The inequality in (13) holds
as each subcarrier strives to achieve SINR greater or equal
to the target. The OTA constraints on the algorithm are
defined based on the properties of Φ and its dominant
eigenvalue λ1 (real, positive, and unique, according to the
Perron-Frobenius theorem [14]). For Φ, it holds that it is
real, nonnegative, and irreducible, that is, the path gains
and the SINR targets are real and nonnegative, and the
path gains are assumed to be uncorrelated. A solution for
the system inequality given in (13) exists, only if the right-
hand side of P ≥ (I−Φ)−1η converges. The conditions
for convergence of the modified OTA-SRR algorithm are
presented in Appendix B and the algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.
4. SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation model considers an OFDMA-TDD network
with a total of 200 uniformly distributed users in a 19-
cell region, where each cell has a centrally-located BS.
However, a best-effort full-buffer system is in place, which
means that all users demand service at all times and the
quality of service (QoS) desired by a user corresponds to
the maximum data rate it can support. TDD is modeled
by assuming a single time slot, where each BS is assigned
to either UL or DL, and UL:DL ratios of 1:1, 1:6, and 6:1
are explored. In the case of RTSO, the UL/DL time slot
assignment is asynchronous among cells and the assignment
of each cell is random with probability depending on the
asymmetry ratio studied. When FSA is in place, all cells are
synchronously assigned UL or DL with the same probability,
thereby modeling symmetric traffic. Here, it should be noted
that channel allocation and scheduling are two disjoint
processes, so that after each BS has been assigned to either
UL or DL, scheduling takes place. A quasistatic model is
employed where the link gains between transmitters and
receivers remain unchanged for a time slot duration. A
BS-MS pair (i.e., a link) is formed based on minimum
path loss. The system parameters used in the simulation
are shown in Table 1. Note that because of the snap-
shot nature of the simulation, MSs appear static. However,
Doppler frequency offset errors and offset errors due to
synchronization are accounted for by using constant offset
values. In particular, Doppler frequency offset corresponding
to a speed of 30 km/h and 50% synchornization offset are
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Initialization
Iteration k = 0
Target initialization










Identify subcarrier j with worst link conditions,
i.e. find row with maximum row-sum:





assume user q uses subcarrier j
Adapt the modulation
scheme of subcarrier j:
reduce γ j accordingly
If γ j<γ̃1
False Recalculate
Φ j ,ηj , λ1
k = k + 1
True
Take away subcarrier j
from user q





Find user r from the same BS as q
such that the interference on j is
minimized (minimum row-sum of Φ)
If q = r False
True
Assign subcarrier j to
user r with γ j = γ̃|Γ|
Delete row j and column j
of Φ,ηj , and γ j (i.e. block
subcarrier j)
Recalculate
Φ j ,ηj , λ1
k = k + 1
Figure 2: Flowchart of the modified OTA-SRR algorithm.
used. The latter value is chosen to reflect a severe interference
scenario (e.g., [15] report ≈30% offset).
The small-scale fading effects are simulated via a Monte
Carlo method [16], which takes into consideration the effects
of Doppler shift and time delay. A power delay profile is
used corresponding to the specified delay spread in Table 1
[17]. It is assumed that a proper cyclic prefix is in place such
that intersymbol interference (ISI) is avoided. The path loss
model to account for large-scale fading is chosen accordingly,
[18]—Terrain Category A (suburban), shown as follows:












where d0 is the reference distance in meters, f is the
carrier frequency, c is the speed of light (3 × 108 m/s),
ξ is the path loss exponent, d is the transmitter-receiver
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Table 1: Fixed parameters.
Number of BSs 19 Number of MSs 200
Cell radius 500 m Bandwidth 100 MHz
Number of subcarriers 2048 RMS delay spread 0.27 μs
Carrier frequency 1.9 GHz Maximum Doppler frequency 190 Hz
Maximum power per link 2 W Freq. offset due to synchronization 0.5
separation distance in meters, and Xσ is a zero-mean
normally distributed random variable. The path loss in (16)
is lower-bounded by the free space path loss [9], P̃L, given by





+ 20 log10(d) [dB]. (17)
Results for a system with NLOS conditions for all TDD
interference scenarios (MS → BS, BS → MS, BS → BS,
MS → MS) are compared against results for an equivalent
system where LOS in the case of BS → BS interference
is assumed (and NLOS for the remaining scenarios). The
path loss in the case of LOS is calculated using the free
space path loss model, given in (17); and the worst-case
scenario is assumed with 100% probability of LOS. Adaptive
modulation is achieved with seven different modulation
schemes [19] given in Table 2, based on the received SINR for
a BER of 10−7 (necessary for real-time services such as video
streaming). The corresponding data rates, Υ, are calculated
using Υ = MΥcode/Ts, where M is the number of bits per
symbol, Υcode is the code rate (here, 2/3), and Ts is the
symbol time (including cyclic prefix of 20%). Note that the
cross and star constellations are QAM variations in order to
ensure robustness to interference, as described in [20, 21],
respectively.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The algorithms implemented in this study are evaluated on
the basis of three metrics, viz spectral efficiency, subcarrier
utilization, and user outage, described below. Spectral effi-
ciency is the achieved system throughput divided by the
total bandwidth divided by the number of BSs, subcarrier
utilization is the number of subcarriers used in the system,
divided by the total number of subcarriers (number of
subcarriers per BS times the number of BSs), and user
outage is defined as the users not served (assigned zero
subcarriers) as a fraction of the total number of users in
the system. All metrics pertain to the whole system, that is,
UL and DL combined, unless stated otherwise. In addition,
as mentioned in Section 4, a TDD system is simulated
assuming a single time slot which is either assigned to UL
or DL traffic. This means that for every time slot a different
user distribution is analyzed. Since TDD can essentially
be characterized as a half-duplex system, this is deemed a
sensible approach in order to obtain insightful statistical
results on essential system metrics.
The variation of spectral efficiency with asymmetry and
LOS conditions for the BSs can be seen in Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) for the modified OTA-SRR and the modified GRP,
respectively. A clear trend can be observed for both schedul-
ing schemes. In particular, with an increase in the number of
time slots allocated to DL, the spectral efficiency increases
and reaches 90% of the theoretical maximum, which is
(Υmax × Nc × B/W)/B = Υmax/Wc = 4.44 bps/Hz/cell,
where W is the system bandwidth, Wc is the bandwidth
per subcarrier, and Υmax is the maximum data rate per
subcarrier (as given in Table 2). Moreover, Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show that LOS conditions among BSs degrade
performance significantly. For an asymmetry of 6:1 (UL:DL),
the spectral efficiency at the 50th percentile for OTA-SRR
and GRP decreases by ≈30% and ≈50%, respectively. In
contrast, the systems employing DL-favored asymmetry are
more robust to LOS among BSs. The difference between the
spectral efficiency achieved by the NLOS system and the
LOS system for an asymmetry of 1:6 (UL:DL) amounts to
≈8% and ≈6% at the 50th percentile for OTA-SRR and GRP,
respectively. This observation is as expected, due to the fact
that in DL-favored asymmetries, the occurrence of BS →
BS interference is significantly limited. It is interesting to
note, however, that in terms of spectral efficiency, OTA-SRR
is considerably more robust to the detrimental BS → BS
interference during UL-favored asymmetries than GRP. The
algorithms’ “robustness” tends to equalize as the asymmetry
becomes in favor of DL. The fact that GRP is more sensitive
to interference can be explained by its mechanism: GRP
identifies the few best-placed users (in terms of path loss)
to be served with the highest achievable data rates. With a
deterioration in the interference conditions, there is a severe
reduction in the number of best-placed users and the data
rates that these users can achieve. In contrast, OTA-SRR
tries to serve all users, giving each user only the subcarriers
that they can utilize. Thus, OTA-SRR adapts to the overall
interference and that is why the degradation of performance
is not as severe as in the case of GRP.
The outage results shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) for
OTA-SRR and GRP, respectively, display a similar trend
in terms of the comparative performance of the greedy
and fair algorithms. Furthermore, the results demonstrate
that allocating more resources to DL improves the outage
performance and this result is valid for both scheduling
algorithms. A comparison between the outage and spectral
efficiency results suggests that the relative performance
degradation due to LOS is smaller in the case of outage than
in the case of spectral efficiency. This is due to employing
adaptive modulation, which allows for various SINR levels to
be used before discarding a subcarrier. As a consequence, an
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Table 2: Adaptive modulation parameters for BER of 10−7.
Modulation scheme
4 8 16 32 64 128 256
QAM star QAM cross QAM cross QAM
Data rate 54.24 81.37 108.49 135.61 162.73 189.86 216.98 kbps

































































Empirical CDF: spectral efficiency (GRP)
(b) GRP
Figure 3: Spectral efficiency [bps/Hz/cell] attained by the OTA-SRR and GRP for various UL:DL ratios for cases of LOS and NLOS among
BSs. The spectral efficiency is the total throughput in the system divided by the total bandwidth divided by the number of cells.
LOS system could serve approximately the same number of
users as an NLOS system (given that all other parameters are
the same), but with fewer subcarriers and significantly lower
data rates, due to the increased interference. Furthermore,
the outage results demonstrate that in the case of OTA-SRR
(at the 50th percentile), between ≈57% and ≈83% (at the
50th percentile) of the users are not served, whereas GRP
puts between ≈80% and ≈92% of the users into outage.
As expected, the fair algorithm offers service to a larger
population than the greedy algorithm. It should be noted
the outage metric is a relative metric, used for comparison
purposes only. The low percentage of served users is due to
the severe interference conditions considered.
The overall trends discussed above are also seconded by
the subcarrier utilization results presented in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b). In addition, it is interesting to note that at the 50th
percentile, OTA-SRR utilizes between ≈65% and ≈97% of
the available subcarriers, while GRP utilizes between ≈40%
and ≈90% of the subcarriers. The fact that OTA-SRR utilizes
more subcarriers is not surprising due to the algorithm’s fair
nature. As previously mentioned, OTA-SRR tries to serve as
many users as possible, while utilizing as many subcarriers
as possible, while GRP chooses only the “best-placed” users
with the “best” channels.
So far, the results have demonstrated superiority in the
performance of DL as compared to UL for all considered
metrics. In order to gain insight into the factors that influ-
ence the performance of UL and DL, the spectral efficiency
performance of UL and DL is studied separately. Results
are presented in Figure 6 assuming an UL:DL asymmetry of
1:1 for the following systems, employing RTSO: an OTA-
SRR system with NLOS conditions, an OTA-SRR system
with LOS conditions among BSs, an ideal OTA-SRR system,
and a benchmark system. The benchmark system considers
neither frequency offset errors nor Doppler errors, that is,
it is a purely orthogonal system where the only source of
interference is CCI. The resources are allocated randomly at
the beginning of each iteration and the SINR per subcarrier
is calculated. If the SINR of a particular subcarrier is below
the minimum required threshold (Table 2), the subcarrier is
discarded and not utilized. If all subcarriers, allocated to a
particular user, are discarded, the user is put into outage.
The SINR of the subcarriers that can maintain a successful
link is used to determine their respective data rates and the
spectral efficiency of the system. The ideal system is also a
purely orthogonal system but, unlike the benchmark system,
has resource allocation and adaptive modulation in place.
Figure 6 suggests that the spectral efficiency achieved with
the benchmark system is the worst, which is as expected
because the absence of a scheduling mechanism does not
allow for frequency selectivity to be adequately exploited.
Moreover, in all cases, DL performs better than UL.
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Empirical CDF: outage (OTA-SRR)
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Empirical CDF: outage (GRP)
(b) GRP
Figure 4: Outage exhibited by the OTA-SRR and GRP for various UL:DL ratios for cases of LOS and NLOS among BSs. Outage is the ratio
of the number of users which are not served to the total number of users in the system.
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Empirical CDF: subcarrier utilization (OTA-SRR)
(a) OTA-SRR
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Empirical CDF : subcarrier utilization (GRP)
(b) GRP
Figure 5: Subcarrier utilization attained by the OTA-SRR and GRP for various UL:DL ratios for cases of LOS and NLOS among BSs.
Subcarrier utilization is the ratio of the number of subcarriers in the system that are used for transmission (i.e., the assigned data rate is
greater than (0) to the total number of subcarriers in the system, Nc × B.
This is expected due to the presence of MAI in UL and
the lack thereof in DL. In addition, in UL, there is BS →
BS and MS → BS interference, while BS → MS and MS
→ MS interference is characteristic for the DL. For the
benchmark system, the difference between UL and DL is
about 0.5 bps/Hz/cell at the 50th percentile. In the case of
the ideal system, DL only marginally outperforms UL, which
is as expected, because frequency selectivity is adequately
exploited. However, the difference in UL/DL performance
gets more pronounced as LOS conditions for the BSs and
offset errors are introduced, that is, in the case of the
LOS system and NLOS system, respectively. DL is more
favorable in terms of interference, due to the synchronous
nature of point-to-multipoint communication and the fact
that as the MSs are the receiving units, the detrimental
BS → BS LOS effects are not present. Thus, the system
































Empirical CDF: spectral efficiency (OTA-SRR)
Figure 6: UL and DL spectral efficiency attained by OTA-SRR for
UL:DL ratio of 1:1.
performance is expected to improve as the asymmetry is
shifted in favor of DL, which is in line with the observed
results (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). It is interesting to note,
however, that contrary to intuition, DL LOS performs better
than DL NLOS. The reason lies in the mechanism of the
OTA-SRR algorithm, which operates on all subcarriers (in
the cells under consideration) simultaneously. As already
discussed, the UL overall performs worse than DL; and
this performance gap is enhanced when LOS conditions
are considered. Consequently, in an LOS system, the SINR
targets of UL subcarriers generally get down rated before
the DL subcarriers. As a result, UL subcarriers are discarded
before the DL subcarriers. This means that the dimension
of the normalized link gain matrix is decreased, which
in turn makes the convergence of the algorithm faster.
Fast convergence means fewer iterations of step-wise-rate
removal, which in turn means fewer-rate removals. As a
result, higher data rate per subcarrier is achieved, and, thus,
a system is obtained which achieves better spectral efficiency
on the DL than an equivalent NLOS system.
In an FSA network, on the other hand, LOS conditions
among BS do not cause interference, due to the synchronized
UL/DL switching point across the network. Thus, intuitively,
it is expected that a symmetric FSA scheme exhibits better
performance than an equivalent RTSO system, since it avoids
the detrimental BS → BS interference, as well as the MS →
MS interference. However, it can be observed that neither of
the schemes is strictly better than the other. For instance,
assuming OTA-SRR (Figure 3(a)), it can be found that for
RTSO, the probability that the spectral efficiency is greater
than 2.25 bps/Hz/cell is about 95%, whereas for FSA, this
probability is only about 75%. On the other hand, when
assuming a spectral efficiency of 3 bps/Hz/cell, it can be
found that the same probability for RTSO is 10%, whereas
the probability for FSA is 30%. As expected, their medians
generally coincide due to the fact that the rate of asymmetry
is the same, and, moreover, the FSA curve spans between the
1:6 (DL-dominated) NLOS and 6:1 (UL-dominated) NLOS
RTSO cases. The latter effect is attributed to the shifting of
more resources to UL (DL), which creates an interference
scenario (MS → BS (BS → MS)) similar to the UL (DL)
FSA. Furthermore, it can be observed from all results that
the cumulative density function (cdf) graphs for FSA are
generally spread out, whereas the cdf graphs for RTSO are
comparatively steeper. This means that RTSO offers a more
stable and robust QoS, while the QoS offered by the FSA is
with larger variation.
An interesting observation can be made with regard to
the outage results (Figures 4(a) and 4(b))—the FSA scheme
exhibits a “plateau” behavior (bimodal distribution). This
can be explained by the presence of MAI in UL, which
creates a significant gap between UL and DL performance.
Overall, it is observed that the RTSO can successfully exploit
interference diversity and thus outperform the FSA scheme
in certain scenarios for the same asymmetry. Moreover,
shifting more resources in favor of DL achieves better
performance than a symmetric FSA system. For example, at
a spectral efficiency of 3 bps/Hz/cell, the gain compared to a
symmetric UL/DL usage and FSA is about 20% (Figure 3(a)).
With respect to the comparative performance of the two
scheduling schemes presented in this paper, the results show
a similar trend in the explored metrics. However, GRP, which
allocates subcarrier, rate, and power in a greedy manner,
achieves only a marginal increase in spectral efficiency at
the cost of outage, as compared to the fair OTA-SRR. It is
interesting to relate these trends to a similar study done for
a CDMA system in [22] with the same cell radius, number
of cells, number of users as in the present study. In the
case of CDMA, the greedy GRP algorithm as compared to
the OTA-SRR scheme displays a twofold increase in terms
of total system data rate. At the same time, GRP serves
only 30% of the users which are served under the OTA-SRR
scheme. Thus, unlike CDMA, in an OFDMA system, the fair
OTA-SRR approach is more efficient than the greedy GRP
approach.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored UL/DL asymmetry interference aspects
in multicellular multiuser OFDMA-TDD systems consid-
ering both LOS and NLOS conditions among BSs, when
jointly applying channel allocation and user scheduling.
The results demonstrated that under RTSO, UL is the
performance limiting factor due to unfavorable interference
and the hazardous effect of LOS conditions among BSs. It
was, furthermore, shown that shifting more resources in DL
provides a system robust to these TDD-inherent problems,
which is particularly beneficial as future wireless services are
expected to be DL-dominated. Such a DL-favored scenario
attained up to 90% of the maximum spectral efficiency
achievable by the considered network. In addition, for the
same asymmetry, RTSO was found to offer a more stable
and robust QoS than FSA. The results also demonstrated
that, overall, the fair OTA-SRR scheduling algorithm was
more robust to the detrimental TDD-specific BS → BS
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interference than the greedy GRP algorithm. Furthermore,
the fair OTA-SRR served to up to≈20% more users, utilizing
up to ≈25% more subcarriers, and still achieving spectral
efficiencies only marginally lower than those attained by
the GRP. Hence, RTSO when combined with OTA-SRR
fair scheduling allows the system to retain high spectral
efficiency while maintaining fairness in an OFDMA-TDD
cellular network with asymmetric traffic.
APPENDICES
A. GRP: TRANSMISSION AND POWER CONSTRAINTS
This section treats the derivation of the transmission and
power constraints for the GRP algorithm separately for the
cases of DL and UL.
A.1. DL transmission and power constraints
A power minimization problem subject to three constraints
was defined in Section 3.1. The first constraint is to choose
the SINR targets from the predefined target set Γ, the second
one is to limit the maximum allowed transmit power per
subcarrier to p, and the third one is a constraint on the sum
of SINR targets. Given the first two constraints, GRP aims
(1) to maximize the achieved throughput by always assigning
the maximum possible SINR target from the target set, and
(2) to minimize the total power by using Corollary 1. In
order to define the DL GRP algorithm, first, the DL problem
statement is formulated and then the power constraint and
the throughput maximization condition for the case of DL
are derived.
The required power, Pk, on a subcarrier k in the DL is
given by (A.1), which follows from making Pk the subject
of (7). Note that because in DL perfect synchronization is




(PCCI,k + n). (A.1)









(PCCI,k + n). (A.2)









The formulation in (A.3) is subject to a power constraint,
which can be expressed mathematically as shown below




(PCCI,k + n). (A.4)
Next, system throughput needs to be maximized. To formu-
late this for the case of DL, first, the upper bound on γk can





This effectively means that for given interference conditions
and channel state, the highest SINR target that can be
assigned (and achieved) is when the transmit power is
maximum. Hence, to maximize throughput, each subcarrier
must be assigned the maximum γk from the set Γ which








The modified DL GRP algorithm is developed based on (A.4)
and (A.6) and is shown in Section 3.1.
A.2. UL transmission and power constraints
The approach used to formulate the UL GRP algorithm is
analogous to the approach used in the case of DL GRP in the
previous section.
The required power, Pk, on a subcarrier k in UL is derived
using (6), where each side of (6) is multiplied by |Ck,k(z)|2.
For simplicity, the following notation is used:





k′ /∈sxk′ + yk
, (A.8)
with both yk and lk fixed, and xk to be determined because
Pk is of interest. Assuming that s is composed of only k, the
above equation can be rewritten as shown below. Note that
this is only a simplifying assumption and does not limit the
final result to a particular cardinality of s:
lk = xk∑Nc
k′=1xk′ − xk + yk
. (A.9)
By rearranging the abovementioned data, xk can be obtained
as






Next, (A.10) is summed over k and the result is used to
substitute
∑Nc
k′=1xk′ in (A.10) to obtain
xk = lk1 + lk
( ∑Nc
k′=1(lk′ yk′ /(1 + lk′))
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Note that (A.12) contains |Ck,k(z)|2, which is the special case
of |Ck,k′(z)|2 when k and k′ belong to the same user and are
the same subcarrier. (Technically, it could also be the case
that a subcarrier is reused at a given BS, but this situation
is not of interest, as reuse one is assumed here.) Whenever
that is the case, there are no errors due to Doppler and no
frequency offset errors, and in addition k − k = 0, hence z
is 0. It can be shown that as z → 0, |Ck,k′(z)|2 → 1 (refer
to Appendix C). Therefore, using |Ck,k(z)|2 = 1, the required






k′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2(PCCI,k′ +n)/(1+γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2))
1−∑Nck′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2/(1+γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2))













k′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2(PCCI,k′ +n)/(1+γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2))
1−∑Nck′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2/(1+γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2))




As in DL, it is assumed that the maximum transmit power
allowed on each subcarrier is p, however, it should be noted
that p can be different for UL and DL. Then, the constraint
on the UL can be expressed as Pk ≤ p and using the
expression for Pk in (A.13) and rearranging it, the UL power




1 + γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2
≤ 1− γk
∑Nc




Now, note that for given γk, Gk, and |Hk|2, the expression in
(A.14) is minimized when 1 − ∑Nck′=1(γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2/(1 +
γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2)) is maximized which is equivalent
to minimizing the left-hand side of (A.15), that is,∑Nc





1 + γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2
< 1, (A.16)
due to the fact that γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2 is always greater than or
equal to 0. Hence, the minimization of the left-hand side of









k′=1(Z/(1 + γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2))




where Z denotes γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2(PCCI,k′ + n).
The fraction on the right-hand side of the above
inequality is actually maximized when the largest possible γk
is chosen from the set Γ such that (A.17) is satisfied. Based
on (A.15) and (A.17), a rate packing algorithm is developed
for the UL, given in Section 3.1. Note that for the special case
where all subcarriers in a cell belong to one user, there is no
MAI and the UL GRP algorithm is the same as the DL GRP
algorithm.
B. OTA-SRR: CONSTRAINTS AND
ALGORITHM CONVERGENCE
This section briefly reviews the OTA constraints and the
convergence issues pertaining to the OTA-SRR algorithm [7].
More detailed treatment can be found in [7].
The conditions for convergence of the system equation
(13) are outlined below:
(I−Φ)−1 = I +Φ +Φ2 + · · · ,
(I +Φ +Φ2 + · · · )x = (1 + λ + λ2 + · · · )x,
(B.1)
where x is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λ
of Φ. The series in (B.1) converges if and only if λ < 1 and
this holds for any eigenvalue of Φ. Thus, (13) has a solution,
when λ1 < 1.
In order to determine a feasible set of transmit powers,
let P1 be the eigenvector corresponding to (1 − λ1), the
eigenvalue of (I−Φ). Then, the system in (13) becomes
(1− λ1)P1 ≥ η,





If Pmax is the vector of maximum transmit powers, P1 must
satisfy
P1 ≤ Pmax. (B.3)
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with 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ 1. The system constraint can now be expressed
by rearranging (B.4) as







The modified OTA-SRR algorithm is illustrated by the
flowchart in Figure 2.
C. DERIVATION OF THE CYCLIC SINC FUNCTION
The following is a derivation of the cyclic sinc (or modified
Dirichlet) function, which accounts for the dependence of
the interference contribution from subcarrier k′ to subcarrier
k on the |k′ − k|.
Based on the IFFT and FFT operations, the received



















where j is the imaginary unit, Sk is the transmit symbol
on subcarrier k, and Hi,k is the channel transfer function
of subcarrier k. If one contributing propagation path is
assumed, the channel transfer function can be expressed as
















where ετ is the relative propagation delay, and φ is the phase.


































The geometric series in (C.3) can be simplified. If 2π(k′−
k+ εD +ω)/Nc = β, the geometric series representation yields
N−1∑
k=0











Using the result from (C.4), the cyclic sinc function Ck,k′(k′−
k + εD + ω) can be derived as
Ck,k′(k′ − k + εD + ω) = 1
Nc
sin(π(k′ − k + εD + ω))












Hk′Sk′Ck,k′(k′ − k + εD + ω). (C.6)
The received symbol in (C.6) includes both an interference
component and a useful component, and can be written in




k′=0, k′ /= k
|Hk,k′ |2Pk′Gk,k′ |Ck,k′(k′ − k + εD + ω)|2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference




However, (C.7) models a general case of MAI, which in
Section 2 is straightforwardly tailored to account for multiple
subcarriers per link and also to account for CCI. It should
be noted that Doppler offset and frequency synchronization
errors in the desired signal are not considered as perfect
synchronization is assumed, hence, the argument of |Ck,k(k−
k + εD + ω)|2 is 0. Using (C.5) and noting that for small
α, sin(α) ≈ α, it can be shown that as the argument of
|Ck,k(k− k + εD +ω)|2 goes to 0, |Ck,k(k− k + εD +ω)|2 goes
to 1. Hence, the useful (desired) signal power per subcarrier,
Rk, is expressed as
Rk = PkGk|Hk|2 [W]. (C.8)
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel approach to interfer-
ence avoidance via inter-cell relaying in cellular OFDMA-TDD
(orthogonal frequency division multiple access - time division
duplex) systems. The proposed scheme, termed asymmetry bal-
ancing, is targeted towards next-generation cellular wireless sys-
tems which are envisaged to have ad hoc and multi-hop capabil-
ities. Asymmetry balancing resolves the detrimental base station
(BS)-to-BS interference problem inherent to TDD networks by
synchronizing the TDD switching points (SPs) across cells. In
order to maintain the flexibility of TDD in serving the asymmetry
demands of individual cells, inter-cell relaying is employed. It is
demonstrated that asymmetry balancing offers great flexibility
in uplink (UL)- downlink (DL) resource allocation. In addition,
results show that a spectral efficiency improvement of more than
100% can be obtained with respect to a case where the TDD SPs
are adapted to the cell-specific demands.
I. INTRODUCTION
An effective strategy which is envisioned for next-
generation wireless cellular networks to ameliorate the spectral
efficiency performance without increasing hardware cost is to
make use of existing infrastructure and to introduce coopera-
tion among the network entities. Naturally, such cooperation
leads to multi-hop cellular networks (MCN) [1], i.e. cellular
networks which have relaying capabilities. A relay station (RS)
is an intermediate node between a mobile station (MS) and the
servicing BS and the relay can be either a dedicated transceiver
or an MS. However, MCNs where the relays are MSs are of
special interest due the wide availability of mobile terminals,
especially in highly populated areas, where network capacity
becomes a limiting factor. Capacity improvement has been
shown in [2], where in-cell users act as relays to form virtual
antenna arrays and thereby exploit transmit diversity.
The ad hoc capabilities in an MCN are actually enabled
by TDD. In addition, the support for cell-independent traffic
asymmetry offered by TDD together with the advantages of
OFDMA, make OFDMA-TDD a promising choice for next
generation wireless networks [3]. However, TDD suffers from
additional interference as compared to frequency division du-
plex (FDD). In particular, TDD suffers from same-entity inter-
ference, MS→MS and BS→BS, which presents a major prob-
lem in actual cellular TDD deployment when cell-independent
asymmetry is to be supported. Known solutions to interference
avoidance in TDD include the concept of zone/region division
[4], which restricts crossed slot operation only within a radius
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r around the BS. Optimum performance has been found for
r=52% of the cell radius [4]. This strategy reduces MS→MS
interference, but does not solve the more detrimental BS→BS
interference problem. Moreover, it also imposes restrictions
on the flexibility of TDD by compromising user demand.
Furthermore, a strategy for same-entity interference mitigation,
similar to frequency hopping, termed time-slot opposing, has
been proposed in [5]. The time multiplexed busy tone approach
in [6] also mitigates the problem of same-entity interference.
In this paper a novel idea termed asymmetry balancing is
proposed to entirely avoid the detrimental BS→BS interfer-
ence. The essence of the asymmetry balancing concept is, as
the name suggests, to balance the asymmetry demand across
the cells in a network. To this end, the TDD SP is synchronized
across cells, which might result in a shortage of resources
in a particular cell, while a neighboring cell might have
spare resources (assuming cell-independent traffic asymmetry
demands). In order to resolve any mismatch between resource
availability and resource demand, the ad hoc capabilities of
an MCN are exploited. In particular, an MS which cannot be
served in either UL or DL by its associated BS due to shortage
of resources is served by a neighboring cooperating BS, which
has spare resources in both link directions. The established
MS↔BS link is a two-hop link where the intermediate node
is an MS associated with the cooperating BS. In this way,
despite the fact that the network maintains a synchronized SP,
cell-specific asymmetries are effectively supported.
It is assumed that cells are differently loaded, which is
a reasonable assumption for future wireless networks which
will mainly support packet-data traffic characterized by a
high peak-to-average load ratio. In addition, because traffic
is envisaged to be DL-favored the network-wide SP will
be primarily DL-favored (or occasionally symmetric), it is
expected that a cell which requires UL-favored SP will not be
able to support the UL demand. Therefore, this study focuses
on UL asymmetry balancing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the novel asymmetry balancing idea and the simu-
lation model is presented in Section III, while the results are
given in Section IV. The paper concludes with Section V.
II. ASYMMETRY BALANCING VIA INTER-CELL RELAYING
As the asymmetry balancing concept relies on cooperation,
it is important to identify the cooperating entities and when
they can cooperate. If hexagonal cells are considered, each cell
can be treated as a cell of interest (CoI), surrounded by six
978-1-4244-1722-3/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE. 1
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neighboring cells, which are the potential cooperating cells.
Fig. 1 illustrates the aforementioned geometry during a DL
time slot. Assume that there are only two frequency resources
per cell per link direction per frame, which are marked by
boxes on Fig. 1. A black box signifies an allocated resource,
while a white box signifies a free resource. Let the CoI suffer
from shortage of UL resources, while it has a DL resource
available. Marked by a solid ellipse is the MS at the CoI,
which needs UL service and desires to off-load traffic. The
first-tier cells which are marked with dashed hexagons have
spare UL and DL resources and hence are the cooperating
cells. Associated with the cooperating cells are the MSs which
can serve as RSs (identified by dashed ellipses). The tagged
MS at the CoI can relay to any of the available RSs. The
Fig. 1. The MSs in the center cell, i.e. the CoI, can off-load UL traffic to
neighboring cooperating cells (marked by dashed hexagons) using free DL
resources (marked by white boxes).
MS→RS link uses a DL resource, which is free both at the CoI
and the cooperating cell which serves the respective RS. Such
resources are referred to as common free resources (CFR).
In addition, the off-loading MSs can form ad hoc links to
either idle MSs in neighboring cells, or active MSs which are
already receiving in DL from their BS. The latter case exploits
the fact that a DL transmission to a user usually does not
occupy all subchannels, and this is accounted for by the use
of frequency division multiple access (FDMA). It should be
noted that in an OFDMA-TDD network the smallest resource
unit allocatable to a particular user is termed a chunk1, i.e. a
number of subcarriers during one time slot.
Based on the above, the main steps of the UL asymmetry
balancing technique for multiple cell scenario are summarized
below:
1) A CoI is overloaded in UL and requires cooperation.
2) The set of first-tier cells surrounding the CoI, which have
spare resources both in UL and DL, are the cooperating
cells.
3) There are DL CFRs between the CoI and at least one
of the cooperating cells.
4) Utilize the CFRs to transfer UL load from the CoI to the
cooperating cells. Use ad hoc communication to form
1The terms chunk and resource are used interchangeably throughout this
text.
MS→RS links between MSs associated with the CoI
and RSs associated with any of the cooperating cells.
Similarly, if the CoI suffers from DL overload, MSs at the
CoI can be served indirectly by the cooperating cells via near-
by MSs (operating as RSs).
From the above it can be concluded that the asymmetry bal-
ancing requires first, available resources and second, available
RSs. The next two sections will treat these factors in detail.
Even though the analysis is performed for the case of UL
asymmetry balancing, it is valid for DL asymmetry balancing
as well, by replacing UL with DL.
A. Resource availability
When the center cell uses DL resources to off-load UL
traffic to cooperating neighboring cells, UL resources are
in effect created, which allow for cell-specific asymmetry
demands to be supported. In this way, with cooperation the
UL resource capacity of the CoI increases. This means that a
“virtual” cell-specific SP can be established depending on the
network-wide SP and the DL CFRs.
It is of interest to quantify the UL-to-DL ratios that a virtual
SP can support, for a given network-wide SP and a given
number of free resources at the CoI and its neighboring cells.
Let the number of CFRs be N , where N takes on values
n ∈ [0, C], and C is the total number of resources per cell in
DL. Since the SPs are synchronized across the network, C is
the same for all cells. The problem of finding the distribution
of N can be readily addressed by the binomial distribution,
considering that having a CFR is a success, which occurs with
probability p and not having such is a failure, which occurs
with probability 1− p. A success occurs when a given chunk
is free at the center cell and at the same time, at at least one
of the neighboring cells. A failure, on the other hand, occurs
when a chunk is busy at the center cell, or is free at the center
cell and at the same time is busy at all of the neighboring cells.
Thus, the distribution of the number of common free chunks,
fN , is a function of the resource occupancy probabilities at the
CoI and at the first-tier cells. Resource occupancy probability
is the probability that a chunk is occupied. The formulation
of fN is given in (1):






where p = (1 −∏Bti=1 Lt,i) · (1 − Lc); Bt is the number of
cooperating cells; Lt,i is the probability that a resource is
occupied at a first-tier cell i; and Lc is the probability that
a resource is occupied at the CoI. The expected value of the
binomial distribution in (1) yields E[N ] = C · p, hence the
expected value of the number of CFRs as a fraction of the
total number of DL resources is E[N ]C = p.
Let the network-wide SP split the frame into two sub-
frames, such that their time durations are in ratio of u : d,
where uu+d of the time the frame is in UL and
d
u+d of the
time the frame is in DL. Furthermore, let the total (UL+DL)
number of chunks available per cell be Ctot. Then at the CoI,
the expected value of the fraction of resources in the frame
which can be used for UL traffic including off-loading, Rul,
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This means that at the CoI the virtual SP divides the frame in
an UL-to-DL ratio of (u + p d) : (d− p d). It can be observed
that when p → 0, i.e. when there are no available resources
for off-loading, then the resource allocation is according to
the actual network-wide SP. When p → 1, i.e. when all DL
resources at the CoI can be used to off-load UL traffic, then
Rul → 1 and the whole frame can be allocated to UL. In effect,
asymmetry balancing offers flexibility in resource allocation
and can adaptively allocate resources based on availability and
demand on a per-cell basis.
B. Relay station availability
Given that there is a CFR, the CFR can be utilized if RSs are
available such that a two-hop path can be found from the MS,
which needs to off-load traffic to the cooperating BS. In other
words, the MS→RS ad hoc links are “opportunistic” in that
they exploit CFRs and available RSs, and also are managed in
a decentralized fashion. How to find a two-hop path is a matter
of routing, and determining an optimum routing strategy is
beyond the scope of the current study. It is assumed here
that future wireless networks will be equipped with multi-
hop and relaying functionality in which case no significant
additional signaling overhead is required for managing the
MS→RS links.
In this study a simple path loss based routing scheme
is implemented, where an MS is chosen as an RS if two
conditions are satisfied. Namely, the path loss (minus an
offset) between the MS which needs to off-load traffic and
its servicing BS is larger than both: the path loss between the
tagged MS and the intended RS and the path loss between
the intended RS and its servicing BS. Note that the offset can
be different for each condition. As an example, the offsets
are fixed to 3 dB in this study. The two conditions above aim
to ensure that the two-hop link MS→RS→BS would be able
to achieve better link capacity than the potential single hop
MS→BS link. The MSs which require to off-load traffic and
the intended RSs attain the information on the path losses
to their respective BSs via the pilot signals that BSs typically
send. In addition, the MS-RS path loss can be calculated using
the busy burst signaling technique described in [9]. Using the
busy burst technique, MSs needing to off-load are equipped to
evaluate the routing conditions quoted above in a decentralized
fashion and, hence, are enabled to find a suitable RS. In [10], it
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS [7], [8]
Carrier frequency 5 GHz Time slot duration 0.1152 ms
Time slots/ frame 6 OFDM symbols/ time slot 5
Tx power/ link 251 mW BS↔BS distance 1 km
BS height 25 m MS height 1.5 m
a, MS–BS 39.61 b, MS–BS 35.74
a, MS–RS 32.49 b, MS–RS 43.75
a, BS–BS 41.2 b, BS–BS 23.8
has been demonstrated that for all practical purposes, for more
than 150 users per cell, the probability of finding a suitable
two-hop path, is actually one. For a cell radius of 500 m as
assumed in this study, the cell area is 0.87 sq. km, which means
about 170 users per sq. km. This is a reasonable number, as
even suburban areas have at least 100 users per sq. km and
typically in the order of thousand (depending on the wireless
provider market share) [11], [12].
III. SIMULATION MODEL
An OFDMA-TDD system, designed according the UL
asymmetry balancing model introduced in Section II, is sim-
ulated using a Monte Carlo approach. Each of the seven cells
has a centrally-placed omnidirectional BS and full frequency
reuse is assumed. Due to complexity issues only twenty users
are distributed uniformly in each of the seven cells (and
this limitation will be corrected for later). The users are
distributed at the beginning of each iteration and a snap-
shot analysis is performed. For simplicity and demonstration
purposes, the UL↔DL SPs are synchronized across the cells at
the symmetric state. However, the model can readily be applied
to any asymmetry ratio. Similarly to the envisaged traffic
asymmetry in data-packet services, traffic is on average DL-
favored. The center cell, however, is UL-overloaded and hence
generates UL-favored traffic. The holding time is the same for
all users and equals one chunk during a time slot (5 OFDM
symbols). Each cell is imposed a mean offered load, which
governs the respective user mean inter-arrival times and each
user independently generates holding times with exponentially
distributed interarrival times. The traffic per user is stored in
a buffer and served on a first-in-first-out basis. Path loss is
calculated using the WINNER C1 path loss model (NLOS)
for urban environment [8] as shown below:
Lp = a + b log10(d), (3)
where Lp is the path loss in dB, a and b are path loss
parameters, given in Table I, and d is the transmitter-receiver
separation distance in meters. It should be noted that the values
of a and b depend on whether MS–RS path loss, BS–MS path
loss, or BS–BS path loss is calculated. For the latter line-of-
sight conditions are assumed. MSs are associated with serving
BSs based on minimum path loss. Perfect synchronization
is assumed and only co-channel interference from all active
other-cell transmitters is taken into account. Time-frequency
resources are allocated following a score-based approach [13],
where the score is evaluated based on buffer-size. In particular,
a given resource is allocated to the user with the largest
average buffer size, monitored during a time window of eight
frames. The simulation parameters are shown in Table I. For
demonstration purposes, 16 OFDM subcarriers are considered
(subject to slow fading effects only). As the SP is symmetric,
both UL and DL are allocated 16 subcarriers/time slot ×
3 time slots/frame = 48 chunks/frame (as one chunk is one
subcarrier). A simple signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR)-based power control is applied to all single-hop links
with an SINR target of 20 dB (32 cross constellation at bit-
error-ratio (BER) of 10−7 [14]). The thermal noise power per
subcarrier is -157.11 dBW [7]. For the two-hop links, a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR)-based power control is applied at the first
3
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hop (MS→RS) as it is assumed that the off-loading links are
opportunistic and interference information is not available. The
SNR target is 25 dB (128 cross constellation at BER of 10−7
[14]). If the SNR/SINR targets cannot be met, transmissions
still takes place using maximum available power. The total
power per link is limited by the maximum transmit power
given in Table I.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this study, the performance of UL asymmetry balancing
is investigated. Therefore, it is assumed that the UL in the CoI
is overloaded and two particular scenarios in terms of resource
availability are defined: (1) a best case 6-cell scenario, where
all six first-tier cells cooperate; and (2) a worst-case 1-cell
scenario where only one first-tier cell cooperates. Different
resource availability conditions are enforced by varying the
total user demand per frame per cell (in %). In this paper, the
synchronized SP is set to allocate half of the frame resources to
UL and DL each. As a result, in order to obtain the probability
for resource occupancy at a particular link direction for a given
cell, the respective user demand should be multiplied by 2
(because the user demand is defined on a frame basis). The
DL resource occupancy probability both at the CoI and at the
cooperating cells is varied from 0 to 0.8, which corresponds to
a user demand that varies from 0% to 40%. In order to account
for a worst case scenario in terms of interference experienced
by the ad hoc links, the non-cooperating cells are assumed to
be fully loaded in DL (i.e. the demand is 50%). Because the
UL resource demand of the first-tier cells would not influence
the results for UL asymmetry balancing, it is kept constant for
all considered scenarios. The UL and DL resource demands
are shown in Table II.
In order to confirm the theoretic model presented in Sec-
tion II, results displaying the virtual SP at the CoI for the 6-cell
scenario and for the 1-cell scenario are shown in Fig. 2 and a
perfect match between simulation and theory is observed.
Next, the performance of the UL asymmetry balancing
scheme is compared against that of two systems: 1) an
independent SP (ISP) system where each cell independently
sets its SP based on the ratio of UL and DL resource demands;
and 2) a synchronized SP (SSP) system which is the same as
the asymmetry balancing system, but off-loading does not take
place. The comparison metric is spectral efficiency as given in































Points marked by x pertain
to the analytically obtained data
Fig. 2. Frame resources allocated to UL at the CoI by the virtual SP. Solid
and dashed lines show simulation results, while analytically obtained data
points are marked by “x”.
TABLE II
RESOURCE DEMAND FOR UL AND DL (IN %)
Cell number → 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Link direction ↓ (CoI)
UL 100 15
DL (6-cell) 0→40
DL (1-cell) 0→40 50
(4), because it can capture not only user link conditions, but



















where Cb is the spectral efficiency per chunk in bps/Hz; γi is
the SINR of chunk i for single hop links; M = uu+dCtot is
the number of chunks allocated to UL as per the network-wide
SP; MOL = p du+dCtot, is the number of DL chunks available
for off-loading; MOL is the number of chunks actually utilized
for off-loading; and γmhj is the SINR of chunk j for two-hop
links. Clearly, for systems which do not employ asymmetry
balancing, p = 0, and the second term of the summation
in (4) produces a zero. In addition, it should be noted that
γmhj is taken as the minimum of the SINR achieved at the
first and second hops for each two-hop link. Furthermore,
MOL
MOL
is used as a correction factor for the following reason.
Due to simulation complexity, only twenty users per cell
are simulated. As a result, not all available CFRs can be
utilized for off-loading via a neighboring RS. The number
of available CFRs is only influenced by the actual load, i.e.
fraction of available resources, which is independent of the
number of users in the system. In contrast, how many of the
available CFRs can be utilized for MS→RS links depends on
user density (active and non-active users alike) because user
density determines if and how often a two-hop path can be
found. As a consequence, the spectral efficiency results are
also influenced by the number of users in the system. Because,
as was mention in Section II and demonstrated in [10], it can
be safely assumed that in realistic scenarios all available CFRs
can be actually utilized, the correction factor aims to obtain
representative spectral efficiency performance.
The CoI UL spectral efficiency results for different DL
resource demands are presented in Fig. 3 (top plot and bottom
plot for the 6-cell scenario and 1-cell scenario, respectively).
The performance of the system employing asymmetry bal-
ancing as well as the performance of the ISP system are
denoted by bar plots, while the performance of the SSP
system is denoted by a solid line. It can be observed that
the asymmetry balancing system always outperforms the SSP
system and achieves up to about 50% improvement (6-cell
scenario). Furthermore, generally, the asymmetry balancing
system exhibits better performance than the ISP system. In
particular, when severe BS→BS interference is present (i.e.
high DL demand at the first-tier cells) asymmetry balancing
attains an amelioration of more than 100% (in all cases in the
1-cell scenario and for 30% and 40% first-tier DL demand in
the 6-cell scenario). Exception to this trend is the case in the
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6-cell scenario when the DL demand is 0%, i.e. none of the
six first-tier cells has DL traffic, which is a highly unlikely
situation. It can be seen that, in the 6-cell scenario, even
though slightly fewer resources are utilized for asymmetry
balancing when the DL demand at the first-tier cells is higher
as compared to when the demand is lower (ref. to Fig. 2),
the spectral efficiency performance at the CoI is better when
the utilized resources are fewer. This effect is achieved, due
to the limit on the total transmit power. When slightly fewer
resources are used for transmission, there is more power
available per resource and the attained SINR can compensate
for the fact that less resources are utilized. This trend is not
observed in the 1-cell scenario, because the difference in the
number of resources utilized for asymmetry balancing for the
varied first-tier DL demand is much greater (ref. to Fig. 2).

















































Fig. 3. Bar plots of the UL spectral efficiency performance at the CoI
achieved with asymmetry balancing (AB) as compared to an ISP system. The
solid line shows the respective performance of an SSP system.
The demonstrated UL spectral efficiency amelioration at-
tained by asymmetry balancing is at a slight loss in spectral
efficiency for the first-tier DL transmission as compared to
an SSP system. The loss is due to the off-loading ad hoc
links, which generate MS→MS interference to the concurrent
BS→MS links. The results presented in Fig. 4 show that
overall the loss in spectral efficiency does not surpass 0.5%.
It can be observed, that even though the results for the 1-cell
scenario and the 6-cell scenario are similar, the loss in the
case of six cooperating cells is slightly larger due to the fact
that more resources are used for the off-loading ad hoc links
and, hence, more interference is caused to the first-tier DL
transmission.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method named asymmetry balancing has
been proposed. It allows the support of cell-independent
asymmetries in OFDMA-TDD next generation networks with
complete avoidance of the detrimental BS→BS interference.
The key to solving this issue is user cooperation in combi-
nation with inter-cell relaying. It has been demonstrated that
in the case of shortage of UL resources a virtual cell-specific
SP can be established, depending on the system UL-to-DL
asymmetry ratio and the available DL resources at the CoI
and its six neighboring cells. When one or more cells can
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Fig. 4. Percentage loss in DL spectral efficiency caused by the off-loading
ad hoc links as compared to an equivalent SSP system. As expected, for the
6-cell scenario at 0% DL demand at the first-tier cells, the loss is zero, because
there is no DL traffic at the first-tier cells.
cooperate, even the whole frame can be virtually allocated
for UL traffic. This flexibility in resource allocation comes at
a relatively insignificant cost of less than 0.5% loss in DL
spectral efficiency incurred due to interference caused by the
ad hoc links. For the UL spectral efficiency of the CoI, the
gains with respect to the case of fixed SPs are up to about 50%,
whereas the gains with respect to the case of cell-specific SPs
surpass 100%.
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Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to compare two
interference avoidance techniques for time division duplex (TOO)
wireless networks, viz.: a novel technique termed asymmetry
balancing and the known zone division (ZO) principle. Both
asymmetry balancing and ZO strive to reduce the same-entity
interference (mobile station (MS)-to-MS and base station (BS)-
to-BS) that occurs during crossed slots, i.e. slots which are
simultaneously used for uplink (UL) in one cell and for downlink
(OL) in a neighbouring cell. Asymmetry balancing eliminates
crossed slots by synchronising the TOO switching point (SP)
among cells. Cell-specific asymmetry demands are still main-
tained through cooperation among the entities in the network.
ZO, on the other hand, reduces same-entity interference by
decreasing transmission range. This study demonstrates that
asymmetry balancing achieves more than 100% higher spectral
efficiencies than ZO for the considered scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
An effective strategy which is envisioned for next-
generation wireless cellular networks to ameliorate the spectral
efficiency performance without increasing hardware cost is to
make use of existing infrastructure and to introduce coopera-
tion among the network entities. Naturally, such cooperation
leads to multi-hop cellular networks (MCN) [1], i.e. cellular
networks which have relaying capabilities. A relay station (RS)
is an intermediate node between an MS and the servicing BS
and the relay can be either a dedicated transceiver or an MS.
For example, in [2] Qiao, Wu and Tonguz describe a load
balancing method via mobile dedicated transceivers, which can
be replaced according to user traffic demand, in order to divert
traffic using the unlicensed frequency bands. However, MeNs
where the relays are MSs are of special interest due the wide
availability of mobile terminals, especially in highly populated
areas, where network capacity becomes a limiting factor.
The ad hoc capabilities in MCNs are actually enabled
by TDD, which is the envisioned duplex scheme for next-
generation networks, due to the offered efficient support for
cell-independent traffic asymmetry [3]. However, in TDD,
when neighbouring cells have different asymmetry demands,
crossed slots cause BS---+BS interference, which is a partic-
ularly detrimental problem due to the exposed locations of
BSs and the high probability of line-of-sight (LOS) conditions
among BSs. Hence, the issue of crossed slots is the major
hurdle to be overcome before the advantages of TDD in
supporting cell-independent traffic asymmetries can be fully
Parts of this manuscript appear in a paper accepted for publication in the
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exploited. To this end, making use of the capabilities of MCNs
to balance traffic across the network can be particularly useful.
A novel concept, termed asymmetry balancing, is targeted
towards MCNs and utilises load balancing to completely avoid
BS---+BS interference by synchronising the TDD SP among the
cells in a network. Entities which face overload as a result
of the synchronised SP can off-load to other-cell entities,
which have available resources. In this manner, the traffic
within a network can be balanced across cells, ultimately
balancing the asymmetry demand across cells. The asymmetry
balancing concept has been introduced in detail in [4,5],
where it has been demonstrated that asymmetry balancing
offers great flexibility in UL-DL resource allocation and can
efficiently support cell-independent asymmetry demands while
completely avoiding BS---+BS interference.
The purpose of the current study is to compare the perfor-
mance of asymmetry balancing to another interference avoid-
ance approach, namely ZD (also known as region division, or
fractional reuse) [6], in the context of orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA)-TDD. ZD is a centralised
interference mitigation technique considered by the Wireless
World Initiative New Radio (WINNER) project [7] for next
generation TDD networks.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
briefly outlines the principles of asymmetry balancing and ZD.
Section III provides the simulation setup, while results are
presented in Section IV. The paper concludes with Section V.
II. ASYMMETRY BALANCING & ZONE DIVISION
In this study it is assumed that cells are differently loaded,
which is a reasonable assumption for future wireless networks
which will mainly support packet-data traffic characterised
by a high peak-to-average load ratio. In addition, traffic is
generally DL-favoured, in accordance with what is envisaged
for next-generation networks. It is expected that occasionally
a cell would have UL-favoured demand. This will result in
strong BS---+BS interference experienced at the UL-favoured
cell. To study how efficiently ZD and asymmetry balanc-
ing mitigate BS---+BS interference, the following scenario is
defined. A hexagonal cell of interest (Col) is considered,
surrounded by six neighbouring cells, where the Col has UL-
favoured traffic demand, while its neighbouring cells have DL-
favoured traffic demands. The paper compares UL asymmetry
balancing to ZD in terms of the UL spectral efficiency attained
at the Col and the UL-DL resource allocation at the Col.
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Before the comparison is carried out, asymmetry balancing
and ZD are briefly summarised in the next two sections.
A. Asymmetry Balancing
The asymmetry balancing concept exploits cooperation
among entities in the MCN and utilises free resources. Hence,
there are two enablers for asymmetry balancing, viz: availabil-
ity of resources and cooperating entities.
If hexagonal cells are considered, each cell can be treated
as a cell of interest (Col), surrounded by six neighboring cells,
which are the potential cooperating cells. Fig. 1 illustrates
the aforementioned geometry during a DL time slot. Assume
that there are only two frequency resources per cell per link
direction per frame, which are marked by boxes on Fig. 1. A
black box signifies an allocated resource, while a white box
signifies a free resource. Let the Col suffer from shortage of
UL resources, while it has a DL resource available. Marked
by a solid ellipse is the MS at the Col, which needs UL
service and desires to off-load traffic. The first-tier cells which
are marked with dashed hexagons have spare UL and DL
resources and hence are the cooperating cells. Associated with
the cooperating cells are the MSs which can serve as RSs
(identified by dashed ellipses). The tagged MS at the Col can
relay to any of the available RSs, which are potentially both
idle MSs and active MSs already receiving in DL from their
BS. The latter case exploits the fact that a DL transmission
to a user usually does not occupy all subchannels, and this is
accounted for by the use of frequency division multiple access










The cell-specific virtual SP can be quantified as follows. Let
the network-wide SP split the frame into two sub-frames, such
that their time durations are in ratio of u : d, where u~d of
the time the frame is in UL and u~d of the time the frame is
in DL. Furthermore, let the total (UL+DL) number of chunks
available per cell be C tot . It should be noted here that there
is no fixed resource reuse in place, rather full frequency reuse
is assumed and all cells have all resources available. Hence,
according to the network-wide SP, the resources per frame
allocated to UL are expressed as u~d C tot . The virtual SP at
the Col allocates an additional of at most u~d C tot resources.
The expected value of the normalised number of resources
allocated to UL by the virtual SP, Rul, is given in (1):
u~dCtot +PU~dCtot u pd (1)
Rul = Ctot == u + d + u + d
"-v-" "-v-"
actual SP virtual SP
where p == (1 - f1~1 Lt,i) . (1 - Lc) is the probability that a
given DL resource is a CPR; B t is the number of cooperating
cells; Lt,i is the probability that a resource is occupied at a
first-tier cell i; and Lc is the probability that a resource is
occupied at the Col.
Given that there is a CPR, the CPR can be utilised if RSs
are available such that a two-hop path can be found from the
MS, which needs to off-load traffic to the cooperating BS. In
other words, the MS~RS ad hoc links are "opportunistic"
in that they exploit CPRs and available RSs, and also are
managed in a decentralised fashion. How to find a two-hop
path is a matter of routing, and determining an optimum
routing strategy is beyond the scope of this paper. It is assumed
here that future wireless networks will be equipped with multi-
hop and relaying functionality in which case no significant
additional signalling overhead is required for managing the
MS-tRS links. In this study a simple path loss based routing
scheme is implemented according to [4]. Furthermore, in [4], it
has been demonstrated that for all practical purposes, for more
than 150 users per cell, it is fair to assume that the probability
of finding a suitable two-hop path is actually one (>0.994).
For a cell radius of 500 m as assumed here, the cell area is
0.87 sq. km, which means about 170 users per sq. km. This
is a reasonable number, as even suburban areas have at least
100 users per sq. km and typically in the order of thousand
(depending on the wireless provider market share) [8, 9].
Fig. 1. The MSs in the centre cell, i.e. the Col, can off-load UL traffic to
neighboring cooperating cells (marked by dashed hexagons) using free DL
resources (marked by white boxes).
free both at the Col and the cooperating cell which serves the
respective RS. Such resources are referred to as common free
resources (CFR) and in the case of OFDMA-TDD a resource
is equivalent to a chunk, i.e. a number of subcarriers per time
slot. When the centre cell uses CFRs to off-load UL traffic to
cooperating neighbouring cells, UL resources are effectively
created. As a consequence, cell-specific asymmetry demands
are supported while the SP is synchronised throughout the
network. This means that a "virtual" cell-specific SP can be
established depending on the network-wide SP and the DL
CFRs.
B. Zone Division
As opposed to the asymmetry balancing technique, ZD is
a centralised scheme, which heavily relies on coordination
among BSs. The principle is proposed in [6] as a time slot
allocation based on region division for CDMA networks. ZD is
a fractional reuse concept which aims to mitigate interference
by reducing the transmission range during crossed slots. The
reduced transmission range in effect increases the separation
distance between transmitters and vulnerable receivers and
hence reduces interference. BSs share information about their
TDD SP and thereby have knowledge which time slots are
crossed slots. Each BS divides its coverage area to an inner
region and an outer region. During crossed slots, resources are
allocated only to MSs which are located in the inner region.
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The authors of [6] found the radius of the inner region to
be 52% of the cell radius. Assuming uniform user distribution
and cell radius R, it can be calculated that only 1r(O;';if)2 ~ ~
of the users are in the inner region. This means that whenever
a large number of crossed slots is present in comparison to
non-crossed slots, the resources could be ineffciently utilised.
It should be noted that ZD does not result in interference
avoidance, but rather in interference reduction. To achieve this,
in practice ZD requires significant overhead. The division of a
cell to regions needs MSs to report to their respective BSs the
received power of a reference signal (for example, the pilot
signal BSs usually send). Based on the reported values, BSs
tag MSs as being in the inner/outer region. In addition, ZD
does not work unless tight DL power control is in place. Tight
power control, however, is not desirable in OFDMA systems,
because it limits the use of higher order modulation, which is
especially important for users with good channel conditions
(such as the users close to the BS).
III. SIMULATION SETUP
An OFDMA-TDD system is designed according to the
model introduced in Section IT and simulated using a Monte
Carlo approach. Users are uniformly distributed at the begin-
ning of each iteration and a snap-shot analysis is performed.
Each of the seven cells has a centrally-placed omnidirectional
BS. In the case of asymmetry balancing, for simplicity and
demonstration purposes, the synchronised TDD SP allocates
half of the frame resource to UL and DL each. However, the
model can readily be applied to any asymmetry ratio. In the
case of ZD, the SP is set according to the ratio of the demanded
UL and DL resources. Each user independently generates ex-
ponentially distributed interarrival times with mean, governed
by the offered load imposed on each cell. The holding time
is the same for all users and equals one chunk during a time
slot (5 OFDM symbols). The traffic per user is stored in a
buffer and served on a first-in-first-out basis. The maximum
waiting time per generated holding time is 20ms [7]. Path loss
is calculated using the WINNER Cl path loss model (NLOS)
for urban environment [10] as shown below:
(2)
where L p is the path loss in dB, a is an environment specific
constant, b == 10 J-l with J-l being the path loss exponent, and
d is the transmitter-receiver separation distance in metres. It
should be noted that the values of a and b (given in Table I)
depend on whether MS-RS path loss, BS-MS path loss, or
BS-BS path loss is calculated. For the latter LOS conditions
are assumed. MSs are associated with serving BSs based
on minimum path loss. Perfect synchronisation is assumed
and only co-channel interference from all active other-cell
transmitters is taken into account. Time-frequency resources
are allocated following a score-based approach [11], where
the score is evaluated based on buffer-size. In particular, a
given resource is allocated to the user with the largest average
buffer size, monitored during a time window of eight frames.
The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. For demon-
stration purposes, 16 OFDM subcarriers per cell are considered
(subject to slow fading effects only). As the SP is symmetric,
both UL and DL are allocated 16 subcarriers/time slot x
3 time slots/frame = 48 chunks/frame (as one chunk is one
subcarrier). In addition, only 20 users per cell are considered
due to the fact that introducing more users in the system results
in cumbersome simulations. However, because this number of
users does not reflect a realistic deployment scenario (ref. to
Section II), a correction factor will be introduced in the next
section. The number of users is not expected to influence the
trends of the performance of the ZD system.
A simple signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)-
based power control is applied to all single-hop links with an
SINR target of 20 dB (32 cross constellation at bit-error-ratio
(BER) of 10-7 [12]). The thermal noise power per subcarrier
is -157.11 dBW [7]. For the two-hop links, a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)-based power control is applied at the first hop
(MS---+RS) as it is assumed that the off-loading links are
opportunistic and interference information is not available. The
SNR target is 25 dB (128 cross constellation at BER of 10-7
[12]). If the SNRlSINR targets cannot be met, transmissions
still takes place. The total power per link is limited by the
maximum transmit power given in Table I.
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS [7, 10]
Carrier frequency 5GHz Time slot duration 0.1152ms
Time slots! frame 6 OFDM symbols! time slot 5
Tx power! link 251mW BS~BS distance lkm
BS height 25m MS height 1.5m
a, MS-BS 39.61 b, MS-BS 35.74
a, MS-RS 32.49 b, MS-RS 43.75
a,BS-BS 41.2 b, BS-BS 23.8
IV. RESULTS
The comparison of asymmetry balancing and ZD begins
with a discussion on the difference between asymmetry bal-
ancing and ZD in terms of the way resources are allocated to
UL and DL. In Section II it was demonstrated that asymmetry
balancing strongly depends on the resource availability both
at the Col and at the neighbouring cells. It is impossible to
simulate all possible scenarios in terms of resource availability,
hence two scenarios are defined: (1) a best case 6-cel1 scenario,
where all six first-tier cells cooperate; and (2) a worst-case 1-
cell scenario where only one first-tier cell cooperates. Different
resource availability conditions are enforced by varying the
total user demand per frame per cell (in %). As already
mentioned, in this paper, when asymmetry balancing is em-
ployed, the synchronised SP is set to allocate half of the frame
resources to UL and DL each. As a result, in order to obtain
the probability that a resource is occupied at a particular link
direction for a given cell, the respective user demand should
be multiplied by 2 (because half of the resources per frame
are allocated to the given link direction and the user demand
is defined on a frame basis). The DL resource occupancy
probability both at the Col and at the cooperating cells is
varied from 0 to 0.8, which corresponds to a user demand that
varies from 0% to 40%. In order to account for a worst case
scenario in terms of interference experienced by the ad hoc
links, the non-cooperating cells are assumed to be fully loaded
in DL (i.e. the demand is 50%). Because the UL resource
demand of the first-tier cells would not influence the results for
UL asymmetry balancing, it is kept constant for all considered
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Fig. 2. Resources allocated to UL at the Col by asymmetry balancing (AB)
and ZD for various Col DL demand: 6-cell scenario (top plot) and I-cell
scenario (bottom plot).
The spectral efficiency performance of the UL asymmetry
balancing scheme is compared against that of ZD, based on
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the I-cell scenario and the 6-cell scenario, where for 25% and
40% Col DL demand there is an increase in the resources
allocated to UL between 0% and 10% first-tier DL demand.
When the first-tier DL demand is 0% the Col UL does not
experience any crossed slots, while the Col DL experiences
crossed slots (ref. to Table II). In constrast, when the first-
tier DL demand is increased, the effect is reversed and the
probability for crossed slots in UL increases while in DL the
crossed slots probability decreases. The number of resources
allocated to UL does not increase further (beyond 10% first-
tier DL demand) because there is a limit on the maximum
waiting time a packet can tolerate before being discarded (ref.
to Section III), hence the UL buffer cannot grow infinitely.
Fig. 2 also shows that for moderate loads (both at the Col
and at the first-tier cells) the resource allocation achieved with
asymmetry balancing (6-cell scenario) and ZD is similar, while
for higher loads (I-cell scenario), in most cases ZD allocates
more resources to UL than asymmetry balancing. However,
as the spectral efficiency results demonstrate in the following,
the scheme that allocates more resources to UL does not
necessarily achieve higher UL spectral efficiency.
1 (M M MOL )
Cb = c L log2(1 + I'i) + MOL L log2(1 + I'jh)
tot i=l OL j=l
(3)
where Cb is the spectral efficiency per chunk in bps/Hz; 1i is
the SINR of chunk i for single hop links; M == u~dCtot is
the number of chunks allocated to UL as per the network-wide
SP; MOL == Pu d dCtot, is the number of DL chunks available
for off-loading; -:M-OL is the number of chunks actually utilised
for off-loading; and 1jh is the SINR of chunk j for two-hop
links. Clearly, for systems which do not employ asymmetry
Cell number ---+ 1
2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I 7
Link direction ! (Col)
UL 100 15
DL (6-cell) 0---+40
DL (I-cell) 0---+40 I 50
scenarios. The UL and DL resource demands are shown in
Table II.
The defined scenarios also aim to exhibit different interfer-
ence conditions for the Col when ZD is employed. Because
each cell sets its SP according to the asymmetry demand at
the given cell, the Col will have an UL-favoured SP in all
cases. This means that the 6-cell scenario puts the Col in the
situation of relatively mild BS~BS interference due to the low
first-tier DL load, while the I-cell scenario will cause severe
BS~BS interference for the Col due to the higher first-tier
DL load.
Results for the UL-DL resource allocation at the Col
achieved with asymmetry balancing and with ZD are shown
in Fig. 2 in terms of the percentage of resources in a frame
allocated to UL. The graph shows results for variable Col
DL demand and for variable first-tier DL demand. In the 6-
cell scenario the demand is varied together for all six cells,
whereas in the I-cell scenario the demand is varied for only
one of the six cells, while the rest have a constant demand
of 50%. For asymmetry balancing the theoretical results for
Rul x 100% are omitted due to space constraints, however, a
perfect match between theory and simulation is shown in [4,
5]. In the case of asymmetry balancing, as expected, when
overall the DL resource occupancy increases, the number
of resources allocated to UL by the virtual SP at the Col
decreases. It is interesting to note that due to the six degrees
of freedom, when six cells cooperate, the number of resources
allocated to UL by the virtual SP decreases much slower with
decrease in resource availability as compared to the case when
only one cell cooperates, where the number of UL resources
decreases linearly. On Fig. 2 it can be seen that asymmetry
balancing offers flexibility in resource allocation in that it
adaptively allocates resources based on availability. Whenever
there is little or no Col DL demand, the asymmetry balancing
can allocate the whole frame to UL, even in the case when
only one cell cooperates. In addition, asymmetry balancing
actually allocates resources on the chunk level, while ZD is
limited to allocating resources to UL and DL on the time slot
level according to the network design. Further limitation to
ZD is that the maximum asymmetry which can be supported
is 5: 1 in favour of either link direction [7] (as seen on Fig. 2).
As was previously mentioned, when ZD is employed each
cell sets its SP according to the ratio of UL and DL buffer
size. This feature has an effect on the SP allocation as follows.
The number of crossed slots influences the overall buffer
size because as was explained in Section II only about a
quarter of the users belonging to a given cell can be allocated
during crossed slots. Hence, in general, the presence of crossed
slots in a given link direction would result in more resources
allocated to that link direction as compared to when there are
no crossed slots. This effect is clearly seen on Fig. 2 for both
TABLE II
RESOURCE DEMAND FOR UL AND DL (IN %)
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balancing, p = 0, and the second term of the summation in
(3) produces a zero. In addition, it should be noted that ,jh
is taken as the minimum of the SINR achieved at the first and
second hops for each two-hop link. Furthermore, ~QL is used
as a correction factor. The reason is as follows: As p~eviously
mentioned, due to simulation complexity, only twenty users
per cell are simulated. As a result, not all available CFRs can
be utilised for off-loading via a neighbouring RS. The number
of available CFRs is only influenced by the actual load, i.e.
fraction of available resources, which is independent of the
number of users in the system. In contrast, how many of the
available CFRs can be utilised for MS~RS links depends on
user density (active and non-active users alike) because user
density determines if and how often a two-hop path can be
found. As a consequence, the spectral efficiency results are
also influenced by the number of users in the system. Because,
as was mentioned in Section II and demonstrated in [4], it can
be safely assumed that in realistic scenarios all available CFRs
can be actually utilised, the correction factor aims to obtain
representative spectral efficiency performance.
The Col UL spectral efficiency results for different DL
resource demands are presented in Fig. 3 (top plot and bottom
plot for the 6-cell scenario and I-cell scenario, respectively).
The solid line at about 2 bps/Hz shows the spectral efficiency
Col UL Spectral Efficiency (6-cell scenario)
interfering BS does not produce significant difference in the
results. With respect to the asymmetry balancing performance,
it can be seen that in the 6-cell scenario, even though there
is a slight decrease in the number of resources utilised for
asymmetry balancing as the first-tier DL demand increases
(Fig. 2), the spectral efficiency performance at the Col actually
improves (Fig. 3 top plot). This effect can be attributed to
the limited transmit power. When slightly fewer resources
are used for transmission, there is more power available per
resource and the attained SINR can compensate for the fact
that less resources are utilised. A similar trend is observed
in the I-cell scenario (Fig. 3 bottom plot, zoomed area), but
to a smaller extend because the difference in the number of
resources utilised for asymmetry balancing for the varied first-
tier DL demand is much greater (Fig. 2).
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study focused on the comparison of UL asymmetry
balancing to the ZD interference avoidance approach. It was
demonstrated that ZD compromises user demand by serving
only about a quarter of the users during crossed slots, while
BS~BS interference is not avoided. Asymmetry balancing,
on the other hand, completely avoids BS~BS interference
and achieves more than 100% higher UL spectral efficiency
in comparison to the spectral efficiency attained with ZD for
the considered scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Bar plots of the UL spectral efficiency performance at the Col
achieved with asymmetry balancing (AB) as compared to a ZD system.
achieved by a system where the TDD SP is synchronised. It
can generally be observed that when severe BS~BS inter-
ference is present (i.e. high first-tier DL demand) such as is
the case in the I-cell scenario and 6-cell scenario for more
than 20% DL demand, simply synchronising the TDD SP
thereby avoiding the BS~BS results in a significant spectral
efficiency improvement. Furthermore, asymmetry balancing
attains spectral efficiency amelioration of more than 100%
with respect to the spectral efficiency achieved by ZD. ZD
outperforms asymmetry balancing only in the case of 0% DL
demand in the 6-cell scenario, i.e. when none of the six first-
tier cells has DL traffic, which is a highly unlikely situation. In
addition, it is noted that in the I-cell scenario the performance
of ZD is relatively constant. This is due to the fact that five
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Abstract—This paper studies the performance of orthogo-
nal frequency division multiple access – time division duplex
(OFDMA-TDD) cellular networks when jointly applying dynamic
channel allocation (DCA) and user scheduling under the assump-
tion of asymmetric uplink (UL)/downlink (DL) loads. Specifically,
a comparison between a fixed slot allocation (FSA) scheme,
where the uplink UL/DL switching is synchronised across the
network, and the random time slot opposing (RTSO) technique
is made. The RTSO resembles an opportunistic interference
mitigation technique. RTSO, however, does not obviate the
need for user scheduling algorithms, but the combined use of
RTSO and scheduling has not been studied. Therefore, two
different scheduling algorithms, greedy and fair, are adapted
to suit the OFDMA-TDD architecture. Their performance for
various channel asymmetries under RTSO and symmetric FSA
is evaluated, based on spectral efficiency and user outage. In
order to account for the exposed location of base station (BS)
antennas in a cellular environment, the effect of line-of-sight
(LOS) propagation among BSs is considered. The results show
that LOS among BSs in a system with unsynchronised switching
points strongly hampers the network’s performance. This effect,
however, is demonstrated to be substantially offset by DL-
favoured asymmetries (dominant in data-centric networks) in
combination with RTSO. Furthermore, it is shown that the greedy
algorithm only offers a marginal increase in spectral efficiency as
compared to the fair algorithm, while the fair algorithm exhibits
up to ≈20% lower outage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
been a subject of considerable interest in the recent years
for cellular systems of 3G evolution and beyond. Wong et
al. [1] show promising results for OFDM as a multi-user
technique, particularly focusing on the gains in using adaptive
modulation. The gains in combining OFDM with an adequate
multiple access scheme have been thoroughly described in
[2], specifically emphasising on the superiority of frequency
division multiple access (FDMA).
The combination of OFDM with TDD, which enables
the support of asymmetric services, is of especial interest.
However, in an unsynchronised system, TDD suffers from
additional interference as compared to frequency division
duplex (FDD). One approach to overcome this drawback is to
synchronise the transmission states of all cells (synchronised
UL/DL switching points), as is the case in an FSA scheme.
The FSA, however, significantly hampers the key advantage
of TDD, namely to dynamically adapt to cell specific channel
asymmetry demands.
A technique, which exploits the inherent interference di-
versity in cellular TDD networks in order to decrease the
detrimental BS-BS interference, while retaining the channel
asymmetry support, has been previously reported as RTSO and
tested on code division multiple access (CDMA) systems [3].
RTSO, i.e. the random assignment of UL/DL time slots,
when used in cellular systems, has been shown to result in
occasionally lower interference than that of an equivalent FDD
network.
This study is in the framework of a multi-user, multi-
cell OFDMA-TDD network with full frequency reuse. The
performance of a system employing RTSO under various
channel asymmetries is compared to the performance of a
symmetric FSA system. A fair and a greedy approach to
scheduling are studied and scenarios with LOS and non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) conditions among the BSs are considered.
The purpose of this paper is to get insight into the severity of
interference during various UL/DL channel asymmetries and
explore the extent to which RTSO mitigates this interference.
Furthermore, in the above context, we draw conclusions with
respect to the comparative performance of a greedy and a fair
approach to scheduling in an OFDMA-TDD system. The two
considered algorithms are the fair optimum target assignment
with stepwise rate removals (OTA-SRR) [4] and the greedy
greedy rate packing (GRP) [5].
II. SYSTEM MODEL
This section introduces the model of the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and its interference com-
ponents: multiple access interference (MAI) and co-channel
interference (CCI). MAI is the interference experienced from
own-cell links, whilst CCI is the interference experienced from
other-cell links.
Let γk be the target SINR of subcarrier k, such that
γk ∈ {γ̃1 < γ̃2 < · · · < γ̃m} and suppose a number of
m discrete transmission rates are available, rk ∈ {r1 < r2 <
· · · < rm} depending on the modulation alphabet, where each
SINR target element corresponds to each rate respectively.
Employing adaptive modulation, if a subcarrier can support
a high SINR, high data rate transmission for the same BER
(bit error ratio) can be maintained on that subcarrier, simply
by using a high order modulation scheme.
In determining a subcarrier’s SINR both small-scale fading
and large-scale fading are taken into consideration. Let sub-
carrier k ∈ s = {a1, . . . , am}, where ai ∈ {1, . . . , Nc} and s
is a set of subcarriers belonging to a single user in cell i and k
does not experience interference from the set. The cardinality
of s, |s|, is the number of subcarriers per user, which can
vary from zero to Nc (total number of subcarriers per BS).
The received signal power (in Watts) on subcarrier k in cell i
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where P ik is the transmit power on subcarrier k in cell i, G
i
k
is the path gain between the MS using subcarrier k and its
corresponding BS, and Hik is the channel transfer function for
subcarrier k in cell i between the MS using subcarrier k and
its corresponding BS.
The multiple access interference power (in Watts) on sub-
carrier k in UL is given by (2). It should be noted that MAI in




















and Gik,k′ is the path gain between the transmitter on the link
using subcarrier k′ and the receiver on the link using subcarrier
k, Hik,k′ is the transfer function of the channel between the
transmitter on the link using subcarrier k′ and the receiver
on the link using subcarrier k, Cik,k′(∆f + εD + ω), given
in (3), is a cyclic sinc function1 to account for the amount
of interference subcarrier k experiences from subcarrier k′,
j is the imaginary unit, ∆f = k′ − k and εD = fD,maxδf
accounts for the Doppler shift; where fD,max is the maximum
Doppler frequency and δf is the subcarrier spacing, ω = fcδf is
the normalised frequency offset due to synchronisation errors
between subcarriers k and k′, with fc is the offset in Hz.
The co-channel interference power is modeled similarly to
the MAI power on a subcarrier and is given by (4). Co-
channel interference contributions are expected not only from
the reused subcarrier, but also from neighboring subcarriers,









k,k′ |H lk,k′ |2|Clk,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2
(4)
where B is the number of cells under consideration (cells that
contribute non-negligible interference).
Based on (1) through (4), the SINR for subcarrier k ∈ s in














where G̃ik = G
i
k|Hik|2 is the weighted gain on the “desired”
link for subcarrier k ∈ s,
G̃lk,k′(·) = Glk,k′ |H lk,k′ |2|Clk,k′(∆f + εD + ω)|2 is the
weighted gain of the interfering link between the transmitter
on the link using subcarrier k′ and the receiver on the link
using subcarrier k, and n is the thermal noise power per
subcarrier.
1Due to space constraints the derivation of the cyclic sinc function is
omitted.
III. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
The two alternative scheduling approaches, a greedy and a
fair one, are presented in this section, along with the mod-
ifications introduced by the authors to adapt the scheduling
schemes to the OFDMA architecture.
A. Modified GRP
GRP is a simple heuristic rate allocation scheme, which
formulates the problem of supporting different users with
different data rates into a joint power and rate control. It can
be interpreted as a practical form of water-filling, in the sense
that high transmission rates and low power are allocated to
users having high link gains and low interference.
An extensive work on GRP for direct sequence code division
multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems is presented in [5]
where it was applied to a single cell, using a fixed intercell
interference. In this paper, the GRP algorithm is formulated
for a multi-cellular TDD-based OFDMA system, where it is
shown that a similar water-filling mechanism can be employed.
Given a vector of powers with elements being the power
on each subcarrier, P = (P1, P2, . . . , PNc)
T , the received
SINR of subcarrier k , is defined by (6) and (7), here slightly
rearranged to suit the purpose of the algorithm (all parameters
belong to the same cell, thus superscripts used earlier to












where γk,UL and γk,DL are the SINR on subcarrier k in UL
and DL respectively, z = ∆f + εD +ω , |Sk,k′ |2 = Pk′Gk,k′ ,
and PCCI,k is the co-channel interference on subcarrier k.
An interesting question is to find an SINR assignment which
maximises the throughput while utilising the minimum power.
If p is the maximum power allowed per subcarrier and Γ is
the set of discrete-valued SINR targets in ascending order, the
problem of maximising throughput using the optimum power





γk ∈ Γ, Γ = {0, γ̃1, γ̃2, . . . , γ̃|Γ|}
0 ≤ Pk ≤ p (9)
This problem is solved separately for DL and UL. An im-
portant corollary from [5] is used here: if the subcarriers
are arranged according to G1|H1|2 ≥ G2|H2|2 ≥ · · · ≥
GNc |HNc |2, the total power in the cell is minimised if the
SINR targets are assigned such that γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ · · · ≥ γNc .
1) DL Transmission and Power Constraints: The required
power, Pk, on a subcarrier k in the DL is given by:
Pk =
γk
Gk|Hk|2 (PCCI,k + n) (10)
This follows by rearranging (7). Using (10), the problem





Gk|Hk|2 (PCCI,k + n) ,
such that (9) becomes
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2) UL Transmission and Power Constraints: By expanding
and rearranging (6), the required power, Pk, on a subcarrier k



























1 + γk′ |Ck,k′(z)|2
< 1
If k and k′ belong to the same user, then |Ck,k′(z)|2 = 0. For
the special case where all subcarriers in a cell belong to one
user, the required power is the same as the case for DL.




















































3) GRP Algorithm: Based on the DL and UL power
constraints, a rate packing algorithm is developed,
which aims to achieve the maximum rate possible
while using the minimum power. A main underlying
assumption is G1|H1|2 ≥ G2|H2|2 ≥ · · · ≥ GNc |HNc |2.
The modified GRP algorithm is shown below:
1) γk = 0 ∀k





































The OTA-SRR algorithm is a rate and power allocation
scheme for UL and DL. Results have been reported for a
2G system with seven-cell reuse and one user per cell [4].
In the current study the OTA-SRR scheduling scheme is
formulated as a subcarrier, rate and power allocation algo-
rithm for an OFDMA system architecture. The new algorithm
operates at the most basic level, i.e. at the subcarrier level,
as generalisation to a more efficient chunk-level operation
is straightforward. The mechanism of the modified OTA-
SRR is briefly introduced. First, all subcarriers are distributed
equally among the users and assigned maximum SINR targets
chosen out of a predefined target set. Iteratively the subcarriers,
subject to worst link conditions, are identified. Their SINR
target is decreased in a step-wise manner, in effect adapting
the modulation scheme. If the SINR target of a subcarrier is
downrated below the minimum value from the target set, this
subcarrier is given to a different user from the same BS, which
can make use of it with minimum interference. If no such user
is found, the subchannel is not used. OTA-SRR is executed
until the number of subcarriers in use and their respective
data rates can be supported. The criterion for convergence is
subordinated to the basic mathematical framework, outlined in
[4].
The algorithm takes into account the interference effects
among all subcarriers, thus each subcarrier (out of the total
considered in the algorithm, i.e. BNc = N ) is given a
unique identification (ID) number in the range [1, 2, . . . , N ]
(i.e. subcarrier one used in cell one has ID 1, subcarrier one
in cell two has ID Nc + 1, subcarrier two used in cell two
has ID Nc + 2, and so on). Based on this, the SINR equation








Each subcarrier strives to achieve SINR greater or equal to
the target, thus (13) can be straightforwardly written as an
inequality. Further, by dividing the numerator and denominator
of the right hand side by G̃k and transforming it into matrix
notation, (13) can be rewritten as (I − Φ)P ≥ η, where I is
the identity matrix, Φ, defined in (14), is the normalised link
gain matrix (with dimensions N×N ), and η is the normalised








with γk ∈ Γ , ∀k ∈ N . The algorithm is defined based on the
properties of Φ and its dominant eigenvalue λ1. For Φ it holds
that it is real, nonnegative and irreducible, based on (14), i.e.
the path gains and the SINR targets are real and nonnegative,
and the path gains are assumed to be uncorrelated. The
modified OTA-SRR algorithm is outlined below:
1) initialisation: iteration k = 0; target
γi(0) = max{Γ} = γ̃|Γ|, ∀i ∈ N






a. find row j with maximum row-sum





used by user q
b. adapt the modulation scheme of subcarrier
j: reduce γj accordingly
c. if γj < γ̃1
i. take away subcarrier i from user q
ii. if user q has zero subcarriers left
i. block user q
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iii. find user r from the same BS as q such
that the interference on j is minimised
(minimum row sum of Φ)
iv. if q = r
i. delete row j and column j of Φ, ηj,
and γj (i.e. block subcarrier j)
v. else assign subcarrier j to user r with
γj = γ̃|Γ|
d. recalculate Φj, ηj, and λ1
g. k = k + 1
IV. SIMULATION MODEL
A 19-cell system (Table I) with 200 uniformly distributed
users is considered in this paper. Each cell has a centrally-
located BS, which can be either transmitting or receiving, with
a probability depending on the asymmetry scenario (modeling
a TDD system). UL:DL ratios of 1:1, 1:6, and 6:1 are explored.
The UL/DL time slots are randomly assigned and can be either
synchronised (FSA) or non-synchronised (RTSH) among all
cells. A quasi-static model is employed where the link gains
between transmitters and receivers remain unchanged for a
time slot duration. A BS-MS pair (i.e. a link) is formed
based on minimum path loss. It is assumed that the QoS
desired by a user corresponds to the maximum data rate it
can support. Furthermore, each receiving unit has full channel
information, enabling it to calculate the SINR. The signalling
overhead introduced is not a subject of this paper, however it
is envisaged that this overhead could be offset by the gains
in performance. Interference is calculated assuming constant
frequency offset and maximum Doppler frequency leading to
a worst case scenario. Moreover, it is assumed that proper
cyclic prefix is in place such that inter-symbol interference
(ISI) is avoided. A cross-layer approach is used to reflect
TABLE I
FIXED PARAMETERS
Number of BSs 19 Number of MSs 200
Cell radius 500 m Bandwidth 100 MHz
Number of subcarriers 2048 RMS delay spread 0.27 µs
Carrier freq. 1.9 GHz fD,max 190 Hz
Max. power/link 2 W ω 0.5
small-scale and large-scale fading in a typical time-variant
frequency selective channel. The small-scale fading effects
for a typical outdoor scenario which includes the effects of
Doppler shift and time delay is simulated using a power delay
profile corresponding to the specified delay spread in Table I.
The path loss model to account for large-scale fading is chosen
accordingly, [6] - Terrain Category A (suburban).
Results for NLOS conditions for all TDD interference
scenarios (MS-BS, BS-MS, BS-BS, MS-MS) are compared
to LOS for BS-BS interference (and NLOS for the remaining
scenarios). The path loss in the case of LOS is calculated
using the free space path loss model and worst case scenario is
assumed with 100% probability of LOS. Adaptive modulation
is achieved with seven different modulation schemes [7] given
in Table II, based on the received SINR for a BER of 10−7
(necessary for real-time services such as video streaming). The
corresponding data rates, Υ, are calculated using Υ = MΥcodeTs ,
where M is the number of bits per symbol, Υcode is the
code rate (here, 2/3), and Ts is the symbol time (including
cyclic prefix of 20%). It should be noted that the CROSS
and STAR constellations are QAM-variations in order to
ensure robustness to interference, as described in [8] and [9],
respectively.
TABLE II
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM: MODULATION SCHEMES (ROW ONE) WITH THE
RESPECTIVE DATA RATES (ROW TWO), AND THE RESPECTIVE REQUIRED
SINR VALUES (ROW THREE) AT BER OF 10−7
4 8 16 32 64 128 256 units
QAM STAR QAM CROSS QAM CROSS QAM
54.2 81.4 108.5 135.6 162.7 189.9 217.0 kbps
9 14 16 19 22.2 25 28.5 dB
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The algorithms implemented in this study are evaluated on
the basis of spectral efficiency, and outage. Spectral efficiency
is the achieved system throughput divided by the total band-
width divided by the number of base stations and outage is
defined as the users not served (due to low SINR) as a fraction
of the total number of users in the system.
The variation of spectral efficiency with asymmetry and
LOS conditions for the BSs can be seen in Fig. 1. A clear trend
can be observed for both scheduling schemes – with an in-
crease in the number of time slots allocated to DL, the spectral
efficiency increases and reaches 90% of the theoretical max-




where W is the bandwidth, Wc is the bandwidth per subcarrier,
and Υmax is the maximum data rate per subcarrier (as given
in Table II). Moreover, LOS conditions among BSs degrade
performance significantly; for an asymmetry of 6:1 (UL:DL),
the spectral efficiency (at the 50th percentile) for OTA-SRR
and GRP decreases by ≈30% and ≈50%, respectively. The
systems employing DL-favoured asymmetry are more robust
to LOS. Only a slight decrease in the spectral efficiency is
observed when LOS condition among the BSs is introduced:
≈8% and ≈6% at the 50th percentile for OTA-SRR and GRP,
respectively. This observation is as expected, due to the fact
that in DL-favoured asymmetries, the occurrence of BS-BS
interference is significantly limited. The outage results shown
in Fig. 2, display a similar trend to the spectral efficiency
results.
Intuitively it is expected that a symmetric FSA scheme
exhibits better performance than an equivalent RTSO system,
since it avoids the detrimental BS-BS, as well as MS-MS
interference. However, it can be observed that neither of the
schemes is strictly better than the other. For instance, assuming
OTA-SRR it can be found that for RTSO the probability that
the spectral efficiency is greater than 2.25 bps/Hz/cell is about
95%, whereas for FSA this probability is only about 75%.
On the other hand, when assuming a spectral efficiency of
3 bps/Hz/cell, it can be found that the same probability for
RTSO is 10% whereas the probability for FSA is 30%. As
expected their medians generally coincide (due to the fact
that the rate of asymmetry is the same) and moreover, the
FSA curve spans between the 1:6 (DL-dominated) NLOS and
6:1 (UL-dominated) NLOS RTSO cases. The latter effect is
attributed to the shifting of more resources to UL (DL), which
creates an interference scenario (MS-BS (BS-MS)) similar
to the UL (DL) FSA. Furthermore, it can be observed that
the cumulative density function (cdf) graphs for FSA are
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generally spread out, whereas the cdf graphs for RTSO are
comparatively steeper. This means that RTSO offers a more
stable and robust QoS, whilst the QoS offered by the FSA is
with larger variation.
With respect to the comparative performance of the two
scheduling schemes presented in this paper, the results show
a similar trend in the explored metrics. However, GRP, which
allocates subcarrier, rate and power in a greedy manner, fails
to fully exploit the frequency selectivity of the channel by
allocating resources to the best placed user (in terms of link
gain). Thus, only a marginal increase in spectral efficiency
is achieved at the cost of outage. It is interesting to draw
a comparison of these trends to a similar study done for a
CDMA system in [10] with the same cell radius, number
of cells, number of users as in the present study. For the
case of CDMA, the greedy GRP algorithm as compared to
the OTA-SRR scheme displays two-fold increase in terms
of total system data rate but serves only 30% of the users,
which are served under the OTA-SRR scheme. Thus, unlike
CDMA, in an OFDMA system it is not efficient to allocate all
resources to one (few) user(s), due to the large bandwidth and
thus pronounced frequency selectivity, which can otherwise be
successfully exploited by user diversity.









































Fig. 1. Spectral efficiency results for various UL:DL asymmetries: GRP
(left) and OTA-SRR (right)









































Fig. 2. User outage results for various UL:DL asymmetries: GRP (left) and
OTA-SRR (right)
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the effects of channel asymmetry on a multi-
user OFDMA-TDD system employing RTSO are studied and
compared to a symmetric FSA system. The analysis is done
based on two scheduling algorithms, following different ap-
proaches to resource allocation: greedy and fair. The results
demonstrate that UL is the performance limiting factor due
to unfavourable interference and the hazardous effect of LOS
conditions among BSs. Shifting more resources in DL provides
a system which is robust to these TDD-inherent problems,
irrespective of whether FSA or RTSO is employed. Such a
DL-favoured scenario attains up to 90% of the maximum
spectral efficiency achievable by the network. Furthermore,
the RTSO can successfully exploit interference diversity and
thus outperform the FSA scheme. In particular, for the same
asymmetry RTSO performs better than FSA in around 50%
of all the cases. The results further show that overall the
fair OTA-SRR scheduling algorithm is more robust to the
detrimental TDD-specific BS-BS interference than the greedy
GRP algorithm. Moreover, the greedy nature of GRP does
not allow for the frequency diversity, offered by the large
bandwidth, to be effectively exploited. In contrast, the fair
OTA-SRR makes use of the frequency diversity by offering
service to up to 20% more users and still achieving spectral
efficiencies only marginally lower than those attained by the
GRP. Hence, RTSO when combined with (OTA-SRR) fair
scheduling allows the system to retain high spectral efficiency
while maintaining fairness in an OFDM-TDD cellular network
with asymmetric traffic.
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Abstract— In this paper, a semi-analytical approach for the
performance analysis of the random time slot (TS) hopping
(RTSH) algorithm applied to code division multiple access -
time division duplex (CDMA-TDD) systems will be given. TDD
systems are subject to two independent interference scenarios,
giving rise to interference diversity, which is exploited by the
RTSH algorithm. Depending on the actual slot assignment, the
system either experiences same-entity interference (MS (mobile
station)-to-MS and BS (base station)-to-BS interference) or other-
entity interference (MS-to-BS and BS-to-MS interference). The
RTSH algorithm results in a random switching between these
two scenarios, each of which will result in a different level of
interference. Thereby, constant severe interference is avoided.
It has been shown that the RTSH algorithm results in lowest
interference for channel asymmetries in favor of the downlink
(DL).
I. INTRODUCTION
The increase in demand for ubiquitous wireless services
necessitates improved wireless communication systems with
efficient utilization of the limited spectrum. Code division
multiple access-time division duplex (CDMA-TDD) efficiently
supports both real-time and non-real time traffic [1], by
multiplexing uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) into time slots
(TS) on the same frequency band [2]. As each user is assigned
a unique pseudo noise (PN) code in CDMA, multiple users
can occupy the same TS, which is especially beneficial for
packet data traffic, as it requires efficient support for a high
peak-to-average data rate ratio. Through TDD transmission,
asymmetric resource allocation between UL and DL can be
flexibly adjusted. This is advantageous, as multimedia services
have different and time-varying transmission volume demands
in each link. Trading the capacities in both links against
each other therefore maximizes resource utilization and the
channel reciprocity, characteristic of TDD, allows for accurate
and open-loop power control in transmission. Furthermore, in
contrast to frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, TDD
facilitates ad-hoc and multihop operation.
Interference, as a limiting factor in CDMA, is of particular
concern to TDD-based systems. The latter are subject to
additional same-entity interference in contrast to FDD systems.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 - in the uplink transmitting MSs
interfere with receiving MSs and in the downlink transmitting
BSs interfere with receiving BSs if TSs are opposed.
The RTSH algorithm [3], [4] exploits the interference di-
versity, resulting of two independent and disjoint interference
scenarios, of which the effective one is determined by the
Fig. 2. Permutation of time frames after every period ∆t [4]
Fig. 3. Interference scenario before (left) and after (right) TS-opposing; Size
of arrows indicates potential severity of interference [4]
actual slot assignment. The key principle of RTSH is that
after every time interval ∆t, the order of the TS within one
frame is permuted randomly (Fig. 2). Note that, an analogy can
be drawn between RTSH and frequency hopping systems. In
the latter frequency diversity is achieved by hopping through
different frequency carriers.
In a TDD system, in order to produce high same-entity
interference, entities have to be of opposite slot assignment,
have to be experiencing high link gains between each other,
have high transmit power, and be active at the same time. As
shown in Fig. 3, the RTSH algorithm aims at reducing the time
that a particular entity stays in such a state of high interference.
As a consequence the expected value of interference decreases.
Moreover, further improvements are anticipated by combining
the RTSH algorithm with techniques that exploit time diversity
such as interleaving and channel coding. It is thus considered
an effective method to improve system performance and to
facilitate the possibility of different UL / DL ratios in different
cells to meet the varying user traffic profiles.
Performance evaluations via dynamic system level simula-
tion of the RTSH are published in [4] and [3]. This paper will
treat the question of how to model the RTSH analytically,
assuming equal asymmetries in all cells and activity of all
users that can be accommodated per TS. Such a model is
1-4244-0063-5/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE 
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(a) Uplink (b) Downlink
Fig. 1. Interference caused in uplink and downlink
of practical interest, as it facilitates the rapid performance
evaluation of a given system without the need of complex
simulations and could serve as a basic framework, which could
be further extended to, for example, various distributions of
channel asymmetries.
II. ANALYSIS OF INTERFERENCE COMPONENTS
Three main components determine UL and DL interference,
namely the probability that one cell is in DL and an adjacent
cell in UL in the same time instant, or vice versa; the
probability of a TS being active; and the interference received
from same entities and other entities. These three components
will be modeled in section II-A, section II-B, and section II-
C respectively. As already mentioned in the introduction, this
study is within the framework of equal channel asymmetries
for all cells.
A. Probability of Time Slot Opposing
In this section, the probability of users being of opposite link
assignment (in the following referred to as TS opposing), will
be derived. TS opposing introduces same-entity interference
to the system and is characteristic for TDD networks. The
probability of opposite link assignment is dependent on the
asymmetry rate per frame, Rasym, defined as the ratio of the
number of UL (nUL) and DL (nDL) slots. If the probability
of a cell being in an UL TS is nULnTOT = PUL, where nTOT
is the total number of slots per frame, then the probability of
two cells being in UL at the same time is (PUL)2. By the
same token, the probability of a cell being in a DL TS is
nDL
nTOT
= 1 − PUL, and that of two cells being in DL at the
same time is (1−PUL)2. Thus, the probability of TS opposing
for two cells, Popp(2), is given by (1).




For n cells the probability of TS opposing is given by (2) and
is derived by expanding (1).
Popp(n) = 1 − (PnUL + (1 − PUL)n)




A 16-slot frame (i.e. nTOT = 16) and asymmetry rates
(UL:DL) of 2 : 14, 4 : 12, 6 : 10, 8 : 8, 10 : 6, and 12 : 4
are considered. The results, displayed in Fig. 4, are symmetric
with respect to Rasym = 8 : 8. Moreover, the symmetric case
exhibits the highest probability of TS opposing and as the
asymmetry is shifted to favor either UL or DL, the probability
of TS opposing decreases.



































Fig. 4. Probability of TS opposing as a function of the number of cells in
service area for different UL:DL ratios.
B. Code Distribution
In this section the number of codes occupied per active
TS and the probability of a slot being active, i.e. used for
transmission, are analyzed. In order to determine the slot and
code activities, the number of users served needs to be known
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first. For different asymmetry rates, the number of voice and
data users that can be served can be calculated using the
equations and dependencies developed in [4]. In summary, the
total (UL and DL) number of resource units (RUs) (number
of codes per TS × number of TSs) for the favored link
direction,na, can be calculated using (3).
na = nru · K
K + 1
(3)
where nru is the total number of RUs available, and K depends
on the ratio of voice users to the total number of users (η) and
on the number of RUs required for a data link in the favored
link direction (µ), as given by (4)
K = µ + η · (1 − µ) (4)
Both η and µ vary with the asymmetry and have been
calculated in [4] for a system with 12 codes/TS and 16 TSs.
Moreover, (3) is valid under the assumption that the total
number of RUs required is exactly one for a data channel
in the less favored link direction and exactly two (one for UL
and one for DL) for a voice channel. Equation (5) shows the
total (UL and DL) number of RUs in the less favored link
direction, nb.






Given µ and η and using (3) and (5), the total number of voice
channels, nvch, and data channels, n
d
ch, can be found by (6) and
(7), respectively.
nvch = η · nch (6)
ndch = (1 − η) · nch (7)
where nch is the total number of channels available and its
value is the same as the total number of RUs available in
the less favored link direction (due to the aforementioned
assumption that in the less favored link direction both voice
and data channels require exactly one RU each). The number
of data channels is the total number of channels minus the
voice channels. Moreover, the number of active voice (nvu)
and data (ndu) users in the system depends on the load factor
ν as given by (8) and (9), respectively.
nvu = ν · nvch (8)
ndu = ν · ndch (9)
The distribution of active codes and active TSs for different
asymmetries and load factors can thus be simulated, assuming
that the TS with least number of unoccupied codes is occupied
first and a user can use at most one TS. Fig. 5 illustrates the
results for code activity and shows that an asymmetry, which
favors the DL exhibits the same behavior as an asymmetry,
which favors the UL, provided that the same rate of asymmetry
applies. This characteristic behavior is as expected and has
been reported in [4]. A similar trend is valid for the slot
activity, thus results are provided only for the downlink
(Fig. 6).






















Fig. 5. Code activity: expected number of used codes per active TS depending
on ν and Rasym































Fig. 6. DL slot activity: probability that a DL TS is used for transmission,
depending on the asymmetry and load parameter
C. Same- & Other-Entity Interference
So far it has been shown that for a given asymmetry and
load factor, the expected number of codes occupying a TS
(Fig. 5), the probability of a TS being active (Fig. 6), and the
number of users (given by (8) and (9)) can be determined.
These trends are cell-specific in the sense that the results
depend on the asymmetry and load in the particular cell,
and are independent of the neighboring cells. However, the
final interference component, namely the distribution of same-
(MS-to-MS, BS-to-BS) and other-entity (MS-to-BS, BS-to-
MS) interference, is not cell-specific, but rather is influenced
by the intercell interaction. In order to resolve this interference
component, a system with specifications given in Table I
is realized via a snapshot simulation, assuming an equal
asymmetry for all cells. For BS-to-BS interference, a worst
case scenario is in place, namely line of sight conditions (LOS)
without shadowing, as it is known that in TDD systems the BS-
to-BS interference is most detrimental. Further, one interfering
tier (six cells) is considered with a cell of interest (COI) in
the center and users in each cell are distributed depending on
a system-wide varied load and asymmetry. Equations (10) -
(13), give the expected values of MS-to-BS, MS-to-MS, BS-to-
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TS per frame 16
PN codes per TS 12
Frame length 10 ms
Cell radius 50 m
Chips per slot 2560
Bandwidth 4096 kHz
Path loss model UMTS indoor [5]
Shadowing constant 8 dB
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
BS, BS-to-MS interference respectively, coming from a single
interfering cell in any TS. It should be noted that the indices i
and j correspond to the according receiver-transmitter pairs in
the equations, such that for (10) Gij is the link gain between
BSi and MSj , for (11) - between MSi and MSj , for (12) -
between BSi and BSj , and for (13) - between MSi and BSj .
E[IMS−BS] = Pcode · E[(
nV∑
j∈V








E[IMS−MS] = Pcode · E[(
nV∑
j∈V








E[IBS−BS] = Pcode · Ñc · E[ Gij︸︷︷︸
GBS−BS
] (12)
E[IBS−MS] = Pcode · Ñc · E[ Gij︸︷︷︸
GBS−MS
] (13)
where Pcode is the maximum code power of 1.7 mW; V and
D are the sets of active voice and data users, respectively, in
the interfering cell, with according cardinalities nV and nD;
Gij is the link gain between the transmitter in the interfering
cell and the receiver in the COI; Ñc is the mean number of
active codes per TS (as illustrated in Fig. 5); µx is the number
of codes required by the data user for a link direction: µx
= 1 in the less favored link direction, and µx = µ in the
favored link direction. For example, if MS-to-MS interference
is to be determined, the COI is in DL, while all other cells
are in UL and the total interference coming from each cell
is considered in order to resolve the MS-to-MS link gain
statistics (over a significant number of simulation events).
Similarly, the statistics for the rest of the interference scenarios
are determined and results are illustrated for an asymmetry of
8 : 8 and 50% load in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 displays graphically (10)
- (13) for a load factor of 0.5.
III. RESULTS
In section II, the three components used in this paper to
determine the system interference power, were modeled. To
obtain the final analytical model of interference power in a
TDD-RTSH system, these components need to be combined.
This section will unite the models of the interference com-
ponents, with the assumption that the different interference

























Fig. 7. Distribution of link gains for ν = 0.5 and Rasym = 8 : 8































Fig. 8. Expected value of interference power [dBW] depending on Rasym
for ν = 0.5
contributions can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.
This assumption appears justified because the central limit
theorem can be applied.
If two cells are considered, the COI X in UL and an inter-
fering cell Y , there are two possible scenarios, i.e. either Y is
in DL (TS opposing) and thus there is BS-to-BS interference,
or Y is in UL and there is MS-to-BS interference (all MSs
in Y are interfering). Hence, when considering the whole first
tier of cells, the expected value of interference for a COI X
in UL, given that X is active, E{IUL|X = active}, is given
by
E{IUL|X = active} =
Pr{X = UL} ·
n∑
i=0
(ni ) Pr{Y = DL}i · Pr{Y = UL}n−i ·
(Pr{Y = active|Y = DL} · i · E[IBS−BS] +
Pr{Y = active|Y = UL} · (n − i) · E[IMS−BS])
(14)
where n is the total number of interfering cells; Pr{X = UL}
is the probability of the COI being in UL (depending on
the asymmetry); (ni ) Pr{Y = DL}i · Pr{Y = UL}n−i is the
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probability of having i out of n interfering cells in DL (TS
opposing) and n − i out of n interfering cells in UL (in any
combination); Pr{Y = active|Y = DL} is the probability
of at least one active transmission in a TS, given that the
respective TS is used for DL traffic (depending on the load
and asymmetry).
In analogy to (14), for the COI X in DL and an interfering
cell Y , there are two possible scenarios, i.e. either Y is in
UL (TS opposing) and experiences MS-to-MS interference (all
MSs in Y are interfering), or Y is in DL and experiences BS-
to-MS interference. Hence, when considering the whole first
tier of cells, the expected value of interference for a COI X
in DL, given that X is active, E{IDL|X = active}, is given
by
E{IDL|X = active} =
Pr{X = DL} ·
n∑
i=0
(ni ) Pr{Y = UL}i · Pr{Y = DL}n−i ·
(Pr{Y = active|Y = UL} · i · E[IMS−MS] +
Pr{Y = active|Y = DL} · (n − i) · E[IBS−MS])
(15)
Fig. 9 and 10 illustrate the graphical representation of (14)
and (15), respectively, and show that with regard to both DL
interference (at the MS) and UL interference (at the BS) for a
given load factor the interference is generally highest when the
UL:DL ratio is symmetric. In other words, channel asymmetry,
regardless of whether it is in favor of the DL or in favor of
the UL, leads to lower interference both at the MS and at
the BS and thus to better performance. This can be attributed
to three main effects, the code and TS activity (Fig. 5 and 6
respectively), as well as TS opposing (Fig. 4), which have been
incorporated in (14) and (15). This is an important result as it is
generally assumed that channel asymmetry in cellular CDMA-
TDD systems degrades system DL performance due to high
BS-to-BS interference. A further important result is that DL-
favored asymmetries generally produce lower interference in
the UL (at the BS) than UL-favored asymmetries. In contrast,
asymmetry ratios in favor of the UL, e.g. 14:2, result in lower
interference in the DL (at the MS), compared to DL-favored
asymmetries. It is further worth noting that for a DL-favored
scenario, e.g. 2:14, interference in the DL is in general several
dB less than interference in the uplink. This trend is different
in the case of an UL-favored scenario, where interference in
the UL is always at least 10 dB higher than interference in the
DL.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a semi-analytical model of the interference
in a TDD-CDMA system employing RTSH was developed.
Using the model, the expected value of interference in UL
and DL can be computed. Equal asymmetries in all cells and
a worst-case interference scenario (e.g., line-of-sight between
BSs) has been assumed, where all possibly accommodated
users are active and interfering. First, it has been shown that
for all system loads, the RTSH algorithm effectively supports
channel asymmetry in a cellular CDMA-TDD system, i.e., the























Fig. 9. Expected value of interference power [dBW] for an UL TS depending
on ν and Rasym
























Fig. 10. Expected value of interference power [dBW] for a DL TS depending
on ν and Rasym
special case of assigning UL and DL equal number of TSs, has
resulted in highest interference. Second, lowest interference is
observed for channel asymmetries in favor of the DL. This
means that the use of the RTSH algorithm is very well suited
for future data-centric services which impose higher loads onto
the DL channel.
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